BUI DING

All types of drinking, dining, dancing provided for . . .

ARCHITECTU

NEW CASINO DESICNED FOR LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT

Seating 1,200 persons, the Restaurant at International
Casino is the most spectacular example to date of combined theater and restaurant functions. Here the plan
was determined quite as much by sight lines as by service

requirements, and acoustical , lighting, and air conditioning
requirements were infinitely more complex than for a
theater or rest aurant alone. The Restaurant has a completely equipped stage.

W ith no daytime "elevation" to speak of, the Casino leaps into
prominence at nightfall, topped by its 7-foot neon sign and encircled
bv three continuous lines of giant neon which mark the muntins of the
bu ilding's ribbon windows. Overhead is the famous 7-story Wrigley
sign which makes a taxpayer at this location possible.

ON L Y metropolitan areas afford sufficient concentrations of population to
war rant so large and highly specialized a drink-dine-and-dance establishment as that of the new International
Casino, latest addition to New York's
highly touted Times Square. And
characteristically American is its application of " mass production" technique to a " luxury" product-a trencl ·
pi oneered in the restaurant field by
the Longchamps chain in New York.
T o operate such an establishment
profitably on one of the world's costliest plots, a canny management required first of all a much longer daily
schedule than either restaurant or
night club ordinarily empl oys - the
Casino is continually open from
12 noon to 4 a.m . This implied a
detailed analysis of various types of
drinki ng, dinin g. and dancin g and a
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OFFICE OF THOMAS W. LAMB, INC.,
Architects
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Circul ation was not left to chance. For
casual passersby the wide shallow steps of
the bar and a glittering escalator lead up
from the main entrance; but for heavy motor
traffic a separate entrance and elevator provide direct access to the second floor.
•
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DANCE fLOOR

MENS
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Frankly theatrical, the fountain on
the mezzanine level is reflected in
the mirrored plaque on the ceiling.
From this plaque hangs a revolving
chromium ball set in a diagonal
sheet of glass. The whole is floodlighted.

Main or
Second Floor

plan which provided specifically for each. Second problem facing the architects was adaptation of these requirements to an existing structure - part of the first and all
of the upper two floors of a new taxpayer . The plans
(above) indicate how effectively this was accomplished.
First in the daily sequence of use is the Spiral Bar
(details on next page) and the street floor and mezzanine
cafes, which serve drinks and light food continuously to
closing: this section has its own kitchen and pantries on
the mezzanine level. Next to go into action, serving

Not shown here , the small kitche n
is located behind the Spiral Bar at
the mezzanine level while the main
kitchen occupies the third floor
above the Cocktail Room.

lunch and tea to larger parties, is the huge Cocktail Room
with its own dance floor and orchestra: this section has
its own service bar and pantries, uses main kitchen on
third floor jointly with the Restaurant. Last to open at
6 p.m., the Restaurant runs steadily till closing time, thus
attracting all diners-out. The combined stage and dance
floor has two orchestras and is used alternately for dancing and for floor shows. The entire establishment is interconnected by an elaborate system of escalators, elevators.
stairs and passageways for both staff and patrons.
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INTERNATIONAL

CASINO

Section and three views of Spiral Bar show how effectively
the architects solved the problem of easy transition from
street to main floor. Viewed in this light, the Bar is much more
than an expensive ornament; it serves the highly realistic
merchandising tactic of catching the public and leading it
into the heart of the establishment.

Looking down on Bar and Fountain from Cocktail Room.
Photos by Sclinall

From the front, the Bar resembles a ship.

Aside from the Spiral Bar and Fountain, the Casino has
a straightforward and functional plan. A wise use of
color, well-selected stock furnishings and indirect lighting
strike the " luxury" note required, with a minimum of
special equipment. This characteristic treatment reaches

Looking down the Bar toward main entrance.

a high point in the Restaurant, which is completely free
of both pattern and ornament, relying for brilliance upon
the lighting- it has as well equipped a projection booth
as most theaters-and the audience itself. All attention
is thus concentrated on stage and dance floor .
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SNAKES COMFORTABLY HOUSED IN NEW CINCINNATl STRUCTURE

Summer and winter quarters for turtles
and alligators are included in this reptile house at Cincinnati's Zoological
Gardens.

Photos by Acme

FECHHEIMER

AND

IHORST

Architects

THE HOUSING of reptiles presents several problems to the building designer . Aside from duplicating
the snake's native environment-in terms of temperature, sunlight, humidity-and providing adequate facilities for their hospitalization, feeding, etc., there is the
problem of properly displaying them to the public. In
this new Reptile House for the Cincinnati Zoological
Gardens, the architects have achieved a satisfactory
solution, particularly in the matter of display. Illumination, both natural and artificial, is concentrated in
the cages themselves rather than in the public spaces.
Thus confusing reflections in the cage fronts are practicaliy eliminated and the reptiles themselves-rather
than the "architecture"-constitute the main point of
interest. Natural habitats were accurately reproduced
by PW A artists as a result of research into the natural
life of each exhibit.
The structure, conventionally symmetrical in plan,
provides for adequate servicing of the reptiles by a
small staff. It is fireproof throughout, with exterior
walls of cinder concrete and stucco ; trimming is of
cast stone ; all metal work is aluminum.

The Alligator Swamp

Typical cage for large reptile.
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LOS ANCELES

BUILDS A

SCHOOL FOR THE CRIPPLED
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i
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AS PART of its program for reconstruction of the publi c
school system, Los Angeles recently opened the Washington Boulevard Orthopaedic School. Designed for the
crippled school population of the entire city, the structure not only incorporates many features new to school
design but is itself only the nucleus of a new type of
educational activity. Thus, while physicians, nurses, and
dieticians were added to the teaching staff within, a staff
of bus drivers were equally important without ; and while
stairs gave way to ramps, and physiotherapy and rest
rooms were added inside, primary importance attaches
to the loading platform outside with its fleet of busses.
In the Orthopaedic School, the designers employed a
standard single-floor elementary school layout. But since
the school children require regular rest periods, special
diets, medical attention, and special toilet facilities , it was
necessary to include provisions for them in the plan. The
structural system is of reinforced concrete, fireproof and
quake-resistant. There is relatively little fixed equipment
and most of it is specially designed. The floors are all
of non-slip asphaltic tile; the ceilings are acoustically
treated.

A functional loading platform replaces the usual monumental steps in this school for crippled children. Notice
guard rails-a necessary protection against falls.
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W. F. RUCK,
Architect

ZARA WITKIN,
Engineer

Absence of fixed seating-an essential
for the crippled-permits a multiple
use of the auditorium, which also
serves as cafeteria, reading, and
study room.
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Entry
Foyer
Corridors
Classrooms
Wardrobes
Physiotherapy
Storerooms
Wheel chair storage
Rest rooms
Sun bathing
Diet Kitchen
Auditorium
Stage
Matron
Physician, Nurse
First aid
Special toilet
Toilets
Plumbing
Janitor
Supplies
Waiting room
Prin c ipal
Teachers
Outside Classroom
Loading Platform
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Typical classroom

Typical rest room
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MOBILE CATHEDRAL TO FOLLOW SHIFTINC PARISHIONERS

Photos by Paul Briol

Traditional principles of church design are wholly missing
from this trailer Cathedral, with a structural system based
on airplane design, a stressed steel skin and fabric covered roof: even its three-point suspension-one of which
is the air-cushioned coupling in the deck of the tow caremphasizes its lightness and mobility.
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WHEN, last month, St. Paul's Cathedral in Cincinnati
christened its new mobile church, it consciously acknowledged the increasing mobility of American life. The
Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio is fairly typical of
most dioceses in the Middle West in that the population
is very largely suburban, widely scattered in small towns
and villages, and as compared to eastern dioceses the
parishes are small and poor. Moreover, the Cathedral in
Cincinnati, built shortly after the Civil War, was not
only poor in design, but was becoming very expensive to
maintain on account of its age. That part of Cincinnati
which it served has changed considerably during the last
25 years, with the result that the number of its communicants has been slowly but steadily declining as that
of the outlying suburban parishes increased. In other

words, the Cathedral, in Bishop Hob son's opinion, had
outlived its usefulness not only as a church building, but
also as a factor in the diocese.
The abandonment of the present Cathedral and the
building of a new one in a more advantageous location
would have meant the raising of a large building fund
and, as the Bishop said, even had this been possible, he
would not have known either how much he should spend
or where the Cathedral should be placed, as changes and
shifting of population are still factors, and it would be
very difficult to select a site which SO years from now
would be still the proper one for the Cathedral. It was
in the face of these facts that Bishop Hobson conceived
3. mobile cathedral and got the approval of the Diocesan
Convention to build one.
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NORMAN R. STURGIS,
Architect

Dignified and efficient, the interior is
free of all but the most essential ecclesiastical detail-the carved altar front,
the pierced screen over the altar and
the two small stained glass panels on
either side. All woodwork and furnishings are of walnut, the floor is a
matching jaspe linoleum, the ceiling
an off-white.

Indirect illumination in the cornice is
on the I I0-volt circuit that supplies
organ, amplifying system and movie;
but an auxiliary 6-volt battery system
in the ceiling serves when commercial
current is not available. The heater is
in the cabinet opposite the Bishop's
chair.

Mobility almost certainly means multiple use of space
and equipment, since area and weight are at a premium
in any mobile structure. Recognition of this fact lies in
every major element of the cathedral. While it may be
used in inclement weather to seat 25 persons, it is primarily a nucleus for much larger audiences during fair
weather. The altar can be reversed in order to face outward through the double rear doors. The carved front
panel is removable to provide storage space for a Ham-

mond organ console, which when not in use is completely
enclosed within the altar, but which can be wheeled out
into the body of the trailer. An amplification unit and
two speakers for the organ are installed behind pierced
panels in the upper part of the altar, supplemented by
a horn placed on the roof outside for use in outdoor services. A portable stan.clarcl microphone is also carried.
Provisions are made in the forward end for storage of
a complete moving picture projector.
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LONC ISLAND CHURCH DE-MODERNIZES ITS INTERIOR
RICHARD H. SMYTHE
Architect

FROM the pulpit of Caroline Church, Setauket, Long
Island, a Revolutionary preacher shouted to a group of
Briti sh soldiers in the congregation : " Here am I preaching the blessed Gospel to you and there are your damned
redcoats stealing my potatoes!" The church has just been
restored to the aspect it had when this episode took place .
Since its erecti on in 1929, Caroline Church interior has
undergone three remodelings, although its exterior remains the same as in Colonial days. The first change was
made in 1844, when, in the interests of easier heating.
false walls and ceilings were introduced. In 1888 further
alterations of the original style were imposed . In 1908
the interior was done over in the then prevailing "Gothic"
mode, with dark woodwork, "modern" light fixtures , and
steam radiators. The one part which was not structurally
changed in th ese various incarnations was the old Slave
Gallery, built in 1744 to furnish pews for slaves of the
parishioners. vVhen in 1934 it was decided to restore the
church to its Colonial appearance, indications of the
existence of a barrel ceiling were uncovered. The present
ceiling replaces as nearly as possible this earlier one.
H idden up to now by plaster, hand-hewn oak timbers,
columns, beams and ship's knees, evidence of the influence of ship's carpenters, were also found, and restored
to their original use.
In the "new" interior, walls, ceilings, and panels are
painted off-white, and the old beams are treated to appear
whitewashed. The 1,,vall beh ind the altar, the altar itself.
the pews and pulpit are all in harmony with the Colonial
design of the building. The old whale-oil lamps, wired
for electricity, appear in their pri stine form. A new
heating unit and ventilating system replaces the steam
radiators.

Interior before remodeling

Interior restored according to original design
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COLORADO

HOUSE

EMPLOYS

STACCERED

FLOOR

LEVELS

LI l~ L
CASPER FORMAN HEGNER,
Architect
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BUILT ON high ground overlooking Denver's famed
mountains is this house for Mr. and Mrs. Chapman
Young, Jr. The architect has nicely solved the problem
of placing bedrooms on a different level from living area
vvithout using two full stories. Stairs leading up to sleeping rooms and roof and clown to cellar are placed along
the dividing wall in a clean-cut arrangement which is
not only pleasing but efficient. Part of the roof is used as
a sundeck; a sheltered portion allows for storage of roof
furniture. Most of the furniture is built in: beds, dressing
counter in child 's room, desks and bookshelves in living
room , radio, cabinets in dining room , all kitchen equipment, and lavatory and tub in bathroom. Interior walls
are knotty pine, or panels of fir and mahogany plyboard,
and floors are common oak. The only plaster used in the
house is for decoration on the fireplace. The house is completely insulated , even to sound insulation between all
rooms.
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RESEARCH INTO ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL COES ON APACE
other. Temperature readings were taken
by an operator at a central switchboard.
It was found that rising temperatures
(giving off of heat to maintain internal
constancy) are generally manifested
first in the fingers, while falling temperatu res (conservation of heat) are fir st
evident in the toes .

Ciant Molecules
Make Water Wetter

Actually designed for flooding, the roof of the J. C. Penney building in
Milwaukee, Wis., supports a body of water which satisfactorily insulates t he
building against summer heat. Structural problems arising from expansion
and contraction have so far prevented a year-round use of flooded roofs.

Coconut-Shell Carbon
Effectively Removes Odors
OF GROWING interest to the building designer faced with the problem of
odor control in air conditioning, are
developments in the use of cuconutshell activated carbon.
(For earlier
reports on the subject see RECORD, September 1937, p. 25). Although the
activity of this material toward water
vapor is almost negligibl e, it has a very
active adsorptivity toward hydrocarbons and organ ic gases, according to
F. H. Munkelt in Refrigerating Engineering. Because of its high adsorptive properties, coconut-shell activated
carbon makes fo r long li fe between
revivifications (usual service life is
from three to five year s), low operating cost of the odor remover, and
smaller span requirements for eq uipment.
The most suitable location for this
equipment is on the return-a ir duct,
rather than on the supply duct, because
a smaller quantity of air is treated, and
odors are removed before they can contaminate filters, washers, or coi ls.
Since odors in a certain degree of concentration are not particularly noticeable to the olfactory nerves, it is sufficient to remove the odor from only a
portion of the air. In most cases, treatment of an amount equal to that deducted from the new air supply and
added to recirculation produces the desired effect.
By using a bypass with a separate
fan of proper capacity to handle the
amount to be treated at the resistance
of the odor adsorbers, the main fan loarl

will not be increased. The apparatus
cons ists of a number of small canisters
with a capacity of 20 to 40 cfm each.
attached to a manifold plate which is
installed in the duct. With almost the
same cross-sectional area as for a dust
filter , there is no increase in resistance.
A filter placed in front of th e adsorbers
prevents dust accumulation on adsorbers which would cause a change in
resi stance and reduce the time between
necessar y cleaning.

Human Thermostats Tell
Air Conditioning Needs
FINGERS and toes, thermostats of the
human body, regulate the dissipation of
heat from the body to equali ze heat loss
and heat production, says Dr. Cha1·les
Sheard of the Mayo Clini c and Foundation. Of interest to a ir condition ing
engineers is the indication that with
increased production of bodily heat.
there is a change ir. the amount of blood
brought to the surfaces of the body.
The peripheral vascular systems of the
fingers and toes accomplish the acc uracy
of regulation within comfortable ranges
of temperatures and humidities.
Tests were carried out on subjects, in
a basal metabolic state, as well as afte1·
exerci se, change of position , and in gestion of food, over a considerable period
of time. Effects "f sudden temperature
changes on skin temperatures of vari ous
parts of the body were studied by means
of thermocouples fastened to the subject's great toes, knees, middle fingers ,
wrists, and forehead. Lead wires were
so ananged that the subject could be
quickly moved from one room to an-

WATER made wetter by the addition
of a new synthetic alcohol produced
from the waste gas of oil well s was announced last month by Mellon Institute's
B . G. Wilkes and Carbide & Carbon
Corporation's ]. N. Wickert. The development is of spec ial importance to
designers of industrial plants in which
dusty atmosphere is a health hazard ;
the "wetter wate1·" wi ll in stantly soak
every dust particle it touches. Ordinary
water just glances off the dust particles,
giving only partial air clearance. The
new product does other things too, claim
its developers : it enhances the deadliness of insect and bug sprays, then turns
around and removes the poison left
on the fruit by such sprays. Its main
uses are industrial and include conditioning of cotton yarn and fabric;
dyeing and felting of wool ; bleaching
and mercerizing.

Class Lips Show
Phone Cerms Aren't Dangerous
GERMS on telephone mouthpieces are
not so deadly as the air in telephone
booths or crowded theaters, say Drs.
Calv in B. Coulter and Florence M.
Stone of the DeLamar Institute of
Publi c Health at Columbi a's Coll ege of
Physicians and Surgeons. Recent tests
made with g lass lips designed to imitate the action of human lips showed
that neither frequency of use nor geographical location had any effect on the
bacteria count on the mouthpieces .

Structurally independent of the house
it covers, this cantilevered concrete
roof shown at the Di.isseldorf exposition is designed to protect a house
against tropical sun.
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NEW STAND ARDS SOUCHT IN MANY FIELDS
Tests on Joint Fillers
Show Capacity of 12 Materials
TES T S on expansion joint fillers conducted by the National Bureau of S tanda rds resulted in conclusions on permeability, durability, behavior , and resistance to fatigue of 12 distinct types
of materi als. A ll fill er s with a rubber
content (except the rubber and asphalt
combination ) showed marked ha rdening
effects, says the Technical News B 11llet·in of the Bureau of Standards. Extruded rubber types of fillers gave fr om
fa ir to good indications, but sponge
rubber and rubber-bound cork, in most
of the tests, showed up poorly, causing
leaky conditions and r ather small joint
openings. F airly satisfactor y r esults
wer e obtained in most of the rubber
latex tests. High temperatures affected
the rubber and as ph alt mix ture, which
stayed in the joint with difficulty.

FTC Aids in War on
Spurious Air Conditioners
TO REDUCE th e number of fr audulent "air conditioners" now on the
market, the F ederal Trade Commission
has allied itself with manufacturers of
air conditioning equipment and public
utilities companies, in a war against
misleading adve rtisements. Many of the
advertised air conditioners are merely
fa ns in fancy cabinets, with water va pori zing attac hments. A de finiti on
drawn up by the A ir Conditioning
Manufacturer s Association states that
the fun ctions of true air condi tioning
are to clean, circul ate, heat or cool, and
humidi fy or dehumidi fy the a ir.

A ccelerated Aging
Tests Fibrous Materials
AS PART of its general study of buil ding materials, the National Bureau of
Standards is investigating the effects of
seri ous arti fic ial weather changes on
fi brous compositions such as insul ating
and wall boards. By means of accelerated weatherin g tests, which include temperature, hu midity and light changes,
the B ureau will see ho w these changes
create distortion, expansion, and contraction, cause mold growth, vary the
moisture r es istance and decrease the
strength of the materials.

ASA Defines Standard
Terms for Acoustics
A SET OF A merican Tentative Standards of Acoustical T erminology, recently
dr awn up by a committee of the A meri-

can S tandards Associati on, and headed
by H . A . Frederick of the Bell T eleph one Laboratories, includes a secti on
on terms used in Architectura l Acoustics . Intended to di spel confusion of
ter ms by g iving standard definiti ons of
such express ions as aco ustic re Rectivity,
absorbtivity, and transmittivity which
a re of special interest to a rchitects, the
repo rt also conta in s material on heari ng,
sound transmi ssion and t ransmi ssion
sys tems.

NRDCA Acts to
Stanoardiz:e Colors
MOVING toward standardi zati on of
color s, the Nati onal Retail Dry Goods
Assoc iation has initiated a program
whose purpose is to provide a basis fo r
agreement on those colors kn own to be
in g reatest demand, without res tricting the production of other colors.
NRD GA's movement was activated by
the fact that the 14 shades of Delph inium Blue now on the market compli cate too much the problem of color
ma tching. Almost as many diffe rent
shades exist in other popular color s.
The T racie Standards Division of the
National Bureau of Standards at the
request of N RD GA is acting as central
agency in coordinating the program of
color sta ndards.

No. 2
No. I
These houses-No. untreated, No. 2
flamep roofed-were set afire to test
a new paint.

No. I
No. 2
7 minutes later. No. I burns merrily;
shavings gone, fire in No. 2 is out.

Bonderiz:ing Makes Window
Frames Rust-resistant
THE bonderi zing process, whi ch produces a non- metallic, r ust-resisting surface, is now appli ed fo r the fir st time to
steel windows by the Detroit Steel
Products Company. T he process has
been used over a peri od of years in
automoti ve and r efr igeration industr ies,
and required modi fica tion before it
could be applied to steel window manufac ture on a producti on bas is. In
conjunction with the P arker R ustproofi ng Corporation and the D u Pont
de Nemours Corporation, the Detroit
Steel Products Company perfected the
process for use on its F enestra steel
windows . These products ar e now
completely bonder ized in two and a half
hours. T he steel frames are cleaned in
hot alkali solution to r emove all fo reign
matter , then rin sed, submerged in
Bonderite solution, r insed again , and
air dried. They ar e then clip-pa inted
at a uniform controlled temperature,
and oven-baked to dr y and toughen the
priming coat of paint, which , says the
manufacturer , lasts three to fi ve times
longer than without the bonderi zing
process.

No.
No. 2
23 minutes later. No . I is destroyed ;
furniture inspected in No. 2.
U. S . F L AMEP ROOF Manufacturing
Corporati on recentl y built and burned
t wo houses in Detro it to demonst rate
the effi ciency of its new flameproofin g
compound. As yet unnamed, the product fl a meproofs not onl y the structm·e
but interi or fini sh, textiles and furniture as well. It may be appli ed like
lacquer atop an y fini sh, and laboratory
tests ind icate that it may also soon be
mi xed with the fini sh itself. Both
process and inventor were imported
from Germ any .
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN BUILDINC MATERIALS .

Stran-Steel's 'Composite Panel' at start

resistant, water- and weatherproof .
(For report on impregnation of wood
with metals see RECORD, July 1937, p.
38.) Although plastics in the form of
door knobs, light louvers, furniture, etc.,
have long been fam iliar to the building
industry, their use in larger panels has
so far not been practical because of expansion and contraction of the material.
That the producers of plastics consider
the building industry one of the largest
outlets for their material is evidenced
by the constant laboratory experiments
directed toward the development of
materials for this field.

Sweet Pecan Offers
New Cabinet Wood
ALREADY more famous fo r its lumber
than its Huey Long, Louisiana now
claims the latest cabinet wood. The
sweet pecan, long a despised member
of the hickor y fami ly, has within the
Not to be confused with its nut-bearing
cousin, the sweet pecan is indigenous to the
Gulf States and is particularly plentifu l in
the rich Louisiana Delta.

and finish
MOST significant as pect of StranSteel's low-cost house opened last month
in Detroit was the canny merchandising theory behind it. For, though the
skeleton ( joists, studs, rafters, plates)
were Stran- Steel's, the panels were
shop-fabricated of materials available in
any lumber yard-rou gh lumber, rigid
insulation board, plywood and stock
doors, and sash . Furtber recognition of
the lumber yard's strength lay in announcement that henceforth all StranSteel is available only through them.
(See August 1937 RECORD, pages 34
and 86, for other developments .)

Plasticized Wood
in Offing
RUMORED for earl y commercial distribution is a liquid plastic which will
be used to impregnate composition
board and wood, and render them fire

past year been proved an equal to any
cabinet wood in the country, according
to H. V. Sonderegger, Louisiana State
forester. Kiln-dried by a new process,
sweet pecan becomes a cabinet wood
which, when finished, can be distinguished from walnut only by an expert.

Knotless Lumber
Now in Sight
EARLY pruning of forest trees may
bring about the production of lmotless
lumber, according to scientist Benson
H . Paul of the U. S. Forest Products
Laboratory, for it is the side branches
on trees which are responsible for knots.
Branches should always be removed
w ith a saw, he says, as a smooth cut
close to the trunk permits immediate
formation of clear lumber. Early pruning leaves small scars and restricts
them to the center of the tree. Lack of
sunlight will cause branches to decay
and drop to the ground, leaving irregular stubs on the trunk which may not
be enclosed by new growth layers for
50 or 100 years. These broken branches
appear as knots when the trees are cut
for lumber.

Curved Wall Board Sections
Solve Corner Problems

Eventually more than gadgets

CURVED sections of Beaver Board
have recently been made available by
the Certain-teed Products Corporation.
Sections of Bent Board are semi-circular, with diameters of 6", 12", 18"
and 24", and are manufactured in
lengths up to 8 feet. This new product
is designed to eliminate corner joinings.

Aluminum Coat Makes
Steel Weatherproof
OF SIGNIFICANCE to the building
field is a recent process patented by
Columbia University-that of producing
aluminum-coated steel. Perfected over a
year ago by Columbia's Colin G. Fink,
the process results in a product which
"combines the high corrosion resistance
of aluminum with the great tensile
strength of steel." Aside from threatening "to take the place of tin plate
and galvanized iron," aluminum steel
has many other possibilities such as
bridge construction . Steel wire, with a
tensile strength of 460,000 lb. per sq.
in. can now be protected by aluminum
(tensile strength: 3,000 to 4,000 lb.
per sq. in.) ; painting can be eliminated, upkeep greatly reduced.

Puzzled Scientists Study
Metal Structure
MORE POWERFUL engines and
lighter airplanes may result if a solution can be found for the puzzles in
structure of metallic phases, discussed
by 150 scientists at Cornell University's
recent symposium on metals . (Phases
are those changes that go on even in
solid metals and make them strong or
weak.) One such unseen " reaction" is
the movement of electrons in cold
metal. The electrons, which travel
around in a metal at a rate a thousand
times as fast as the velocity of sound
( 1,090 feet per second), according to
]. C. Slater of M. I. T .'s Physics Department, have much to do with the
practical steelmaker's results . Also puzzling to the learned men are the phenomena of disordered shapes into which
metallic crystals "freeze" when cooled
to a solid from a molten state. Still another unsolved problem which confronts
scientists is the tendency of hard metals
to behave like a cup of coffee in which
sugar is dissolving. In alloys, even
after both metals have begun to harden,
one metal dissolves in the other.

Paint Pigments Respond
to Electrostatic Field
PAINT PIGMENTS placed in an
electrostatic field assume electrical characteristics of different kinds depending
on the nature of the vehicle. Studies of
this phenomenon may lead to improvements in methods of compounding
ready-mixed paints, says Scientific
American. Zinc oxide pigments are attracted to either of the two poles or dispersed between them, depending on the
character of the oil in which it is
ground. Electrostatic response also depends on the age of the pigments.
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INCREASED CONTROL OF

LICHT IN NEW EQUIPMENT

INVISIBLE UNDER ORDINARY LIGHT BUT BRILLIANT
under ultraviolet, this new fluorescent mural by Charles
Bittinger adorns the walls of Philadelphia's Franklin Instit ute. Using the lnstitute's own formula for t he paint, with

glue for a binder, muralist Bittinger painted a mural which
he could see only in the dark. (The brush marks showing
in picture at left are visible only to the camera.) The display, operated by the visitor, is one of more than 4,000.

Inexpensive Black Light
Now Available

New Lamp Cives
Sterilized Cakes

N E CESSARY accesso r y to luminescent paint is a black, or near ultraviolet, lamp : and, to meet the demand
for an inexpensive source of black
light, Science Labor atori es, Inc., of
Cincinnati, Ohio, recently announced its
Sperti Black L amp 200. T his special
me rcury vapor lamp is enclosed in dark
glass designed to screen out all visible
light and pass only the invisible rays
( near ultra violet in the spectrum ).
T he lamps operate in any position, can
be fl ashed on and off, will start and
operate in extreme heat and cold, andacco rding to the manufacturer- attain
maximum efficiency in 15 seconds after
plugging in on 110-volt, 60-cycle A.C.

L A T EST N EW S in bakery des ign is
the new Sterilamp, whose ger micidal
rays effectively retard natural spoil age
in cakes and bread. When a current is
passed through the lamp-actuall y a
low-wattage gas-filled electrical conductor in the form of a long glass tube-it
pro duces r adiations outside the spectrum
of visible light, which swiftly sterili ze
the mold spores in the air. In the
Columbus, Ohi o, plant of the Kroger
Groce ry and Bakery Company, a recent
Ster ilamp in stallation has cut clown
spoilage of fruit cakes fr om 15 % to
1% or 2%. Low initial and operating
costs are expected to extend the commercial appli cation of Sterilarnps, since
the power required fo r two lam ps and
one transformer is less than fo r an ordi nar y 25-watt bulb .

Automatic Laundry Does
Everything but Hang Clothes
A COMPLETELY automatic home
laundry developed by Bendix H ome
Ap pliances, Inc., of South Bend, Indiana, not onl y washes and rinses clothes
but pre-soaks and damp-dri es them. The
machine, compac t in size, may be connected w ith flexible hoses to hot and
cold faucets and stationar y tubs, or
plumbed directly to hot- and cold-water
pipes and the house drain . Two di als
mo unted on the fro nt of the cabinet control the water temperature fo r soaking,
washing, and ri nsing, and the length of
ti me r equir ed for the complete cleansing
and damp-drying operation. Once the
controls are set, the machine needs no
fu rther attention. All acti on stops after
the fin al drying spin.

California School has
New Color, Lighting Scheme
LIGH T I N G experi ments in the schools
of Sausalito, Califo rnia, have determined a number of interesting fac ts
about color schemes fo r classrooms. As
a result of the thorough investiga bon
carried on in an unused cl ass room, the
color scheme of the fir st experimental
classroom was derived. Walls, ceilin gs,
and desks are fini shed in a neutral
blue-gray tone, chosen because of its
restful qualities. \i\Triting boards are
blue-gray also, and yellow chalk instead
of the usual white is used. Venetian
bl inds are blue-g ray on the bottom side,
whi te on the top. A lthough the room

di mensions are only 23'x31', twelve 300watt semi -indirect aluminum fi x tures
were installed : five along the windows,
five along the wall , and one at each end
between the rows . T wo photoelectric
r elays, mounted on the window side of
the r oom so as to pick up reflected light
fr om the dark side, control the fixtures. A minimum of 40 foot-candles on
the desk top is obtained by this install ation.
Readings of these tests were carefull y taken in the same position for
each diffe rent combination of light and
color, insuring an acc urate compari on
with other tests which are now being
carried on in Sausalito.

New Instrument Measures
Wiring Efficiency
AN I NSTRUME N T to measure the
efficiency of an electr ical wiring system, in the same manner that the lightmeter measures light intensity, is now
almost available fo r commercial distribution, acco1·ding to Earle Whitehorne,
editor of Electrical Contracting. The
flow of current over wires is measured
by the instrument and expressed in
terms of pressure. The gauge is fir st
set up next to a home meter wher e current flow is 100%, and then at different
distances fr om the box, giving a graphic
record of loss of current caused by defective wiring and indicating approximately where the loss occurs. The instrument w ill fo rm the basis fo r a
nationwide dri ve by the International
Assoc iation of E lectrical Leagues
again t antiquated electrical systems
and equipment.
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FA IRS
New York Fair Plans
"Town of Tomorrow"

PROPOSED FOR THE NEW YORK WORLD'S
Fair is this Pavilion of Labor. The design is the
result of a collective reworking of the best
ideas presented in a Federation Technical
School competition. Distinguished by a light
and frankly temporary construction, the Pavilion
consists of two main elements: the booths for
individual unions under the huge roof and a
motion picture theater. Main external feature
will be a huge mural symbolizing labor, on the
fin which tops the building and rises I 08' at
i-ts highest point. Only individual competition
winner was Isa mu Noguchi of the Artists' Union,
whose sculpture, representing all unions striving
lsamu Noguchi's "Labor"
toward "One Big Union", will adorn the main
entrance. Sponsor for the idea of an American
Labor Pavilion at the Fair is the Technical Committee of FAECT; its slogan
for the building 1s "Union financed, designed and built."

TO BE Fair-designed and Fair-built,
the Shelter Exhibit at the New York
World's Fair last month approached the
construction phase with the approval of
tentative plan s. Slow to reach maturity ,
the design of "Tomorrow Town" is
highl y reminiscent of current subdivision practice. Based on the theory that
the old New England type of village
was as " perfect a form of democracy
as the world has known ," the Exhibit
will contain homes for wo rking-class as
well as white-collar workers, for the
purpose of encouraging a more perfect
"flowering of democracy." Although
far from being a complete community,
present plans call for the erection of
thirty to thirty- five houses and group
houses, community arts center, nursery
school, playground and stores . The layout is on the cul-de-sac plan, with parks
at the rear of the houses . There will
be twenty-one detached houses, three
sets of group houses, a two-story eightsuite walk-up apartment and an eightsuite elevator apartment.
In accordance with the policy of the
Board of Design, these buildings will
be designed by Fair architects, not by
individual companies . Manufacturers
will buy parts of the model homes as a
mean s of di splaying their products: a
roofing company will supply roofs for
a number of houses; a brick manufacturer, the walls; a plumbing concern,
all sanitary equipment. A number of
architectural styles, and various types
of building material s will be used, but
unity, not uniformity, is the goal. Schedules showing cost of reproduction in various parts of the country w ill be prepared. A s further demonstration of
building methods, several houses will be
continually under construction . Work
clone during one clay will be demoli shed
at night, repeated the next day.

San Francisco Plans
Housing Show

THE "NEO - DEMOCRATIC COMMUNITY OF THE FUTURE", AS THE
New York Fair calls its Shelter Exhibit, will be a full-scale model village
designed for a population of 3,500.

CONVENTIONAL in display and
more modest in size is the housing exhibit planned for San Francisco's Golden Gate International Exposition. The
Homes and Gardens Building will contain demonstrations of the use of glass
in construction and furnishing of
houses. In addi tion to structural glass
wall s and partitions, it is expected that
there will be built a room with ceiling
and floor of glass . Also on exhibit will
be stai nless steel rooms (kitchen , living
and bath) and an all-porcelain enamel
kitchen. Already completed are the first
two buildings of the future nucleus of
the municipal ai r fi eld.
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CULTURAL ACTIVITY HERE AND ABROAD

A MOSCOW SCULPTURE "FACtory'' (left) and two typical uses of
its output in a Black Sea steel plant.
With the primary industrialization of
the U.S.S .R. relatively complete, there
is now both time and money for such
projects as this one - the beautification of an industrial plant.
Soviet Sculptors Produce Art for the Masses
THE R A PID growth of all branches
of a rt in the USSR- springing as it has
from a steadily increasing public demand-has led to soluti ons characterist ic of that indu strially-minded nation.
In order to meet demands, production
methods for art wo rk are scien ti ficall y
a nal yzed and industrialized like those
in any other field. Enterprises like the
Moscow Sculpture Combinat are the result. Operated by a sculptors' coll ecti ve
whi ch includes some of the Sov iet's
most famous arti sts, the Combinat has
recently moved into its new quarters in
the capital. Designed for a large pote ntial output, the Combinat has all pro-

visions for the desig n and reproduction
of sculpture in any medium, size or
number.
Most startling to Amer icans , however, is the Combinat's attitude toward
the sculpture itself. That it attaches no
especial val ue to the "original" is clear
in its adverti sements-it adverti ses in
many Soviet periodical s. It reproduces
famous originals, executes designs to
ord er , and has in addition a catalogued
"stock" by its own staff. Thi s las t is
important to many a remote section of
the U .S .S .R., where rapid industriali zation has as yet created neither the artists
nor the faci li t ies for sculpture.

Popular-Priced Art
Expanded in U. S.

Ph oto by Bo1mey

T\i\TO organizations last month continued and expanded their efforts in the
fie ld of mass production and distribution of art. R ecentl y issued is the 1938
catalogue of representative wo rks by
Assoc iated Amer ican A rtists' fifty-three
member artists. A lready a sizeable organi zation although formed only three
year s ago, Associated American A rtists
adher es to its fix ed price of fi ve dollar s
each for signed or ig inal etchings and
lithographs. In direct line wi th this
work is the an nouncement of the American Federation of A rts that full color
reproductions of the works of fourteen
leading contemporari es are now available in portfolio fo rm. On the roster
are such names as H enry Varnum Poor,
Millare\
Sheets,
Winslow
Homer,
Maurice Sterne, and George Luks. On
sale at $8 for the collection, the reproductions are said by the Federation to
attain a high degree of fidelity .

ECOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS "WENT MODERN" IN ITS OWN INIMITABLE WAY
at the Paris Exposition, which closed last month. Work of its students, the Ecole
exhibit includ ed sculpture symbolic of the fine arts.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
CHANCE OF ADDRESS

General
Al11nii1111m Paint Manual . Aluminum
Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
A n Illustrated Handbook of Art History. By Frank J. Roos. The Macmill an Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New
Yor k City. Price, $3.50.
A Treatise on Swimming Pool Desig n.
B y Louis ! . Day and C. W . Stedman .
Josam Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Price, $1.00.
Every Day Science . By A. W. Hasl ett.
A lfred A. Knopf, 501 Madison Avenue,
New York City. Pr ice, $2.75 .
Ou r Cities-Their Role in the National
Eco1wm31. National Resources Comm ittee . Was hington, D. C. Price $0.50.
Pla1111i11g News, July-A itgnst. National
Resources Committee, District 11, 220
Federal Court House, Portland, Ore.
Properties of Cements and Concretes
Containing Fly Ash. By R. E. Davis,
R. W. Carlson , J. W . Kelly and H . E .
Davis. Reprinted from J ournal of the
American Concrete Institute, 7400 Second Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.
Shopping Districts. By S. R. De Boer.
Ame rican Planning and Civic Association, 901 U nion T rust Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Standards for Working Surface Heights
and Other Space Units of the Dwelling.
By Maud Wilson , Ruth Tha~;1e1· and
Evelyn H. Roberts. Washington and
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Stations.
Steel Square Pocket Book. By Dwight
L. Stoddard. Scientific Book Corporation, 15 East 26 Street, New York Citv.
Price $1.00.
-

Studies of C ommimity Planning in
Terms of the Span of Life. New York
City Housing Authority.
Suggested Symbols for Plans, Maps and
Charts, Revised April 1937. National
Resources
Committee,
Washington,

D. C.
The China Architects and Builders Compendium. The Publisher, North- China
Daily News & Herald Ltd., Shanghai,
China. Price, $2.00.
The 1938 Book of Small Ho11ses . By
the Editors of The Architectiiral Fo1•mn.
Simon and Schuster, New Yo rk Citv.
Price $1.96.
~

The Towers of New Yorlz. The Mem oirs of a J1!Iaster Builder. By Louis ! .
Horowitz and Boyden Sparkes. Simon
& Schuster , New Yo rk City. Price,
$2.25.
The Working Class Home: Its Fm·nishi11g and Equipment. The British Library of Information, 270 Madison
Avenue, New York City. Price, $0.35 .
Vis11a!i::;i11g the Cnn-iculum . By Hob an,
Hoban & Zisman. Cordon Company,
225 Lafayette Street, New York City.

Structural Materials and Parts
Lupton Industrial Windows; Lupton
Residence Casements. Michael F lynn
Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Sheathing and Subfiooring of Donglas
Fir Pl·y wood. Douglas Fir Plywood A ssociation, Tacoma, Wash.
The House Yon Live In . Revere Copper & Brass, Inc., 230 Park Avenue,
New York City.

Equipment
ls the Low TPmperat11re Incinerator
Understood ? B ·s Junius C. Rochester.
The Pyroneel Company, New York
City.
Otis Geared Traction Machines with
Unit Multi-Voltage Control; also for
alternating cui-rent. Otis E levator Company, New Yor k City.

The RECORD publishes changes of address
only on request, making no attempt to keep
a day-to-day account . On l1y organization in
the country with facilities for this is Sweet's
Catalog Service, whose painstakingly maintained list undergoes an average of 23
changes per day for every working day in
the year.

T. Richard Shoaff, in assoc1at1011 with
Guy Mahu rin, has opened an office at
402 Central Building, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stanley Worth Hahn, AIA, announces the opening of an office for the
practice of architecture in the Muskegon
Building, Muskegon, Michigan.
Rober t N iles and C. Ber tram French
have fo rmed a partnership under the
firm name of N il es & French, for the
practice of arc hitecture, with offices at
449 Park Avenue, New York City.
Gerald S. Adelman and Benjamin X.
Forester announce their association for
the prac tice of architecture under the
firm name of Gerald S. Adelman-B . X.
Forester w ith offices located at 540
No rth Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Corrections

October Issue

To the Belgian magazine, L ' Ossatiire
M etallique, should have gone credit for
all photographs on page 33.
The photographs on page 39 are from
Acme News Pictures, Inc.
A ll photographs on page 31 are from
Bonney.

Air Conditioning,
Heating and Insulation
Barrett Roclz T1Vool Insulation. The Barrett Company, 40 Rector Street, New
York City.
Heat. The Stor31 of Man's Struggle to
Control Nature's Most Powerful Force.
J ohns-Manville Corpor ation, 22 East 40
Street, New York City.
Lee Direct-Fired Unit Heater, for Industrial Buildings. Dravo Corporation
Machinery Division, Dept. AA, 302
Penn Avenue, Pi ttsburgh, Pa.

Electric Power and Lighting
Brown P~·romete ·rs, Potentiometer and
Millivoltmeter Types, for Indicating,
Recording and Controlling. The Brown
Instrument Company, Philadelphia, Pa:
E31e Com fort Luminaires. Curtis L ighting, Chicago, Ill.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Nove m ber 3- December 3-Exhibition
of Town Construction and Architecture
of the Soviet Union, Architectural
Library, Avery H all, Columbia University, New York City.
• November 3-December 22-Lectures
on Contemporary Housing and Rehousing by members of New York City
H ousing Authority . Wednesdays , 8:2010 :00 p.m. The N ew School, 66 West
12 Street, New York City.
• Nove m ber 19-20-N ational Appraisal
Forum, held by Joint Committee on
Appraisal and
Mortgage Analysis,
Washington, D. C.
• No ve m ber 23-30-Final week, competition for interior design and furnishing of living room , James H.
Blauvelt, 38 East 57 Street, New York
City.
• November 28-"Modern Types of
Small H ouses " , lecture by Walter
Gropius at Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York City.
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ETERNIT TIMBERTEX COLONIAL SIDING
~-······--·- ··· ·---··-··

In one Operation . .
NEW FIRE-PROTECTION
NEW INSULATING VALUE
NEW BEAUTY OF TEXTURE
NEW BEAUTY OF LINE

and Reduced Maintenance Costs
W E ARE constantly hearing of new

reasons for using Eternit Timbertex
Sidings. Rarely does modernization show
so clearly how well Eternit Timbertex Sidings can be used to emphasize the important architectural features of a building.
Many different factors led to the selection
of Eternit Timbertex Colonial Siding, in
this case. 345 squares were used. Greater
fire-protection and lower maintenance
costs were particularly important considerations. As originally built, the costs for
painting, repairs and maintenance were
tremendous items. Today they are at a
minimum. No paint or stain will ever

Main building of Villa Maria Academy, nationally famous school for girls, at Frontenac,
Minnesota. Applicators: U. S. Roofing & Siding Co., St. Paul, Minnesota.

RU-BER-QID
ARCHITECTURAL
PRODUCTS
BUILT-UP ROOFS
ASBESlDS SHINGLES

again be required. Moreover, this Timbertex Siding provided additional insulation
for the sidewalls-with resulting economy
in winter fuel and greater comfort in the
summer months.

.ASBESlDS SIDINGS

In the wide range of Eternit Timbertex

ASPHALT SHINGLES

Shingles and Sidings, you can find the
exact color, texture or line to help you
put extra beauty, extra refinement, into
almost every job. We would welcome the
opportunity to tell you about any or all
of the Ruberoid Architectural Products.
They are up-to-the-minute in quality and
design; they are money-savers. Please let
us know your interests. Write Dept. A.R. -11

ROCK WOOL
HOUSE INSULATION
ASBESlDS
PIPE COVERINGS
WATERPROOF
SHEATHINGS
. NEWT.ILE
'NEWMARBLE

RU·BER-OID

ROOFING AND BUILDING PRODUCTS
THE RUBEROID CO.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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fenestra

STEEL WINDOWS
B0 N D ER IZ ED a n d f i n i s h_ed by a
New Process Never Before Applied
to Steel Windows, . . . . . . ._ are now

RUST
A new and important saving in maintenance cost for Builders and Building
Owners.
This new process makes Fenestra
Steel Windows absolutely rustinhibitive.
Makes the priming coat on Fenestra
Windows last three to five times
longer.
Provides a tough, durable base
coat that improves the appearance
and the lasting qualities of all finish
coats that may be applied later.
······---~....,

,

These two steel
plates, painted and
then scratched were

subjected to a salt
spray test (20 %
so lution) for over 700
hou rs . Plates and
finishing were iden-

tical except that plate
on the left was acid
cleaned

before

painting whi le plate
on the right was
Bonderized.

DETROIT

STEEL

Gives Fenestra Windows a smooth,
satiny finish impossible to secure by
any other means.
Guards against creeping alkali
erosion between the steel and the
paint filament.
Protec t s the paint coat against
flaking, chalking, peeling and
abrasion.

PRODUCTS

COMPANY

2250 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan
44
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The Bonderizing Process . 4 Tanks. 7,000 Gallons, each.

Fenestra Finishing Building. 40' x 234'. Two Basements.

RESISTI
Included in the new finishing operation is the
famous Bonderizing Process which has made possi-

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TEST:·SA.LT SPRAY
NUMBER OF PAN ELS TESTED·
I

a

ble the fine finishes on automobile fenders and re-

.)

•

e

........

frigerator cabinets. By laboratory and actual usage

(I

10

11

12

----

--~-~-

\

I\

best and most durable rust preventives known.

'\

windows make a
tions:-hot

2V2 hour trip through eight opera-

alkali

cleaning ;

hot water

rinsing;

Bonderizing; rinsing; chromic acid dip; air drying;
dip painting; oven baking.
Paint, by special DuPont formula, is particularly
adapted to dip application at a definite tempera-

\

\
I\

\

METAL TREATMEN:r:·

I•

IS

le

l'I'

1•

19

21)

In 1he sal! spny 1cs1 thcdcgreeoffailure
is recorded in terms of fra c1ions of inchn
and 1hc :Jy mbol s . 1-, .r, e1 c .• are 1h c
musurcmen u o f th e amouru o f crei:pag c
o f 1hc paint film away rro m 1he n ra1 chu.
All 10 1 pane b are scr.u chcd before being
n it spray 1eued and ai u ch inspcc1ion th e
amoum of crtcpagc is determined by the
dinancc 1ha.1 the paint film can be peeled
off the metal and · awa y from 1he scratch.

>+---+--+--'.,+

Bonderls.4 Metal

determined, automatic temperature control, Fenestra

REQUISITION NO.
13

LEGEND O F SYMBOLS USED IN REPORT:

tests Bonderizing has been proved to be one of the

In a new, completely mechanized plant, under pre-

DATE-

TIME IN 25 HOUR UNITS

9

Acid Clelllled Metel

Degreuer Cleaned M e t a l - - - - -

'·

FINAL FINISH:•

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A salt spray test on three steel plates, each covered with one coat of baked
e namel . First plate, Bonderized, was in perfect condition after 480 hours
(solid black line). Second plate, degreaser cleaned, began to show deteri oration at about 70 hours (dot-dash line) . Third plate, acid cl e aned, showe d
almost immediate deterioration (dotted line) .
PAINT FILAMENT

2

PR IMIN G COATOS: PAJNT "K.EY EO" INTO STEE!:2

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiii&iii-iiii
••
• ,., .., • • ....._~~
SURFACE O F PLAIN STEEL 7
S U R FA CE. OF ST EEL B ONDERIT~

ture and to provide a tough, flexible, moistureresisting coat after 30 minutes oven baking at 300
degrees.
STANDARD ON FENWROUGHT (RESIDENCE) TYPES EAST OF THE ROCKY
SUPPLIED ON OTHER TYPES AT SLIGHT EXTRA COST.

MOUNTAINS.

When steel is Bonderized, its normally smooth, metallic surface (left) is
chemically converted into a nonmetallic, phosphated, crystalline structure
(right) full of microscopic peaks and pits. When paint is applied it flaws
into the crev ices between crystals and is thus "keyed" into the steel.
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NEW!! A

DRAWING PENCIL
CREATED FOR MODERN
DRAFTING ROOM USE
With the i ntroduction of the Mars lumograph
Pencil, reproductions from pencil originals
became universally practical. A new, patented
light resisting element, found only i n Mars
Lumograph, produces sharp, clear blueprints.
It is no longer necessary to make tracings, or
"ink in" your finished work. The majority of
your drawings can be blueprinted successfully
from your Mars lumograph originals.
Give yo u r pencil drawings a new
blueprinting strength with the Mars
lumograph pencil. There are seventeen true degrees, from ExExB to 7H.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR

MARS LUMOGRAPH

$1.50 PER
DOZEN
A•k you r

Write for series of measured drawings by
Royal Barry Wills. Free co architects.

dealer , or
wri te fo r a
trial prder.
When ordering, pleaae
•pecify d egree. wanted.

BOSTO N VARNISH COMPANY
795 Everett Sta tion

EACH

Boston, Mass.

Hendrick Presents

The
DIAGONAL LATTICE GRILLE

A new

book ju st pub lished by Re ve re w ill be of
ass istan ce to architects i n edu ca ting th e pub li c to
a ppr eciate th e imp ort ance of th e essenti a ls of mod ern
hou se de sig n a nd con struction . T he nam e of th e bo ok
is "Th e Hou se You liv e In ." A lso, as k for th e new
"S heet Co pp er Handbook ," cove rin g th e a pp lication
of sheet copp er in th e con stru ction of buildings. T his
bo ok is iss ued by T he Co pp er Dnd Br a ss R esearch
A ss ocia tion. E ith er or both of th ese new bo oks m ay
be h a d fr ee by w ritin g to our E xec utiv e Offices.
230 P a rk Ave nu e, New Yo r k City.

Pursuing its creative policy m grilles,
Hendrick introduces a new pattern - the
Diagonal Lat tice. With a pleasing appearance and symmetrical design, it seems destined to be a popular grille.
The open area of the Diagonal Lattice is
greater than 50%. I t can be furnished m
any of the extensive list of commercial
metals which are always available at
Hendrick.

Hendrick Manufacturing Co.
19 Dundaff Street, Carbondale, Pa.
Offices and R epresentatives in p ri ncipa l cit ies. See 'ph one book.
Mfrs. of Mitco Open Steel Flooring, Mitco Shur-Sit e Treads
an d Mitc o Armorgrids, H endrick P erfora ted Metals an d Screen s.

Revere Copper and Brass
FOUNDED

~
8
0
I

I
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EX EC UT I VE OFF IC ES : 23 0 PARK AVEN UE , NEW YO R K CI TY
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••• IS A PROFITABLE PRODUCTION TOOL"
More than 1,000,000 workers in every branch of
industry - and their employers - are profiting
through the use of this modern light source. This
new " 24-hour skylight" produces a soft, nonfatiguing light that reveals detail . .. promotes
better work . .. and reduces rejects.
The new Horizontal Cooper Hewitt gives 22%
more light from the same wattage. It starts
instantl y . It hangs horizontally t o give the

best, the most productive light distribution,
Light is a production "tool" ; buy it as such.
Have it engineered to fit your specific needs. Insist on mercury light. We will be glad to send a
representative to survey your needs and recommend the most efficient installation for your particular requirement. General Electric Vapor
Lamp Company, 807 Adams Street, Hoboken,
New Jersey.

GENERAL-ELECTRIC
VAPOR LAMP COMPANY
848-C
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developinq the new "Genuine Detroit"
Thermostat. the engineers have done an outstandlnq job ••• one in fact. that raises the accepted
standards of thermostatic control. Takinq the preheater element out of the "load" circuit and puttinq
it in parallel with the "load" has revealed important
advantaqes.
For instance. this ohange makes one thermostat universal for any load using a 20-25 volt circuit, without
chanqes in assembly. Changes in "load" circuit have
no effect on the preheater element and consequently
no P.ffect on the performance of the thermostat.
Accurate control for any type of building construction.
any type of heating plant and any type of fuel can be
secured by simply moving the preheater to increase or
decrease the length and frequency of the heating cycle.
The air qap at the contacts can now be permanently set
at the factory to respond best to the effect of the heater
element. Thereafter it need not be changed.
Another seemingly simple engineering revision eliminates
the possibility of the indoor temperature curve sagging
in very cold weather.
All the above features combine to provide a new higher
standard of performance • • • to accomplish a degree of
precision in temperature regulation that has never before
been available in a commercial thermostat.
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Sent to JAIL
for

LONG STRETCH

Architect and Superinten·
dent pick ·Mone/ Washers
to handle double load in
big Institutional Laundry

Forty piece1 of Smith·Drum Monet
equipment in1talled thiJ year in Laundry
of Riker! !Jland (N. Y.J Penitentiary.
Thi1 view 1how1 four 5" x 84" and one
42" x 84" Monet UViuhers; a/Jo one 42"
x 42" Blanket W.tJher and eight Mone!
Truck1 22" wide x 34" long x 24" deep.

T

HEY'RE mighty proud of this allMonel* laundry at Rikers Island
(N. Y.) Penitentiary-and who
wouldn't be? Talk to the department
architect and the laundry superintendent, and here's what they'll tell you:
"We laid out this new laundry to
handle a bigger load. With the work
of the Department of Sanitation added
to our own-and not knowing when we
might get still more-we weren't taking any chances.
"So we had to get washers that
would handle at least twice the load.
And we had to lay out a laundry that
wouldn't take up the whole island. In
addition, although we've no labor
problem here, we had to watch other
costs ... power, water and supplies,
also repairs and replacements.
"We knew Monel Washers would
handle the bigger job without a proportionate increase in either space or
operating costs. And we knew they'd
wear for ever . So Monel Washers it
was. We knew, too, that with Monel
Extractors, Soap Tanks, Tables and
Trucks we'd have the finest equipment
we could get-and we've got it.
"This equipment will stand up for
a good many years to come. No time
off for good behaviour-it's got to loo~
good and work good for a long, long

(Left) JO of the 18 Smith·Drnm Mo1:el
Table1 installed in Jame laundry : thir·
teen 31" x 120"; fonr 50" x 120";

one 26" x 76".

•

•

•

(Below) 6 Smith-Dmm Extractor! with
Mone! baJket, 48" diameter, and 2
Smith-Dmm Mone! Soap Tanks. lVtuhers
and Tmck1 may be 1een in background.

stretch. And we know it will-that's
why we got it-it's made of Mone!. "
When designing a laundry, specify
Monel Washers and guarantee your
client these three advantages:
1. Maximum production in mimmum floor space.
2. Minimum operating costs and almost no repair bills.
3. Attractive appearance and effi cient operation for years to come
(Monel Washers in service nearly 25
years still look and operate like new) .
Write for further information on
Mone! Washers and other laundry
equipment. Address :

MONEL

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
COMPANY, INC.

*Mon el i s a registered trade- marl{ applied

67 WALL STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

to an alloy containin g approximately tw'?thirds Nicl<e1 and one-third copn er. Tin s

alloy is mined. smelted . refi ned, rolled and
marketed solely by International Nickel.

N 0 V EM 8 ER I 9 3 7
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THIS NEW AMERICAN HOME IS

SAYS ITS ARCHITECT, J. LINERO CONARROE

SECOND
FLOOR

FIRST
FLOOR
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• "\VhenMr.andMrs.F. \V.Shackelford, of Chestnut Hill, Pa., decided
to build a home, they had on e
thought in mind : to make that home
'New Ameri ca n' . To this end I devoted all my efforts ... planning a
complete electric kitchen and a
s mooth running G-E automati c
heating system.
"I made sure, also, that G-E Home
\Yi ring was speci fi ed because I wanted
t he lighting to be as perfect as possible. Lighting fixtures and lamps
are so placed that, throughout the
entire house, there is no dim corner
-neither is there any unpleasant
glare. T he most interesting feature
is a lovely, indirect ceiling light centered over the dining room table.
This, in addition to side lights, makes
the room unusuall y attractive, and

REC 0 RD

the entire interior decidedly easy on the
eyes. T his is one of the most completely
satisfying 'New America n' homes it has
been my pleasure to design."

GENERAL ELECTRIC HOME WIRING
OFFERS OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES
• G-E Home Wiring is an impro vement over old-ty pe wiring met hods.
It assures a hom e wired for a lifetim e. It provides adequate wire
sizes, switches and outlets. C ircuits
are controlled b y individual circuit
breakers on each fl oor. W hen Mazda
lamps made byG-E are used, properly shaded and of th e correct wattage,
e ye-stra in is ended and with it much
of the nervou s tension cau sed bv incorrect lightin g.

and kitchen sc hemes. \Ve'll give you
a ll the data o n new electrical m aterials, methods an d eq uipmen t.T he
Bureau-and its staff of experts- is
here to help you - at no charge.
Wri te: T he Ge neral E lec tri c Home
Bureau , 570 Lex ingto n :\ve., N . Y.

Invitation to Architects
If you h ave wiring problems on yo ur
min d .. . if you seek informati on on
automatic heatin g, elec tri c kitchens
- or an y type oi elect ri cal in stallat ion, we hope you wi ll ca ll on the
Ge neral E lec tri c Home Burea u.We'll
check you r plans from an elec tri ca l
poin t of v iew, prepare wirin g and
hea tin g specifi ca ti ons, lightin g plan s

The Shac~elford kitche11 is small, compact. Wastedsieps
eliminated. It has a General Electric Range, Dish washer, Disposall(waste 1111it) , Refrigerator and Fan .

OTHER GENERAL
ELECTRIC HOME SERVANTS
Dishwashers
Disposall Units
Disc Stoves
E lectric Cooke rs
Food Mixers
Hot Plates

A ir· Condition ing
Gas F urnaces
Oil Fu rnace s
Electri c Irons
Ironers
\Vashers

Ranges

Refr igerato rs

C hafi ng Dishes
Coffee Makers
Percolators
Sandwich Gr ills
Toasters

C locks
Fans
Radios

Curlin g hons
Im mersion Heaters
Radiant Heater-.

Urn Se t9

Wa ffl e lro ns
E lec tric B lankets
Heatin g Pa d s
Room Coolers
Sunlamps

C hri stmas lrt:c li j! ht s
F lood lights
Photo Lamps
Mazda La mp s
Vacuum C leaners
\Vat e r Coo lers

The hem·t of the Shackelford home is this General
Flectric heating and willter air-co11ditio11itzg system .

BETTER LIGHT BETTER SIGHT
lights are bright in the Shackel·
fo rd Home. The;» use Mazda
lamp, made by r.-E- th• kind
that stay brighter longer.

FHEE! New <Je11eral
Electric Home Wiring
booklet- ftttl of valuable
data on latest develop111er1ts in electrical wfring. Send fo1· copy today .

..l.R · l l · 37

,.

The Home Wiring System cf the Shackelford hou ~ e ass11 1·es full current for every one of its outlets. It elimin ates blown fuses by the use of circuit breakers, an d
prnvides full electrical comfort by careful placing of

Pl ease Send me your new Free Hom e vViring
book le t.
,;\'" am e .

Add ress .

""GE'NE'R AL. ELECTRIC
RESEARCH

K E E P S

GENERAL

ELECTR IC

Y E A R S

AHEAD!
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SEND FOR DEMONSTRATION

BLUEPRINT AND SAMPLE TURQUOISE
PENCIL TO MAKE YOUR OWN TEST
So opaque and densely uniform is every line from a
TURQUOISE lead that you can make sharp, perfect
blueprints direct from your uninked pencil drawings.
Specially blended graphites, super-refined clays
and days of extra grinding make TURQUOISE
leads unequalled for draughting purposes. The 17
accurate and uniformly spaced grades are made
from 17 basic formulas. The leads are waxed for
smoothness alone-never to create two or more
grades from one formula.

..

fAGLf

•
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EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 East 13th Street, New York
M~~~~N EAGLE "Ch.emi-Sealed~TURQUQISE ~2H

'

-111-111-

"Chemi-Seal ed" TURQUOISE gives you the
smoothest lead and strongest point in any drawing
pencil. Eagle's patented, super bonding process
seals in the lubricating waxes for permanent smoothness and welds lead and wood so inseparably that
they combine their full strength against breakage.
To prove all this, write for Demonstration Set, mentioning this publication and your supplier's name.

* REG. U. S. PAT. Off .

(SUPER BONDED)
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How to put

Youth
•

in an old-timer

I1
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• This building is over eighty years old.
See what a little remodeling and exterior stucco
of Atlas White portland cement did to it!
In every community there are similar opportunities to change unwanted eyesores into modern,
income-producing buildings- at moderate cost.
White portland cement stucco is ideal for this
type of work, for several reasons:

1. It gives a building a fresh, clean, bright and
permanent exterior.

2. It is durable because it is a thin sturdy wall
of concrete with the permanence, weather resistance and fire resistance of concrete.

3. It can be applied in any texture and any color.
4. It is economical in first cost and gives the kind
of lasting service that endures in any climate.
Universal Atlas Cement Co. (United States
Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 208 South LaSalle
Street, Chicago.

A FACTORY PREPARED STUCCO IS PREFERABLE
s-10
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN PARTITION
PROVIDES ADAPTABILITY TO EVERY
OFFICE REQUIREMENT

fOR

both private offices and general
office areas, Johns-Man ville has provided the first trul y modern office partition-Transite Walls .
Already in use throughout th e country,
T ransite Walls are proving the most satisfactory and economical answer to every
partitioning need. Asbestos a nd ctment in
composition, they are highly fire- and
sound -resistant, immune to rot and decay.
An ingenious construction method (prov iding a flush , projection-free surface suitable to any type of finish ) assures easy,
rapid installation, with a minimum of dirt
and disturbance. And just as eas)' relocation
with 100% sali'age!
Here, then, is a movable partition that
gives all the solidity and privacy of fixed
walls . . . that is adaptab le to every modern office layout . .. or to any rez'ision in
construction. Briefly, one that enab les you
to plan your clients' offices intelligently
today and to anticipate future change or
expansion with an economy h eretofore
unknown .
Why not get all the facts 1 Our new
Tran site Walls brochure contains complete
details. Write Johns-Manville, 22 East
40th St., New York, N . Y.
Below. A truly versatile partitioning, Transite Walls are
ideally adapted to subdivide outside office areas,
whether low-railing, ceiling-high or borrowed-light
partitions are desired . And changes can be made
easily, economically, with no loss of material.

Above. A perfect examp le of the ease with which Transite
Walls lend themselves to any decorative scheme. Because of
the flush, projection-free surface this modern partitioning
affords, office interiors can be readily treated with lacquers,
paints, wood veneers, fabrics or any other material. Or left

in their natural finish .
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THE THEME CENTER OF THE

NEw YoRK

WoRLD'S FAIR

I

I,

\

\
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SIGNIFICANT FACTS
DARINGLY different - simple beautiful, here is a symbol of
New York's World's Fair . . . "The
World of Tomorrow!"
By night the great Trylon will thrust itself 700 feet into the clouds; by day it
will be a beacon marking the Fair's location. The Perisphere, broader than a
city block, will be equal in height to an
eighteen-story building. New amazing
lighting effects will bathe the globe,
while visitors gaze down on the colorful panorama of the Fair grounds.

* U.

As in all modern architecture, from the
rough preliminary sketches to the final
specification drawings , pencils were the
chief medium of expression. And today, in the leading architectural offices
and drafting rooms, the pencils are invariably Venus Drawing Pencils.
No wonder! For Venus Drawing
Pencils are made to exact standards. All 17 shades are accurately graded. Their colloidal*
lead is stronger - smoother free flowing.

Diameter of Perisphere
(T heme Exhibit Building) . . . . 200 feet
Hei ght of Try lon
(Beacon and Sound Tower) . .
700 feet
Escalator's to Perisphere
(Longest in the world) . . . . . . . . Gj f eet
Capacity of moving platform in
Perisphere . . ...... 160 persons per min.

PENCILS

S. Pat. No. 1,738,888

AMERICAN PENCIL CO., Hoboken,
Also Tnade in Canada by Venus Pencil Cn., Ltd., Toronto
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where live loads
are lighl
Knickerbocker Village, in New York City. John S. Van Wart, Architect,· Alexander D. Crosett, Eng1·nur;
Fred F. French Company, Central Contractors; Harri s Structural Steel Company, Fabricators.

ratings are relatively low,
W BethlehemliveLightloadSections
open the way to definite
HEREVER

economies in the use of steel in floor construction. A
typical example of their effective use is found in the
floor beams of Knickerbocker Village in New York.
In this installation their strength and dimensions made
it possible to keep floor slabs within economical limits
and materially reduce the total tonnage of steel.
Bethlehem Light Sections were developed to supplement the familiar Wide-Flange Sections and to be used
wherever loads do not utilize the full capacity of regular

heavy sections of depth called for by the span. They are
rolled of the same grade of steel and to essentially the
same shapes as Wide-Flange Sections, with ample thickness of metal in web and flange to comply with all building code requirements . In addition to their use as floor
beams, Light Sections are used effectively as columns in
upper stories, as struts between columns and as purlins
in roof construction.
Complete data and the ad vice of Bethlehem engineers on
the most efficient and economical use of Bethlehem Light
Sections are always available to interested architects.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
56
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SUNNYFIELD ESTA TE, ENGLAND, Laing-built, see pages 66-71. This development by Architects A. W. Kenyon and T. Alwyn Lloyd was the result
of a competition arranged with the London Architectural Association.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. (above) ; GREENHILLS, OHIO, urban
neighborhood (right>. "The block-by-block accretion of the
big city, along its corridor avenues, is in all important
respects a denial of the vastly improved type of urban
grouping that our fresh inventions have brought in."
Resettlement Administration
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What

•

I S

a

city?

By LEWIS MUMFORD

MOST OF OUR housing and city planning has
been handicapped because those who have undertaken the work have had no clear notion of the
social functions of the city. They sought to
derive these functions from a cursory survey of
the activities and interests of the contemporary
urban scene. And they did not, apparently, suspect that there might be gross deficiencies, misdirected efforts, mistaken expenditures here that
would not be set straight by merely building sanitary tenements or straightening out and widening irregular streets.
The city as a purely physical fact has been
subject to numerous investigations. But what is
the city as a social institution? The earlier answers to these questions, in Aristotle, Plato, and
the Utopian writers from Sir Thomas More to
Robert Owen, have been on the whole more satisfactory than those of the more systematic
sociologists: most contemporary treatises on
"urban sociology" in America throw no important light upon the problem.
One of the soundest definitions of the city was
that framed by John Stow, an honest observer of
Elizabethan London, who said: "Men are congregated into cities and commonwealths fo r
honesty and utility's sake, these shortly be the
commodities that do come by cities, commonalties, and corporations. First, men by this nearness of conversation are withdrawn from barbarous fixity and force, to certain mildness of
manners, and to humanity and justice. . . .
Good behavior is yet called urbanitas because it
is rather found in cities than elsewhere. In sum,
by of ten hearing, men be better persuaded in
religion, and for that they live in the eyes of
others, they be by example the more easily
trained to justice, and by shamefastness restrained from injury.
"And whereas commonwealths and kingdoms
cannot have, next after Goel, any surer foundation than the love and good will of one man
towards another, that also is closely bred and
maintained in cities, where men by mutual society
and companying together, do grow to alliances,
commonalties, and corporations."
It is with no hope of adding much to the essential insight of this description of the urban
process that I would sum up the sociological concept of the city in the follewing terms:
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The city is a related collection of primary
groups and purposive associations: the first, like
fami ly and neighborhood, are common to all
communities, while the second are especially
characteristic of city life. These varied groups
support themselves through economic organizations that are likewise of a more or less corporate, or at least publicly regulated, character;
and they are all housed in permanent structures,
within a relatively limited area. The essential
physical means of a city's existence are the fixed
site, the durable shelter, the permanent faci lities for assembly, interchange, and storage; the
essential social means are the social division of
labor, which serves not merely the economic life
but the cultural processes. The city in its complete sense, then, is a geographic plexus, an economic organization, an institutional process, a
theater of social action, and an esthetic symbol
of collective unity. T he city fosters art and is
art; the city creates the theater and is the theater.
It is in the city, the city as theater, that man's
more purposive activities are focused, and
work out, through conflicting and cooperating
personalities, events, groups, into more significant culminations.
Without the social drama that comes into
existence through the focusing and intensification of group activity there is not a single function performed in the city that could not be performed-and has not in fact been performedin the open country. The physical organization
of the city may deflate this drama or make it
frustrate; or it may, through the deliberate
efforts of art, politics, and education, make the
drama more richly significant, as a stage-set,
well-designed, intensifies and underlines the gestures of the actors and the action of the play. It
is not for nothing that men have dwelt so often
on the beauty or the ugliness of cities: these attributes qualify men's social activities. And if
there is a deep reluctance on the part of the true
city dweller to leave his cramped quarters for
the physically more benign environment of a
suburb- even a model garden suburb !-his instincts are usually justified: in its various and
many-sided life, in its very opportunities for
social disharmony and conflict, the city creates
clraina; the suburb lacks it.
One may describe the city, in its social aspect,
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PICKWICK LANDING, a TVA town where deficient planning
permitted strewing of houses along a roadway cut without
relation to schools, community ce nters, or even to its superb
natural setting.

as a special framework directed toward the creation of differentiated opportunities for a common
life and a significant collective drama. As indirect forms of association, with the aid of signs
and symbols and specialized organizations, supplement direct face-to-face intercourse, the personalities of the citizens themselves become
many-faceted: they reflect their specialized interests, their more intensively trained aptitudes,
their finer discriminations and selections : the
personality no longer presents a more or less
unbroken traditional face to reality as a whole.
Here lies the possibility of personal disintegration; and here lies the need for reintegration
through wider participation in a concrete and
visible collective whole. What men cannot
imagine as a vague formless society, they can
live through and experience as citizens in a city.
Their unified plans and buildings become a symbol of their social relatedness; and when the
physical environment itself becomes disordered
and incoherent, the social functions that it harbors become more difficult to express.
One further conclusion follows from this concept of the city: social facts are primary, and the
physical organization of a city, its industries and
its markets, its lines of communication and
traffic, must be subservient to its social needs.
Whereas in the development of the city during
the last century we expanded the physical plant
recklessly and treated the essential social nucleus,
the organs of government and education and
social service, as mere afterthoughts, today we
must treat the social nucleus as the essential
element in every valid city plan: the spotting
and inter-relationship of schools, libraries, theaters, community centers, is the first task in defining the urban neighborhood and laying down
the outlines of an integrated city.
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In giving this sociological answer to the question: What is a City? one has likewise provided
the clue to a number of important other questions. Above all, one has the criterion for a clear
decision as to what is the desirable size of a city
- or may a city perhaps continue to grow until
a single continuous urban area might cover half
the American continent, with the rest of the
world tributary to this mass? From the standpoint of the purely physical organization of
urban utilities-which is almost the only matter
upon which metropolitan planners in the past
have concentrated-this latter process might indeed go on indefinitely. But if the city is a theater of social activity, and if its needs are defined
by the opportunities it offers to differentiated
social groups, acting through a specific nucleus
of civic institutes and associations, definite limitations on size follow from this fact.
In one of Le Corbusier's early schemes for an
ideal city, he chose three million as the number
to be accommodated: the number was roughly
the size of the urban aggregate of Paris, but that
hardly explains why it should have been taken
as a norm for a more rational type of city
development. If the size of an urban unit,
however, is a function of its productive organization and its opportunities for active social intercourse and culture, certain definite facts
emerge as to adequate ratio of population to
the process to be served. Thus, at the present
level of culture in America, a million people
are needed to support a university. Many factors may enter which will change the size of both
the university and the population base; nevertheless one can say provisionally that if a million
people are needed to provide a sufficient number
of students for a university, then two million
people should have two universities. One can
also say that, other things being equal, five million people will not provide a more effective university than one million people would. The
alternative to recognizing these ratios is to keep
on overcrowding and overbuilding a few existing
institutions, thereby limiting, rather than expanding, their genuine educational facilities.
What is important is not an absolute figure
as to population or area : although in certain aspects of life, such as the size of city that is
capable of reproducing itself through natural
fertil ity, one can already lay down such figures.
What is more important is to express size always
as a function of the social relationships to be
served. There is an optimum numerical size,
beyond which each further increment of inhabitants creates difficulties out of all proportion to
the benefits. There is also an optimum area of
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SCHOOL by Richard J. Neutra.

ROW HOUSES, Greenbelt, Md.

"Taday we must treat the social nucleus as the essential element in every valid city plan:
the spottin9 and inter-relationship of schools, libraries, theaters, community centers, is the first
task in definin9 the urban nei9hborhood and layin9 down the outlines of an inte9rated city."

expansion, beyond which further urban growth
tends to paralyze rather than to further important social relationships. Rapid means of transportation have given a regional area, with a
radius of from forty to a hundred miles, the
unity that London and Hampstead had before
the coming of the underground railroad. But
the activities of small children are still bounded
by a walking distance of about a quarter of a
mile; and for men to congregate freely and frequently in neighborhoods the maximum distance
means nothing, although it may properly define
the area served for a selective minority by a university, a central reference library, or a completely equipped hospital.
The area of potential urban settlement has
been vastly increased by the motor car and the
airplane ; but the necessity for solid contiguous
growth, for the purposes of intercourse, has in
turn been lessened by the telephone and the radio.
In the Middle Ages a distance of less than a half
a mile from the city's center usually defined its
utmost limits. The block-by-block accretion of
the big city, along its corridor avenues, is in all
important respects a denial of the vastly improved type of urban grouping- that our fresh
inventions have brought in. For all occasional
types of intercourse, the region is the unit of
social life: but the region cannot function eff ectively, as a well-knit unit, i.f the entire area is
densely filled with people-since their very presence will clog- its arteries of traffic and congest
its social facilities.
Limitations on size, density, and ar ea are absolutely necessary to effective social intercourse ;
and they are therefore the most important instruments of rational economic and civic planning.
The unwillingness in the past to establish such
limits has been due mainly to two facts: the as-
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sumption that all upward changes in magnitude
were signs of progress and automatically "good
for business", and the belief that such limitations were essentially arbitrary, in that they
proposed to "decrease economic opportunity"that is, opportunity for profiting by congestion
-and to halt the inevitable course of change.
Both these objections are superstitious.
Limitations on height are now common in
American cities; drastic limitations on density
are the rule in all municipal housing estates in
England: that which could not be done has been
done. Such limitations do not obviously limit the
population itself: they merely give the planner
and administrator the opportunity to multiply
the number of centers in which the population is
housed, instead of permitting a few existing centers to aggrandize themselves on a monopolistic
pattern.
These limitations are necessary to break up
the functionless, hypertrophied urban masses of
the past. Under this mode of planning, the
planner proposes to replace the " mononucleated
city", as Professor Warren Thompson has called
it, with a new type of "polynucleated city", in
which a cluster of communities, adequately
spaced and bounded, shall do duty for the badly
organized mass city. Twenty such cities, in a
region whose environment and whose resources
were adequately planned, would have all the benefits of a metropolis that held a million people,
without its ponderous disabilities: its capital
frozen into unprofitable utilities, and its land
values congealed at levels that stand in the way
of effective adaptation to new needs.
Mark the change that is in process today. The
emerging sources of power, transport, and communication do not follow the old highway network at all. Giant power strides over the hills,
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PARKWAY
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WYTHENSHAWE, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, A TOWN FOR
100,000. A permanent agricultural belt of 1,000 acres. Scattered open spaces comprise another 1,000 acres. A total
open space of 1 acre to 50 people. Space for outdoor
recreation including a 100-acre golf course. The park contains 250 acres. Two parkways with an average right-of-way
of 300 feet. Sites are reserved for o civic center, schools,
churches, shopping, and industry. The shopping districts are
placed at the juncture of four "neighborhood units."

ignoring the limitations of wheeled vehicles; the
airplane, even more liberated, flies over swamps
and mountains, and terminates its journey, not
on an avenue, but in a field. Even the highway
for fast motor transportation abandons the pattern of the horse-and-buggy era. The new highways, like those of New Jersey and Westchester ,
to mention only examples drawn locally, are
based more or less on a system definitively
formulated by Benton MacKaye in his various
papers on the Townless Highway. The most
complete plans form an independent highway network, isolated both from the adjacent countryside and the towns that they bypass : as free
from communal encroachments as the railroad
system. In such a network no single center will,
like the metropolis of old, become the focal point
of all regional advantages: on the contrary, the
whole region becomes open for settlement.
Even without intelligent public control, the
likelihood is that within the next generation this
dissociation and decentralization of urban facilities will go even farther. The Townless Highway begets the Highwayless Town in which the
needs of close and continuous human association
on all levels will be uppermost. This is just the
opposite of the earlier mechanocentric picture of
Roadtown, as pictured by Edgar Chambless and
the Spanish projectors of the Linear City. For

the highwayless town is based upon the notion
of effective zoning of functions through initial
public desig n, rather than by blind legal ordinances . It is a town in which the various functional parts of the structure are isolated topographically as urban islands, appropriately designed for their specific use: with no attempt to
provide a uniform plan of the same general pattern for the industrial, the commercial, the
domestic, and the civic parts.
The first systematic sketch of this type of to wn
was made by Messrs. Wright and Stein in their
design for Radburn in 1929; a new type of plan
that was repeated on a limited scale-and apparently in complete independence-by planners
in Koln and Hamburg at about the same time.
Because of restrictions on design that favored a
conventional type of suburban house and stale
architectural forms, the implications of this ne\\·
type of planning were not carried very fa r in
Radburn. But in outline the main relationships
are clear : the differentiation of foot traffic fr om
wheeled traffic i11 independent systems, the insulation of residence quarters from through
roads; the discontinuous street pattern ; the
polarization of social life in specially spotted civic
nuclei, beginning in the neighborhood with the
school and the playground and the swimming
pool. This type of planning was carried to a
logical conclusion in perhaps the most functional
and most socially intelligent of all Le Corbusier's
many urban plans: that for Nemours in N orth
Africa, in 1934.
Through these convergent efforts. the principles of the polynucleated city have been well
established. Such plans must result in a fuller
opportunity for the primary group, with all
its habits of frequent direct meeting and fa ceto-face intercourse : they must also result in
a more complicated pattern and a more comprehensive life for the region, for this geographic area can only now, for the first time. be
treated as an instantaneous \\'h ole for a ll the
functions of social existence. Instead oi trusting to the mere massing of population to produce
the necessary social concentration and social
drama, we must now seek these results through
deliberate local nucleation and a finer regional
articulation. The words are jargon ; but the importance of their meaning should not be missed .
To embody these new possibilities in cit y life,
vvhich come to us not merely through better
technical organization but through acuter sociological understanding, and to dramatize the activities themselves in appropriate individual and
urban structures, forms the task of the c01mng
generation.
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Housing Progress 1n
America
BY TH 0 M .A S S • H 0 L DEN, President, New

York Building Congress; Chairman Special

Committee on Housing, Merchants' Association of New York
THE WAGNER· STEAGALL HOUSING BILL !United
States Housing Act of 1937) provides for a public
housing program different in character and larger
in scope than the recent PWA housing program. It
offers financial aid to local housing agencies only.
Private limited-dividend companies, not provided for
in this Act, are making substantial progress with
FHA-insured companies.

AkCHlTECTS should tind enlarged opportunities under the United States Housing Act of
1937, known during the period of Congressional
debate as the Wagner-Steagall Housing Bill.
Decentralized operation of the program, enlarged financial allocation s for public housing,
and a specific provision that "the wages or fees
prevailing in the locality, as determined or
adopted (subsequent to a determination under
applicable State or local law ) by the A uthority,
shall be paid to all architects, technical engineers,
draftsmen, technicians, laborer s. and mechanics
employed in the development or administration
of the low-rent housing or slum-clearance project"-all point in that direction. Smaller communities should get a good break in securing
Federal assistance by reason of a stipulation
that not more than 10 percent of total loan, capital grant, or annual contribution funds may be
allocated to any one state.
Public Housing Agencies
PUBLIC HOUSII\G AGENCIES. and not the newlycreated United States Housing Authority, will
be initiators and owners of public housing projects hereafter, the role of the Authority consisting in rendering financial assistance. In its role
as banker, the Authority will naturally have the
power to impose conditions upon and to supervise locally initiated projects and , therefore, its
administrative policies and procedure will determine the extent to which the intended decentralization is realized in actual practice.
A public housing agency, as defined in the
Act, means any state, county, municipality, or
other governmental entity or public body (excluding the Authority) , v,rhich is authorized to
engage in the development or administration
of low-rent housing or slum-clearance. The
A uthority referred to is the United States Housing Authority, a body corporate of perpetual
duration, the powers of which will be vested in
and exercised by an Administrator, to be appointed by the President, with approval of the
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Senate. The Authority is to be under the general supervision of the Secretary of the Interior,
a fact that is causing some people to doubt the
extent of decentralization, in view of the highly
centralized control that has been exercised heretofore by the Housing Division of PWA. However, Secretary Ickes has long been on record
as strongly favoring decentralization.
Financial Assistance
FI NANCIAL ASSISTANCE to public housing agencies may consist of loans at 10\;\' interest rates.
capital grants, or annual contributions. A project may secure a loan and a capital grant, or a
loan and annual contributions, but may not r eceive both capital grants and annual contributions. Thus, the way is paved for experiment;ition with several forms of subsidy. In all cases.
Federal tinancial assistance will be contingent
upon stipulated financial contributions by the
state, city, county, or other political subdivision
in which the project is situated. Projects will
receive capital grants or annual contributions on
condition that they include elimination by demolition, condemnation, and effective closing, or
the compulsory repair and improvement of un safe or insanitary dwellings situated in the locality or metropolitan area, substantially equal in
number to the number of newly constructed
dwellings provided by the project, except that
such slum-elimination may be clef erred when
there is a low-rent housing shortage so acute as
to force dangerous o\·ercrowcling.
The United States Housing Authority is
authorized to make loans to public housin!:S· agencies up to a total of $500,000,000, capital grants
to a total of $30,000,000, and annual contributions up to a total of $20,000,000 a year, the
maximum term of years being sixty.
Funds for loans, grants, and annual contributions are to be made available gradually over a
three-year period. The loan-fund is to be obtained by selling bonds of the United States
Housing Authority, guaranteed by the United
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fund of $30,000,000, if the
stipulated maximum of 25 percent of acquisition or development cost is granted in all cases
(as is very likely) , when matched with the other
75 percent, would produce $120,000,000 worth
of housing. The $20,000,000 per annum of
authorized annual contributions might represent
THE CAPITAL GRANT

*In the states of Michigan, Texas and Wisconsin the operation of the
au thority is limited to the cities of Detroit, San Antonio, and Milwaukee,
respectively.
No enab ling legislation has been enacted in the following states:
Arizona, California, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas , Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi,

Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wyoming.
Local A uthorities :
ALA BAMA (Andalusia, Birmingham, Florence, Red Level, and Sheffield); CALI FORNIA (Los Angeles, by special pr ovision of the city
char ter) ; C O NNECTICUT (Brid,geport); FLORIDA (Jacksonville and
M iami); G EORGIA (Atlanta) ; ILLINOIS (C hicago, Peoria, and
St. Clair County) ; KENTUCKY (Lexington, Louisville, Frankfort, New port, a nd Covington) ; LOUISIANA ( N ew Orleans) ; MARYLAND
( Baltimor e and Annapolis); MA S SACHU S ETTS (Boston, Cambridge,
Chelsea, and Lowell) ; MI C HI GAN (Detroit) ; M;ONTANA (Billings) ;
NEBRA S KA (Omaha) ; NEW JERSEY (Newark); NEW YORK
(B uffalo, Lackawan na, Port J ervis, Schenectady, Syracuse, New York
City, and Yonkers) OHIO ( Cincinnati, Clevelan d, Colu mbus, Dayton,
T oledo. Warren. an d Youngstown ) ; PENNSYLVANIA (Chester) ;
S OUTH CAROLINA (C harleston and Columbia) ; T ENNE S SEE (Knoxville a nd Memphis); WISCON S IN (Milwau kee).
Local housing authorities have also been organized in the District of
Colu mbia and Honolulu.
The above table is based upon a statement by Mr. D . H . Foley, Jr. ,
General Counsel, Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works 1 to
whom architects and architectural societies are referred for informa tion
on state and local legislation.
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States, to be issued as follows : $ 100,000,000 on
or after July 1, 1937; $200,000,000 on or after
July 1, 1938; and $200,000,000 on or after
July 1, 1939. Capital grants may be made as
follows: $10,000,000 after date of enactment;
an additional $10,000,000 on or after July 1,
1938; and a further $10,000,000 on or after
July 1, 1939. Annual contributions aggregating
$5,000,000 may be made after date of enactment; an additional $7,500,000 after July 1,
1938; and a further $7,500,000 after July 1,
1939. An appropriation of $25,000,000 was
made by Congress to provide a starting fund
for grants and contributions.
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approximately $550,000,000 to $600,000,000
worth in addition. There is a question whether
the $500,000,000 loan fund would generate
much, if any, additional building, since it could
quite possibly be entirely used for loans to projects receiving capital grants or annual contributions. Public housing agencies, as yet with uncertain expectations of local financial support,
may be counted upon to demand maximum Federal assistance. Yet a considerable amount of
municipal housing is now being built in England
with no assistance from the central government
except low-interest loans.
If the Authority should succeed in putting out
all its available funds on new housing within
the next three years, and, particularly, if it
should manage to generate many projects with
less than maximum financial aid, it could conceivably produce 140,000 or more new family
units during that period, an appreciable contribution to the total residential volume of those
years, but an increment likely to be less than
the increased number of privately built units. If
the newly-created Authority uses an appreciable
proportion of its financial resources to aid public
housing agencies in acquiring existing Federally
owned projects or other existing housing, the
amount of new housing it would produce would
be correspondingly reduced.
However, it has taken four years to produce
21,700 units under the first PWA public housing program. While difficulties of Federal organization and policy do not have to be gone
through again, while there are 54 projects approved by the PWA housing division and waiting for funds , the local public housing agencies
are scarcely ready, as yet, to meet the financial
requirements to qualify them to receive capital
grants or contributions under the Act.
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Local Financial Responsibilities
QUALIFY for any capital grant, (Federal
maximum is 25 percent of acquisition or development cost, to which the President may add 15
percent out of available employment relief
funds ) , the public housing agency must add a
20 percent grant from the state or political subdivision thereof in cash, land, or the value, capitalized at the going Federal rate of interest, of
community facilities or services for which a
charge is usually made, or tax remissions or tax
exemptions. The remainder of the acquisition
or development cost may be borrowed from the
Authority at the going Federal rate, plus onehalf of 1 percent.
Loans up to 90 percent of acquisition or development cost may be secured by public housing agencies, whether or not they are accompanied by annual contributions, leaving 10 percent of the initial cost to be financed .by state or
local government agencies .
State or local government agencies must pay
20 percent of any annual contributions made to
a public housing agency. Such annual contributions may total as much as a sum equal to the
annual yield at the going Federal rate of
interest, plus 1 percent, on the developrnent or
acquisition cost of the project ; they may be
made for any period up to sixty year s, and must
be appli ed first to payment of interest and principal of any loan owing to the Authority from
the public housing agency. Under this plan,
annual contributions of maximum amount and
maximum period would practically pay the
entire principal and interest on a maximum loan
of 90 percent, but, by reason of required local
contributions, a project could not be given in toto
by the Authority to a public housing agency.
TO

Cost Limitations

cost limitations are set on projects
eligible for loans, capital grants, or annual con tributions. Except in cities of 500,000 and up ,
costs on projects initiated hereafter are limited
to $4,000 per fami ly dwelling unit, or $1,000
per room ; in the larger cities, the limits are
$5 ,000 per family dwelling unit and $1 ,250 per
room ; average construction costs of the dwelling units (excluding land, demolition, and nondwelling facilities) are not to exceed average
construction costs of dwelling units currently
produced in the locality or metropolitan area by
private enterprise working under legal building
requirements and labor standards similar to
those of the public housing projects.
The United States Housing Act of 1937 does
LIBERAL
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not promise the gigantic program hoped for by
many public housing proponents; it imposes upon
public housing agencies responsibilities that
many will at first find difficult to meet, but, at
the same time, it offers Federal financial aid on
a far more liberal basis than was ever offered
by the central government of Great Britain. The
Act, with its broad latitude as to methods of
financial assistance, opens up an opportunity for
developing a rational and reasonably economical
pattern fo r public housing and slum-clearance,
with the chance of g radually reducing Federal
benefits as local public housing agencies acquire
strength, experience, and the cooperation of
practical citizens in the conduct of their operations.
Large-Scale Rental Projects Under FHA

as finally passed, provided no authority
for loans to limited-dividend corporations; for
which, in view of progress that has been made
in financing such undertakings in the FHA insured mortgage plan, there appears to be little
need. Under this plan, twenty private enterprise
rental housing projects, containing 4,417 fami ly
dwelling units, han been completed or put under construction, and four more (to accommodate 447 fami lies) have had their financing
arra nged. Sixteen of the 24 mortgages have
been taken by three life insurance companieseleven by the New York L ife Insurance Company, three by the P rndential Life Insurance
Company, and two by the Union Central Life
Insurance Company.
Most of these projects pay 7 percent annually
on their mortgages, including interest, mortgage insurance, and amortization. T he interest
rate in nearly all cases is 40 percent on declining balances, and the insurance premium is
one-half of 1 percent on the face of the mortgage.
Rentals are well within the middle brackets.
Since public housing agencies will probably pay
not more than 5 percent for interest and amortization, their economic rents should be measurably
under the rents charged by limited-dividen~l
housing corporations fin anced under the FHA
insured mortgage plan.
It is within the framework of this plan, as it
may be improved from time to time, that private
finance and private enterprise are finding an
opportunity for large-scale operations, organization of large-scale companies, a prospect for
continuity of operations and reduction of housing costs, which may lead us into a private en·terprise program comparable to the British prog-ram described by Mr. John W. Laing in the
following- pages.
THE A CT ,
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EDGEWARE EST ATE. This scheme with its series of circles resembles
Golders Green, an older and financially successful development. This
formalistic plan pattern is usually discarded by town planners because
no conceivable land slope would fully justify this shape.

GRANFORD ESTATE. For this estate the Laing architects
prepared several layouts and found it meant either a very
dense development or an open one as shown. This open
development r esulted in such an attractive scheme that
the extra expenditure for roadways and land was considered fully justified.

WOODFORD ESTATE. The uneven site influenced the location of r oadways. In preparing the layout the management formed a road through the lowest vale and had
external roads skirt ing the estate. This method of forming
an external road was found to be most economical for
land usage.
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Housing Methods 1n
Creat Britain
By

JOHN

W.

LAINC
MR. LAING is England's outstanding builder. In addi·
tion to five large airdromes and a six-million dollar
hospital project, his company has in process ten
"housing estates", totalling 9,000 houses, to be sold
at very low prices on easy terms. The English
worker earning as little as $20 per week can pur·
chase a house by payment of one-quarter of his
income or $5.00 per week.

SINCE THE WAR, we have built in Great
Britain about 3,000,000 houses, of which 2,000,000 were by private enterprise and 1,000,000
subsidized by the government and municipalities,
who usually employ building contractors to construct the houses for them. The houses by
private enterprise are generally sold for owner
occupancy, while the subsidized houses are let
at a '"'eeldy rent.
If -vve were beginning our housing program
over again, we could avoid some of the errors
which have been made.
1. At the beginning, our subsidized houses
were built too expensively and about half the
national subsidy was caused through the first
200,000 houses built. Since then, however,
the architects, builders, and workers have cooperated more closely. The architects design
economical, healthful houses, builders have
adapted their businesses for housing, and the
workers, through continuity of employment,
have become more efficient. Thus, houses are
now being produced economically.
2. With regard to houses by private enterprise, it is realized now that these could have
been improved; if there had been closer collaboration between architects and builders
the houses built would have had simple
beauty.
3. Every care should be taken to insure
that private enterprise provides good quality
homes.
4. If we had known at the beginning as
much as we know now, the builders and representatives of the government would no doubt
have met. The builders could then have stated
what was the cheapest house that private enterprise could provide.
A worker's family cannot afford to pay more
than a quarter of its income for a house . In
Britain, private enterprise can provide a good
home for $4 a week in the provinces, and $5 in
London. Probably in America, $6 weekly would
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be your most economical figure. Thus, it should
be realized that private enterprise can cater to
all classes having an income of $24 or more per
week, while fami lies with incomes below that
would need to live in subsidized houses. The
importance of determining this line is that uncertainty as to what property will be subsidized
hinders enterprise.
The average rent in Britain for a four-room
subsidized house, consisting of a living· room and
three bedrooms, plus a working kitchen, a bathroom, and a good garden, is $3 per week in the
provinces and $4 in London. This can now be
provided by the municipality without a subsidy,
owing to increased efficiency and lower interest
for loans; and so, for people who can pay the
standard rate, subsidies have been withdrawn.
But the municipalities are now catering principally to the very poor who have been displaced
from the slums; for these, where it is an absolute necessity, they have a reduced rent system.
Thus, in Carlisle, my native town, the rent is
reduced where necessary to one-fifth of the family's income, less 12 cents per week for each
child of school age, with a minimum rent of
$1.25 per week. So, an old couple with an income of $6 a week gets a small but healthful
home for $1.25.
Private Enterprise Can Provide 85o/o
IF BUILDERS of repute and capital would undertake private-enterprise housing on a large and
efficient scale, I believe it would be found that
they could cater to 85 % of the small house
group, leaving only 15 % to be dealt with by
subsidy.
We do strongly recommend that, as far as
possible, workers' homes should be in the form
of houses , rather than apartments or tenements,
and that the latter should be adopted only where
it is absolutely necessary that the worker be
housed very near to his work, in the center of a
larg·e town. Beautiful homes and gardens cost
only two-thirds as much as tenement homes,
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and the man who is housed in the tenement is
not nearly such a good national asset as the
man with a separate home and garden.
Some good builders consider that housing is
beneath their dignity ; but I submit this is not
the correct attitude. The firm with experience,
capital, and character may honorably do this
work; they can buy in bulk both land and materials, employ reliable, skilled workmen, giving
them continuity of employment, and be satisfied
with a reasonable profit, thus producing good
houses almost as cheaply as the poorer builder
does bad ones.
Selling Prices in Britain
THE SELLING PRICE of houses in Britain bv
private enterprise usually is between $2,500 and
$5,000, and the cost of municipal houses , including land and roads, is $2,000.
The lowest selling price of my firm 's smallest
semi-detached house in London is $3,000. The
purchaser in this case pays $200, after which
his weekly expenses for interest, repayment of
capital over 20 years, and rates are $5.
A similar house in a small provincial town
costs $2,500 and the weekly expenses amount
* Sale price of all houses illustrated in this article includes cost of house
land, roads. sewers, financing.
'
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to $4. This compares with the rent of a less
attractive municipal house in London , about $4,
and, in a small provincial town, about $3. Thus,
it does not cost much more to buy a private
house than to rent a municipal one.
Home-Financing
LET us NOW consider some details of building
by private enterprise. In the first place, there is
the provision of finance for the purchaser. This
is usually clone by a building society, though
sometimes by insurance companies, private
trusts, and municipalities.
The building societies perform a great national
service. At the present time they have out on
mortgage 3 billion dollars . They pay 30 %
tax-free interest to shareholders, 20 % to depositors-the average they pay for money being
3 74 % -and they charge 40 % . Thus, their
margin to cover income tax, all expenses and reserves, is 174 %, which I consider is not excessive. In a normal case, they loan 80 % of the
cost of the house, but for two-thirds of the
houses sold they loan from 90 % to 95 3 of the
cost-the difference between the normal loan of
80 % and the actual being guaranteed by the
builder. This guarantee is usually supplemented
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by a cash deposit, the amount of which depends
on the financial standing of the builder.
The other system of finance is that by municipalities. T his, I think, has great possibilities
where the need is not satisfact orily met by
building societies. The government borrows
money and lends it to the municipality at 3% % ;
then the municipality lends it to the purchaser
at 3.Ys %. The amount of the loan is 90% o-f
the value of th e house.
Finance required during construction depends
on several conditions. One is v-rhether the builder
develops large or small areas. Some pref er
estates of about 300 houses, which can be completed in about a year, after ·which they move
on to other districts. T his tends to prevent the
builder's being call ed upon to attend to manv
small maintenance complaints . Other s pref er to
purchase lar ge estates '"'hi ch take 5 to 10 ye<trs
to develop . T his has the disadvantage, from the
builder's standpoint, that the slightest defect is
reported to him and has to be made good at his
expense, even if it becomes apparent several
year s after the sale of the house. Also, the purchase of large areas means heavy capital outlay.
On the other hand, there is the advantage of
being able to buy land cheaply. Further, it ha s
the g reat advantage that g radually good will is
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created in the estate. Each purchaser r ecommends friend s and thus, selling costs are considerably reduced.
A nother condition affecting capital outlay is
speed in selling. A business with 10 small
estates selling actively a total of 4,000 houses
a year cou ld manage on a capital of 2 million
doll ars. A business with 10 large estates selling
slowly about 1,000 houses each year would require the same capital.
Land-Planning and House Design

our next consideration is
the subject of land purchase. W ise land purchase is essenti al to success, and the fo ll owing
points should be borne in mind. T he class being
catered for; their income and where they are employee\; the means of access to and from th e
place of employment. Don't be tempted to buy
land because it is priced at a low figure, and
don't be led away too much because it is beautiful. Alas! with your best efforts you wi ll- I
won't say, spoil-but change, that beauty. E ndeavor to provide beauty of another sort. The
essential is convenience for business, and then,
the advantages are shops, schools, entertainments. places of worship, and attractive surroundings.
FOLLOWING FINANCE,
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I happen to be a very average individual and
when my firm has a scheme put before it, I consider whether, if I had the income and employment of the man we are seeking to cater for, I
would elect to live in that district and in that
house. If the answer is in the negative, then we
don't touch the scheme. This simple rule has
caused us to refuse many a proposal but, on the
other hand, the result has been that we have
never made any serious blunder.
T he layout of an estate is the next matter
for consideration. Be willing to spend an extra
$100 on each house for an attractive and wellplanned layout. We endeavor so to plan that
the majority of the roads run north and south.
Thus, the houses face east and west and all
rooms and gardens get the maximum of sunshine. Provide open spaces, public gardens, and
bush-planted or grass margins to the roads.
Construct your roads before starting to build,
in order that your materials may be delivered
with ease and the purchaser may have clean.
unhampered access to his house. Pleasant access
during construction is a great help to sales. In
the original layout, reserve sites for all public
*Sale price of all hcuses illu strated in this art icle includes cost of house,
land, roads, sewers. financing.
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purposes, such as schools, churches, public halls,
shops, and places of entertainment.
In the design of a house, utility is essential.
Clothe utility as far as possible with beauty.
My firm has been successful in using rustic
bricks or stone for walls; rustic, hand-made tiles
for roofs and simplicity of architecture. Every
room must be of good shape and convenient in
its relation to other rooms. They should be well
lighted and sunny-the area of glass being about
one-fifth the area of ftoors ,-and the windows
should be so arranged that anyone sitting in a
room can view the garden.
In the case of the cheapest class of house, we
build 10 or 12 houses to each acre of land. This
density applies to about 75 % of the number of
houses built. The remainder are usually of a
density of 8 houses per acre.
Selling is a very important part of the husiness of house building. The cost of this varies
considerably and is dependent upon the position
of the estate and the demand for houses. When
the demand was very good and the estate in a
popular district, our total selling costs were
sometimes only $10 per house. Now our average selling cost is 2 0 % of the price of the
house. But this aver age varies between 1 % on
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the latter part of a popular estate and 5 % m
the early days of a difficult one.

advisedly, lightly, or wantonly . . . but reverently, discreetly, and advisedly."
There are three classes. who should not be
allowed to touch this work:
(a) The "get-rich-quick" type of man who
calls himself a "financier", but who jumps into
a business for a few years, grabs what he can,
and then clears out with his ill-gotten gains.
(b) Nor the "well-meaning individual" who
thinks anyone can build houses. Building is
a most highly skilled technical calling, requiring years of training and experience. The
profits, expressed as a percentage of cost, are
small, and an unskilled man will either lose
money himself or injure the purchaser.
( c) Nor do we want the "impractical idealist" who will build freakish homes. These also
leave a trail of dissatisfaction which is a
national loss, whereas satisfied house owners
are a national asset.
I know of only two classes that can be trusted
with the responsibility of building homes for
the people. Naturally, I put first the good building firm or builder who has made building a
life work.
But should these not be available, then I advise that companies be formed which would have
as their directors -well-known successful business
men of repute, who would undertake directorship primarily as a service to their fellowmen
and nation. Such directors would employ good
men as managers and would protect the company from the three foregoing types.

Who Should Build for Low-Income Families?

How Can the Covernment Help?

I DO WISH I could adequately express to American builders, so that they might also become
enthused, the pleasure experienced in the development of estates and the building of houses for
owner occupancy. To conceive and then carry
through such schemes, with the assistance of
architects and professional men, and afterward
to have the pleasure of visiting these developments from time to time, in company with one's
sons, and see hundreds of contented people in the
full enjoyment of homes and gardens, makes a
man feel that something worthwhile has been
achieved. Many a man would pay a large sum
to get such a thrill; but, in this case, the house
owners pay )IO'/Jt for it. It provides you with a
great adventure and the best of fun, and yet
people pay you for this happy experience. and in
addition thank you for what you have clone.
I do wish to say about house-building what
the Church of England Prayer Book says about
Marriage: "It is not to be taken in hand un-

r CONSIDER that the Government can help in
two ways:
(a) Let land be purchased, by negotiation
or compulsion, in large areas, at the cheapest
price, and be sold to builders at cost, for the
erection of suitable houses. Competition will
insure, in time, that the benefit of this goes
to the purchasers. If it were fo und, however,
that the position was being exploited by the
builders, then precautions would have to be
taken.
(b) The Government should make, where
necessary, loans to permit of house purchase.
at the lowest possible rate of interest.
If people realized the national value of house
ownership, and g-ood-class builders or wellformed companies undertook bouse building on
a large scale and, if necessary. the Government
assisted in the matter of land and loans. I believe
good homes could soon be provided without
subsidy for 85 % of the people.

"ELSDALE" -Sale price, $3,oso

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR
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Sc l111a i:

NEW PUBLICATION OFFICES for The Evening Bulletin,
Philadelphia, Pa. George Howe, Architect. The glass
wall toward street is not transparent and admits
no direct rays of the sun.
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Planning
a Daily Newspaper Production Plant
BY

ARTHUR

T • R 0 BB,

Executive

Editor,

"Editor

GENERAL newspaper architecture depends so
much upon specialized engineering requirements
that few rules can be universally applied. Few
presses can be call ed standard. Many are built
to structural limitations of the building. Occasionally the building must be constructed and
space allotted according to press capacity requirements. Presses are the key to newspaper
layout, and the architect and engineer should
keep closest possible contact with the engineers
of the press builder and of all other manufacturers of important machinery. For general
guidance, the following ideas have been noted in
recent construction in which manufacturing efficiency was the governing consideration:
Location
IF POSSIBLE, the plant should be located not in
the central business district but in a lowe r rental
area in the direction of the city's growth. If a
rail siding is available for direct delivery to the
plant, it is desirable; if not, location should be
chosen so that loading clock can be constructed
to keep vehicles from blocking main traffic
stream and to provide speedy ingress and exit
for supply and delivery trucks. Area of plot
should provide for not less than 25 years'
expans10n.

Cubic Volume
CO MFORTABLE working space should be proi:ided, with wide passages betv,reen machines.
Pro-vision should be made for expansion in floors
or parts of floors a\·ailable for temporary rental,
or for institutional u se. These may include space
for photo-engraver and photographer. not on
newspaper payroll, but aYailable for newspaper
service under rental or other agreement.

& Publisher"

favored, with growing use of pre-cast materials,
and in exceptional cases, where owner has concept of a monument to his efforts, marble and
g r anite.
Interior
AT TRA CTIVE foyer can be utilized for publication
office, depending upon paper's established practice. Much space now devoted to counters and
clerical facilities for reception of subscriptions
and classified advertising is not justified either
by promotional value or volume of business done
through these faci lities.

Arrangement
JmADY ACCESS of public to offices of principal
executives is desirable in many cities, warranting
location of space for publisher, advertising manager, business manager, and circulation manager on ground floor. If editorial and composing rooms are on higher floors, editor and managing editor should be located conveniently to
the operations they direct. If space permits,
straight-line production is facilitated by location
of all mechanical departments on one floor , preferably the ground floor. Courts have not been
found practical in nevvspaper layouts, but the
necessity for such use of space is obviated by
development of artificial lig:hting and air conditioning for rooms cut off from outside li ght
and air.

Construction Details

1. Load-bearing walls a11d partitious: Vibration-resistant clay.
2. Non-load bearing partit,i ons: "Grout-lock"
burned clay units.

Exterior
HISTORY of institution and taste of owner ship is
controlling, but efficient modern plants are gradually tending toward specialized factory construction. Concrete-steel, brick, and limestone are
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3. Wall fin1'shes: Sound-absorbing plaster in
the editorial, composing, telegraph-printer, and
pressrooms, and all others where diminution of
noises will improve working conditions. Shades
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of green are favored for walls of working
rooms.
4. Flooring: Terrazzo marble chip favored for
corridors, lavatories, locker rooms, showers,
toilets, etc. Wood-block floors in composing,
stereotyping, and mailing rooms. Oak and/ or
walnut in executive and business offices and editorial rooms, or a plain oak floor to be covered
by linoleum. Abrasive steel floors in pressroorn
and around operations ·w here oil makes slipping
a hazard . Abrasive concrete for stairways.
Concrete bases for machines are in general use.
5. Service conduits: Water, electric, and, if
used, gas lines should be laid and outlets carefully spotted for each composing accessory and
stereotype machine. Electric and telephone conduits should be available in the editorial rooms
and the business and classified departments, provi ion being made in the latter for addition of
telephone positions. Hot-water pipes should be
laid into all locker-room lavatories. Handholes,
at intervals of 8 or 10 feet, should be provided
for access to wire conduits.
6. Air conditioning : This presents some problems peculiar to the industry. Standard methods
are not practicable in all departments . Exhaust
air from photoengraving rooms · cannot be
carried off through the main ducts. because
of poisonous dust and fumes. Spot cooling is
employed in stereotype room, owing to necessity
of maintaining temperature of metal in pots. No
effective method has yet been found of reducing
temperature of large boiler rooms to that of
other sections of building. Filters should be used
in ducts from pressroom to remove and possibly
reclaim ink from exhausted air. Air from departments where heat, dust, or fumes are present
should not be exhausted into the main system.
Wet-bulb and dry-bulb ideal temperatures vary
with local climate and with each department's
requirements.
7. Lighting: Indirect illumination has been
favored in recent construction. Pressrooms present the most difficult situation, as lighting must
cast a minimum of shadows on and near large
machines for safety's sake, and must at the same
time provide sufficient illumination for setting
and matching colors. Skylights are used wherever possible, supplemented by light coves directly over the presses, alternately directing light up- .
ward and downward. Three-hundred watt bulbs
have been found most efficient. Composing- room
requires semi-indirect lighting through diffusion
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globes, as well as shaded lights on each machine
and over each advertising composition rack and
make-up table. Stereotype rooms require overhead indirect lighting. In editorial rooms and
business offices, modern practice eliminates desk
lamps by provision of sufficient overhead semiindirect light through diffusion globes. Loading
clocks and mailing rooms should also be amply
illuminated from overhead. Stairways and
corridors should be illuminated to diminish
shadows.
8. Machine installations: Permanently located
composing and stereotyping machines are set
in concrete bases, projecting from the underlying concrete floor flush with the -vvood surface.
Presses are best set on a foundation separate
from that of the building to eliminate transmission of vibration. Most advanced practice now
provides individual motors for each press, composing, and stereotype machine, eliminating the
shaft drives formerly found in press and composing rooms. Press motors should be mounted
above possible flood water line whenever possible, and, if they must be placed in a pit, provision should be made for rapid clearing of any
water accumulation. Press control board and
motor-generator installations vary too greatly
with the size of operation to warrant any comment, except that they should be made easy and
safe of access to authorized persons, and not to
others. It is well to provide separation for such
apparatus by fire doors, operating at not more
than 150 ° F .
9. Fireproofing: Standard practice prevails
both in construction and provision of sprinkler
and standpipe protection.
J0. Storage facilities: Paper storage should
be on the same level as the pressroom with tramways to all presses if volume of work warrants
it. Its capacity will vary with the practice of the
management, but should be ample to accommodate one month's normal current supply. Even
where the rest of the building is not air conditioned, it is advised that paper storage and
pressroom be so treated. Ink storage tanks
should be guarded against radical temperature
changes; this also applies to room for storage of
ink drums if tanks are not used. Pipes from
tanks and tank pumps to presses should not be
laid along outside walls. Drinking water storage, fire-protection tanks, and air conditioning
water are, of course. stored in roof tanks, protected against freezing according to the range
of climatic possibilities.
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Planning the Newspaper Office
THE

EVENING

·GEORGE

HOWE,

BULLET IN

OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA

ARCHITECT

"THE EVENING BULLETIN" publication
office in Philadelphia in its new form replaces
·Older quarters dating back to 1908. Newest
planning methods were applied in the rejuvenation of an outmoded structure. Mechanically,
the building has been improved by such conveniences as indirect lighting, air conditioning,
and reorganization of office operation.
The main entrance, heretofore at the corner
of Juniper and Filbert Streets, was moved eastward on Filbert. Because of this change in the
location of entrance, it has been possible to eliminate all steps in the office, or to and from it.
The base of the street facade is black granite.
Above is a belt of plate glass and glass blocks
·extending around the two outer walls. Square
-columns of gray granite rise to the ceiling v.rhich
is sound-deadening tile of a soft white. The floor
is of blue-veined marble which harmonizes with
the gray of the columns.
All the furnishings are of steel, enameled in
soft gray trimmed with stainless steel of a dull

finish. The main entrance is entirely of stainless steel, with a revolving door.
Most striking in the modern office are the
great world map with time zones, which occupies most of one entire wall, and the weather
data and forecast supplied from The Bulletin's
own measuring apparatus.
The time-zone map is unique. When reconstruction of the business office was decided upon,
some method was sought by which a sense of the
daily news events of the world could be impressed upon the public consciousness, with an
appreciation of time and distance and the complications and world-wide activities involved in
gathering and disseminating news.
Geographic Society Aided

were tried and rejected
many times before the right combination was
found. The National Geographic Society at
Washington was consulted, and its immense
store of maps and projections probably
PLANS AND MATERIALS
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Photos b> Sc/11101/

GEORGE

H 0 WE ,
14

AR CH ITE CT

PLAN

O F OFFICES

I. Public Space
2. Accounting

3. Bill Adjustment
4. Cashier

7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Mail Boxes
SubscriptionsIJ!a ck Iss ues
Wr iting Desks
Read ing Desks
Weather Instruments
Files
Public Telephones

THE GREAT WORLD MAP
with time zones oc:c:upies
most of one entire wall. All
furniture is of steel, en ameled in soft 9ray c:olor and
trimmed with 1tainle11 steel.
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unequaled in this country, was put at the service
of the architect, George Howe, and The Bulletin.
A cylindrical, equal-spaced projection of the
world was finally adopted. From this there was
prepared, especially for The Bulletin's use, a
projection which could be used on a parallelogram, with accurate representation of the 24
time zones into which the world is divided.
Formica was used for the surface of the map,
chiefly because of its permanence and the ease
with which it can be kept clean.
Two large rooms in the rear of The Bulletin
building were allotted for shop work, and there
were installed the mechanics who made the map
and the machines with which they worked.
It was necessary to construct the map in small
pieces; the fitting together of these after cutting
and mounting looked to the spectator like the
assembling in giant-size of any of the jigsaw
puzzles so popular a few years ago.
Along the top of the map are 12 electrically
operated and synchronized clocks, in alternate
time zones, each of which will show the exact
time in that zone at whose top it stands. The
time in the clockless zone adjoining will be one
hour different.
The clock faces are divided by a vertical line.
The left side is light, the right side dark, to indicate whether the time is a. m. or p. m. Russia,
including Siberia, sprawls over 11 time zones.
The clocks show that when it is 12 o'clock noon
in Leningrad, it is 11 o'clock that night on
Wrangel Island and the eastern coast of Siberia.
The map is mounted along the rear wall of
the business office facing Filbert Street and is
seen clearly from the street through plate glass
windows.
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Alongside, but separate from it, will be a
large transportation map of Philadelphia. It will
measure 8.Yz x 12.Yz feet. This map also required innumerable drawings and intensive
work, for an attempt was made to combine in
it many features heretofore presented only on
separate maps. It will show the main transportation routes inside the city and leading out,
including motor highways, park areas, waterways, electric power lines, and airways.
Two other features of the room will attract
much attention. One is the time-showing device
which supplants the customary clock. A frosted
glass panel three-feet square near the rear of
the east wall conceals a network of Neon tubing
which can display any figure. The word " Time"
in white Neon letters appears constantly. Alongside it appear figures showing the exact time,

the Neon combination changing once a minute
to flash a new figure.
Weather Data Recording

feature, which has been briefly mentioned before, is the system for recording and
displaying weather data.
High above the roof of the Liberty Trust
Building nearby, The Bulletin has installed the
most modern and scientific of automatic weather
recording devices on a steel platform. From
them cables running down through the trust
company building and through underground
conduits to The Bulletin office, carry electric impulses recording accurately the temperature, the
humidity, the direction and velocity of the wind.
The Government Weather Bureau forecasts also
are displayed.
THE OTHER

•
the Planning
Principal Requirements 1n
of a Newspaper Building
By

WI LL I AM

C I M S B E RC ,

Engineer

THE AUTHOR of this article is a professional engineer, well known as a builder of newspaper plants,
including projects for the New York World-Telegram,
Washington Daily News, Cincinnati Post, and Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

IN THE MODERN newspaper plant the necessity for a structure being fireproof , sanitary,
efficiently laid out and properly ventilated is universally recognized. Except for the use of
different types of equipment and processes, the
planning of a newspaper plant, while more subject to specific cases than general rule, is similar
in principal to that of most other types of industrial buildings. The usual steps in the manufacture of any product consist of a cycle of
( a) receiving, handling, and storing of raw materials ; ( b) locating the various mechanical departments in correct sequence in the various
manufacturing steps; ( c) handling and distributing of the finished product; ( d) locatingthe administrative and sales departments for
easy access to the factory sections of the building and to the public.
The problem of the storing of paper has al-
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ways been a serious one and has been difficult
to solve because land ordinarily purchased for
the purpose of erecting such a project, while
satisfactory for most of the other departments,
has always been inadequate for paper storage.
The most efficient space for the storage of paper
is in the basement at the location of the reel
room, where paper is being fed to the presses.
In purchasing land it should be remembered
that the basement must be the largest of all the
floor areas because of the many utilities required
in this location.
It is necessary to plan a building in such a way
as to include all these in addition to storage: control rooms , ink rooms, paper storage space, air
conditioning equipment, boiler rooms and other
utilities.
The pressroom should be laid out in such a
manner as to make it possible for paper to be
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fed easily by means of track to the reels. Sufficient headroom should be given in the pressroom to take care not only of the present height
of modern press equipment but of future color
printing equipment which usually is constructed
over the ordinary presses. Under ordinary conditions, the pressroom height extends from the
basement floor to the second floor. With the
pressroom located in this manner, the office and
factory should be placed adjacent to it throughout the building.
The stereotype department may be located
immediately over the pressroom and adjacent to
the composing room. It is a good policy to assign space to the editorial department contiguous
to the composing room.
An engraving department should be installed
which will have easy access not only to the composing room but also to the editorial department.
Tl1e first floor is best assigned to trucking
space, at \;vhich point raw materials are delivered
and finished products are removed from the
building. The first floor may also house the
circulation department and, if large enough, the
business and advertising departments .
Many newspaper plants have also, as one of
their departments, a radio broadcasting station .
By proper methods of isolation this department
can be very easily built on the roof with its receiving towers located either at the building or
at a remote point. Particular care must be given
to eliminate vibration and noise, not only from
the radio department, but also from the office
section of the building where quiet is necessary.
Several successful methods have been used in
isolating vibration and noise from the various
types of equiprnent, ·such as presses, monotype,
and metal-cutting ·saws.
Another ini:portant , factor in the planning of
a newspaper plai1t i·s ·the choice. of the site. Several questions of importance arise in making a
decision:

1. Is the location satisfactory for the receipt
of newsprint and the efficient distribution of
newspapers?
2. Is there sufficient frontage to take care of
an adequate number of trucks in preparing for
distribution and parking?
3. Is the site large enough to take care of
ample paper storage space in the basement adjacent to the reel room?
4. Is the site close enough to the center of the
town to make it conveniently accessible to the
public?
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Very frequently it is an advantage to buy a
larger site than is necessary, because the basernent should be larger than the upper floors in
order to prepare for press expansion and still
maintain ample area for storage of p:iper around
the reel room where it can be mond to the reels
most economically.
In planning the pressroom, its proximity to
the point of distribution should be considered.
In order to keep the length of newspaper conveying equipment dO\•Vn to a minimum , the
presses should be laid out parallel to the street
where the trucks are loaded, and the conveyors should be as nearly perpendicular to the
presses and mail room as possible. There should
be nothing but the mail room between the press
line and street or trucking space. Beside the
advantage of quick operation, equipment costs
are kept clown in this way.
While air conditioning is still considered a
iuxury in many offices, the ventilation of the
mechanical portions of the building has been
found to be a necessity. The space occupied by
paper storage and the pressroom both require
an almost constant humidity; this is necessary
to prevent the breaking of paper on account of
brittleness caused by dryness and the generating
of static electricity caused by the rapid revolving
of paper reels.
It is also necessary to ventilate the pressroom
because of the tendency of ink to fly over the
entire area of the pressroom. It has been the
writer's experience in preparing his plans and
budgets that the humicli fication of these spaces
is as necessary as the installation of the equipment itself.
A study of conveying equipment throughout
the various parts of the building with a view
toward eliminating a great deal of expensive
manual labor as well as the speeding up .of the
manufacture of the newspaper has been found
necessary. The receiving of the paper by means
of chutes or paper drops, the handling of the
raw newsprint by means of track, transfer tables
and dollies, the delivery of the finished plates to
the pressroom for installation of the rolls, the
delivery of the finished newspaper from the
presses to the mail room, and the conveying of
the finished bundles of newspapers to the trucks
ready for distribution, are all important factors
in the efficient operation of the plant.
The foregoing is a mere outline of important
factors entering into the design of a newspaper
plant which require special study on the part of
the engineer or architect, with conditions varying in each newspaper plant designed.
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PRESS - C I TIZEN
IOWA
KRUSE

C I TY ,
&

KLEIN,

BUILDING

I OWA
ARCHITECTS

PLAN

Rectangular, regular.

EXTERIOR

Brick walls, glass brick panels in place
of windows. Terra cotta trim, stone
base . Roof: flat, composition. Galvanized copper-bearing steel flashings.

STRUCTURE

Concrete foundation walls, spread footings, steel and concrete skeleton and
wall-bearing (exterio r wal ls) construction, concrete floors. Poured gypsum
roof on steel beams. Columns and
beams fireproofed to mezzanine floor
level.

FLOORS

Basement, first , and second floors ; mezzanine for office and shop.

REAR ELEVATION

•

•
PAPER

•

STOR AGE

INTERIOR
Basement

Boile r roo m, fuel room, paper storage,
receiving rooms, engraving department,
dark rooms and file rooms, reel room for
press . Cement floors. Rough walls, no
plaster.

BASEMENT FLOOR

PACI.ICING

First Floor

General office, vau lt and lobby, newsroom , advertising department, priva+e
offices, file rooms, locke r and toilet
rooms, mechanical department and carriers ' room, mailing vestibule. General
office and lobby have asphalt tile floors,
white-coated wa lls (walnut wainscot in
lobby) ; acoustic cork cei li ngs, marble
base, wood cornice. Private offices
have asphal't tile floors, plaster, glazed
and glass brick wa lls , acoustic cork ceilings . File rooms have aspha lt tile floors,
plaster wa lls, acoustic c o rk ceiling .
Toiler rooms same with ceramic tile
floors (asphalt floors in locke r rooms).
Mechanical department has wood -block
floor; face brick and glass brick wa lls,
lowe r 7'-6" of wal ls glazed brick, exposed structura l steel ce iling. Carriers' room same, e xcepting cement
fl oor , ornamental aluminum satin finish .

II.

SEA.IJIC.E

C:OUll.T

0
0

FIRST FLOOR

DESIGN
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PRESS

CITIZEN

IOWA

CITY ,

BUILD ING

R.001=-

0

U P P ~tl.

PART

r/°

IOWA

M;;CLIANICAL OEPAR.TM~ NT

Second Floor Contains upper part of general offi ce

and lobby, upper part of mechanical
department, locker rooms and toi lets,
small kitchen, directors' room, publisher's office, and meeting room .
Offices on second floor have cement
floors carpeted.
Publisher's office:
matched veneer mahogan y walls, acoustic cork ceiling. Director's room: walnut
dado and trim, wa ll paper, acoustic cork
ceiling. Kitchen, stainless steel equipment; walls, Carrara glass ; ceramic tile
floor . Toilet room similar.

ME-&TING. QOOM

SECOND FLOOR

EQUIPMENT

Wood furniture, hangings and carpets
in directors' room, publisher's office and
secretary's office adjoining. All other
furniture and equipment, steel. Chairs
and settees, aluminum with leathe r seats.

AIR CONDITIONING

Building, except garage, completely air
conditioned. Central fan system in
two units , one for office and one for
mechanical department . Heating : Century oil burner in Kewanee boiler, furnishes steam to coils in central conditioning units . Glass woo l filters. G-E
humidifiers . Dunham unit heater in
garage. Dunham vacu um pump. Cooling, by water and compressor. Private
well and pump for wa ter coils. G-E
compressor for freon coils. Galvan ized
copper-bearing metal trunk line duct
system . Barber-Colman dampers, grilles,
and controls. Separate exhaust systems
for toilets, engraving department, mechanical department, and meeting room .
Control system, completely automatic
summer and winter and cycle change .

PLUMBING

Private wel l, pump, and pneumatic underground tank for water supply. Circu lating fresh well water for drinking
fountains. Kohler fixtures . Gas heat for
all casting equipment in mechanical department. Cold water and waste piping
for cooling water to all casting machines. Air compressor, with air piped
to va ri ous departments. Coil in heating boiler for year-round domestic hot
wa te r. Copper hot-water storage tank.
Circulating system for hot water. Inside cast-iron downspouts and storm
sewer. Soil and vent piping , cast iron.
Process waste, duriron . Water piping ,
copper. Air piping, galvanized steel.
Gas piping, black steel. Hot and cold
water pipes covered with air cell. All
piping painted.

MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT

MEETING ROOM, SECOND FLOOR
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TELEGRAPH - HERALD
DUBUQUE ,
KRUSE

&

BUILD IN G

IOWA

KLEIN,

ARCHITECTS

MAIN ENTRANCE

PLAN

Slightly irregular rectangle.

EXTERIOR

Gra nite base a nd terra cotta face on
two street sides, face brick on alley a nd
rear sides. Terra cotta modera te ly ornamented. A ll windows st ee l, projected
type. Two ornamental cast-iron entrances and two cast-iron window spandre ls. Roof: fla t , composition; copper
flas hings.

STRUCTURE

Spread foo t ings , co ncrete foundation
wal ls, concrete skelet on const ruction ,
fa irly heavy construction throughout.
Co mpletely fireproof. All floors concrete . Roof is wood decking built up
over concrete future third floor, moderately long spans over lobby. First
floor has several different levels . Skylights over composing room.

FLOORS

BASEMENT FLOOR

Basement, first, mezzanine , second ; provision for two future floors.

INTERIOR
Basement

Boiler room, mechanical equ ipment
room, garage, pape r storage , file vault.
Cement floors. Rough walls , no plaster .

First Floor

Lobby, general office , private offices,
toilets , newsroom , composing room,
stereotype room , pressroom, mail room,
carriers' room, separate entrance and
lobby for uppe r floors. Floors: terrazzo
in lobby; offices, linoleum; stereotype,
steel p late; othe r mechanical departments , wood block. Walls: mechanical
depa rtments, glazed brick and face
brick; no ceiling plaster; other walls and
ceilings plastered. Marble wa inscot in
genera l office and lobby. Orna men t al
cast-iron rails around mezzanine.
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Mezzanine

•

About 25% of total area . Photograph
laboratory, radio room, private office,
toilets . Te rrazzo floors, linole um in offices , all plastered .

•
Second Floor About 40% of total area.

Rentable
area unfin ished (about 40% of floor),
job printing department, toilets. Toilets:
terrazzo floors , all plastered. Job department : wood-block floor , glazed brick
and face brick walls, no plaster ceilings.

MEZZANINE FLOOR

HEATING

Vacuum system, Johnson Service temperature regulation , cast-iron radiators,
two Kewanee boilers, o il burners, no
process steam.

PLUMBING

Steam t ype storage tank water heater,
bi lge pump, compressed air system,
softener and soft - water system for
equipment cooling wa ter, considerable
gas, water and waste con nections to
equipment; all concealed water pipe,
copper.

SECOND FLOOR

BASEMENT GARAGE; !insert> COMPOSING ROOM
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Opportunities 1n
city Planning
for Architects and Landscape Architects
By CHARLES DOWNINC

LAY

CHARLES DOWNING LAY, Landscape Architect, has
been a frequent collaborator with architects on
projects for municipalities and state. He was planner
for U. S. Housing Corporation during the great war,
worked with Arnold Brunner, Architect, an town
planning for Albany, New York, and was landscape
architect for parks, subdivisions, and private estates.

EVERY ARCHITECT has a right because of
his training and knowledge to think that he
should be a leader in his community. There are
several reasons why he seldom attains that position, the chief, I think, being a reluctance to advertise and sell his capacities.
Site planning or any form of city planning
seems to me a good opening for advertising first
and selling afterwards. There are few places
where expansion is taking a normal course without some plans for future schools, town halls, or
other public buildings; for monuments, parks,
street extensions, or revisions. These should be
studied with care and every means should be
taken to protest against planning which is illconsidered, or stupid, or venal.
It is interesting to study possibilities in any
town and not too much work is involved in preparing plans for building sites, for street revisions, or for park locations. Besides, this is an
effective way of showing what the architect's
thinking can do as well as being helpful in obtaining public support.
Architect and School Locations
THERE rs no one in the community better
equipped than the architect to make a preliminary
study of school locations, and to write a program for the entire development of site and
building. He should offer his services for a
fixed fee to make such a report on available sites,
with assessed values and a presentation of arguments for and against each site. A strong
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recommendation for one site, if it can be made
without the appearance of ulterior motive, will
usually add to the value of the report.
This work will lead into the byways of politics
and may arouse the antagonism of those who do
and of those who do not want to sell or to have
a school nearby. I believe that if the report is
honest and based solely on grounds of economy,
e:fficiency and public benefit, the architect will
come out ahead and his position be strengthened.
In making a report of this kind the architect
should remember that any building on almost any
site is likely to be outmoded in thirty years or so
and should scarcely be planned for longer use.
Popular acceptance of this type of report will
put the architect in a favorable position. Its rejection might in the end add to his prestige, since
he is likely to find among his friends and to bring
to his side many staunch and understanding
supporters.
It will be no trouble for him to absorb the
practical motives which influence the superintendent and the school board in selecting a school
site, and comparatively easy to make them see
the necessity for a site which will be large
enough, and a handsome setting for a building
which will be an ornament to the town as well
as an efficient plant for the education of the
young.
Architect as Town Planner
THERE ARE many chances for the architect to
study street traffic, especially the diversion of
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ARRANGEMENT OF SURROUND·
INGS for new Town Hall at
Stratford, Conn. Charles Down·
in9 Lay, Landscape Architect;
Wellin9ton Walker, Architectural
Collaborator. A restricted site
required rearran9ement of stores
and development of parking areas
for both school and town hall.

through traffic from the center to a trunk line
bypass. In this he should try to secure a common-sense and agreeable solution of a difficult
problem. This may have to be volunteer work,
but if he avoids the dangers of being too idealistic, and of making a plan too grand for the
public to swallow or to pay for, acceptance
should be likely.
It is a fatal mistake to be too "rationalistic"
in these studies; this must be avoided even if the
plan proposed seems commonplace and uninspired, though it must not be mean or inadequate.
City planning of any kind is not always permanent in growing cities. No one who has seen the
change in transportation in the past twenty-five
years is likely to stake much on the improbability
of future changes. City planning is in many
cases a day-by-day affair done by skillful engineers under the direction of good executives
unaccustomed to thinking about such problems.
Town officials and engineers welcome help from
architects, being always eager to do better work
than they are as a rule permitted to do. They
will adopt and work for a superior plan if it is
suggested to them without publicity.
City plan commissions have become almost
universal as the result of the work of a few disinterested men. They have accomplished great
good in establishing security and value, but they
often lag behind our needs because their membership is amateur. They should, in every case,
have a professional adviser at any salary that
can be appropriated from one dollar a year up.
Every question before them should be the sub-
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ject of a written report by the adviser. Their
action upon the case will then not be made because of ignorance or lack of understanding.
I think it is a bad policy for an architect to
accept an appointment to a city. plan commission. He should keep his professional attitude,
be the intelligent judge, and let the commission,
as a jury, decide as it will. In an advisory position he would be valuable to the town because of

-

GROUPING OF ROW HOUSES with unified landscaping made
possible by large-scale planning and the combined efforts of
architect a nd landscape architect. Greenbelt, Maryland.
Hale Walke r, Town Planner; Douglas D. Ellington and R. J.
Wadsworth, Architects; H. B. Bursley, Engineerin9 Desi9ner;
Wallace Richards, Coordinator.
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his foresight, his understanding of the problems,
and his determination to seek always for some
happy solution, whether in relation to an applicant for a garage permit, or with a real estate
developer eager to sell lots, or with the town
officia ls, proposing some street revision or extension.
Town Plans Changed Daily

not be many occasions, except in the
la rger cities, when a master plan of great detail
can be made, because the expense of such work
is too great ; but there should be some kind of
plan on which the proposals can be sketched and
their implications demonstrated. It is as futile
to plan too far ahead as it is dangerous and costly not to plan ahead at all. The mean must be
sought daily, and daily changed.
A byproduct of these preliminary studies may
be the education of the architect himself, which
is a benefit to the community not to be valued
lightly. Architects seem as a rule to be too easily
satisfied with the sites provided for important
buildings and not always intelligent about selecting them. They should learn more about !'ite
planning in Schools of Architecture and they
should try to learn faster when they have been
g raduated into the profession. City planning is
of fundamental interest to every architect, for
it is only by putting a useful and beautiful building- on a wholly suitable site that owner and pub-

T H E RE W I L L

lie alike can get full benefit fr om his services as
a designer .
Site Planning
N EW YORK CITY ( Manhattan ) offers few good
sites for buildings. Other cities are better in
this, but one can go through city after city and
find churches, libraries, post offices and other
public buildings, handsome in themselves, losing
much in value and beauty because of the way
they are placed on the site or because the site
itself was not sufficient in size, suitable in locality
or in importance, for the building.
Site planning and city planning are the same
when it comes to a public building. Easy access
by foot and by motor and more than ample parking space off the crowded highways for employees and visitors are essential, no matter what
the use of the building may be. Distance from
the main routes or centers is not so important
as convenience around the building itself. Parking must be provided from the beginning. A
site where the parking area can not be enlarged
for future needs is not a good site, no matter
what the other advantages may be.
If the young architect will participate in public affairs, holding aloof from party politics if
possible, there is a good chance that he will become a prophet in his own country and some day
find himself doing a large proportion of public
work in addition to private building-.

R othstein

THE LANDSCAPING OF HOUSES is improved by colloborative design of a community. Greenbelt, Maryland. The in·
clination to preserve topography and native trees is greater
where architect, engineer, and landscape architect work as
a team. These features then determine the roadways and
housing sites.
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R esettlement Administration Photos

TO PROTECT PEDESTRIANS underpasses have been con·
structed wherever a footpath crosses a busy street. There is
no traffic danger for children in going between Greenbelt
home and Greenbelt school. Landscaping of banks and preser·
vation of woods become a part of the architectural and
landscape procedure.
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Reviews of New Books

THE SEAL OF
SERVICE
to- .f/'CchltectJ and flailde'CJ
The Anthracite Industries' Seal of Approval, shown
above, is recognized as representing the highest standards in the heating field .
This Seal is issued by Anthracite Industries' Research Laboratory only to equipment that has passed
the most rigid tests in the heating field. It offers you,
and home owners, complete assurance of highest
standards of efficient performance.
This Seal also represents practical help to you ...
on any problem affecting Anthracite heating. All the
knowledge gained from long extensive research, impartial technical data of performance records of ap proved equipment, and information about recent
developments in Anthracite heating, are at your
command.
Should problems arise needing personal help, avail
yourself of the services of Anthracite Industries, Inc.,
extensive field organization. These trained heating
men have available the accumulated experience of
the Anthracite industry.
• Consult us freely, at any time. For Anthracite Industries, Inc., is a non-profit corporation, organized to
focus the experience and services of principal factors
interested in extending the economies and conveniences
of Anthracite heating.

ANTHRACITE
Chrysler Building

INDUSTRIES, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

BRIDGES IN HISTORY AND LEGEND. By Wilbur J.
Watson and Sara Ruth Watson. J. H. Jansen , Cleveland,
Ohio, 1937. Price $3 .50.
This book is intended to show the significance of the
bridge in civilization. It is not in any way a treatise
on the art or science of bridge building. Bridges that
by reference have found their way into literature or
historical account are described here.
One chapter, " From Rainbow Bridge to the Golden
Gate", is necessarily brief because new bridges are too spic
and span to have acquired the moss of literary allusion.

The chapter on "The Span of a Century" considers the
suspension bridge. John A. Roehling was not, of course,
the first to use this scientific principle of construction.
Thomas Telford built the first suspension bridge across
Menai Straits in Wales in 1826 with a central span of
580 feet. This bridge remains in satisfactory service.
In 1847 Colonel Charles Ellet started construction of the
1,010-foot suspension bridge which was to carry the
Old National Road across the Ohio River at Wheeling,
West Virginia. The original bridge of Colonel Ellet
turned turtle during a severe windstorm and was finally
rebuilt under the direction of John A. Roehling in 1862.
The Niagara Suspension Bridge, with a span of 825 feet ,
was completed by Roehling in 1854. The Brooklyn
Bridge, also by Roehling, followed in 1883, comprising a
main span of 1,596 feet in length. Galvanized drawn
steel wire, made in a specially-built factory erected in
New Jersey by Roehling, was used in this bridge for the
first time. Previously all wire had been of charcoal iron.

(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE)
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ANTHRACITE
COAL

TH£ SOLID FUEL FOR SOLID COMFORT
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS GUIDE, 1937, for heating, ventilating and air conditioning. Published by A.S.H .V.E., New
York. Price $5.
The new 1937 edition of the A.S.H.V.E. Guide is accepted by engineers and architects as the authentic source
of information on heating and ventilating. The 44 chap( Continued on page 90)

The Sensational Growth of the Industry Proves

PREFERENCE F0R
AUTOMATIC ANTHRACITE HEATING
AND AIR CONDITIONING

By far the fastest growing demand in automatic
heating is for Anthracite equipment. Its sensational
advance in sales attests to the equally sensational
advances in design and efficiency. It is modern, permanent, sturdy, and most dependable of all.
Consider what installation possibilities the wide
range of Anthracite equipment offers. You can fit
any budget of any size. You can
supply automatic heat, with a
simple adequate furnace or
boiler and an inexpensive thermostat, thus extending fueling
periods to 12 hours or more.
You can install a modern magazine feed boiler needing no
This Seal of approval
appears on Anthracite
attention from 24 to 48 hours.
equipment only after it
has passed the most
Or you can install an all-season
rigid tests in the heating
firing and ash handling system.
field.
Anthracite, the fuel, offers

amazing economies. Its cost has steadily gone down,
in the face of rising prices on other fuels. Everyone
knows it is the safe fuel; sootless and odorless.
A copy of the hook "Modern Anthracite Equipment", containing pictures and descriptions of
Anthracite equipment in the newest designs will be
sent on request. The headquarters staff of Anthracite
Industries, Inc., and a field force of trained
heating men, are at your service for information
and help on any problem affecting Anthracite.
Write ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc., Chrysler
Bldg., New York.
(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE)
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Reviews of New Books
{Continued from page 88)

Heat Exchange
Surface
Aero/in Co11tinuou6

Tube W oter Coil

Direct E:cpan1ion
Vnit with
Centrifugal Head er

ters comprise 808 pages of technical data and 316 pages
on equipment.
Some new features are these: a new chapter has
been written on the Physical and Physiological Principles
of Air Conditioning ; a new chapter on Automatic Control ; the new chapter on Sound Control presents the
subject material in a manner suitable for heating and air
conditioning engineers ; the chapter on Air Distribution
has been completely rewritten ; other chapters have been
revised and amplified with new material.

CREATIVE DESIGN IN FURNITURE. By William Varnum .
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, 111. Price $2.50.

Cleanable
Tube Unit with

Removable Heade r

A popular book on furniture design treated almost en
tirely from the point of view of " looks" as a determinant
of form. The book is loaded with such terms as : enrichment by accented contours, lightness through perforation , symmetrical balance, significant lines. This is
to be regretted, particularly since furniture is so much in
need of improvement.

Unfreriu1l Aero/in

Flexio1.be Aero/in

OFFERS EVERYTHINq; .
· For Heating & :. Cooling
There is 50,000,000 feet of experi·
ence in back of Aerofin heating and
· cooling surface.
For more than 15 years Aerofin en·
gineers have been designing and building a heat exchange surface which is
the standard of comparison by which
· all equipment of this nature is judged.

This is one of several new books on air conditioning.

Investigate the merits of Aerofin
standardized, light-weight heat ex·
change surface on your next problem.
Send for descriptive literature today:.
is sold only by
Manufactura1
of Na tionally

Adi·atistd
Fan System
Apparatus.

410

SOUTH GEDDES
SYRACUSE, N.

STREET
Y.

ChicagQ •D e tr o it • N e w Y o rk• Phil ade l p hi a •D a ll as • A t l a c ta
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By Elmer Torok.

It is written by Elmer Torok, a mechanical engineer and

This vast experiellce makes Aerofin
the dependable choice of the leaders in
the Air Conditioning, Heating and
Ventilating fields.

CDRPDRA TIDN

This book on medieval church building is intended for
the church historian and antiquarian. Unlike most books
dealing with churches, this one exalts the discovery of
little-known churches of lesser size as the achievement
of England in another age. The churches illustrated and
discussed belong to another age and are identified with
the social life and history of the British Isles during the
activity of Gothic construction. It is for the architect
to read and to go do likewise not i!:l the form but in the
spi rit.

AIR CONDITIONING THE HOME.
Industria l Press, N. Y. 1937.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that architects, engineers and contractors
almost in\.·ariably select Aerofin sur·
face to solve their problems?

t4£RDFIN

MEDIEVAL STYLES OF THE ENGLISH PARISH
CHURCH. By F. E. Howard . Charles Scribner's Sons,
N. Y. Price $5.

-

•

member of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, and issued by the publishers of Heating & Ventilating.
The book describes what air conditioning includes,
more specifically what it does for the home, its advantages, the fundamental principles of design, the installation and operation of air conditioning systems, specific examples of heating and cooling calculations, designing data, and general information of importance both
to engineers and home owners.
The book is published primarily to supply engineers,
architects, and home owners with useful information and
data.

NEW CHURCHES ILLUSTRATED. Incorporated Church
Building Society, London. Price $1 .50.
Photographs, ground plans and information regarding
fifty-two representative, but architecturally unimpressive,
churches erected in England during the years 1926-1936.

These are
Malta's
exclusive
(patented)
features:
3-WayJamb
Clamp;
3-Width
J am b;
Permanent
WaterTight Sill
Joi nts and
Supports.

Be Modern Wi th MALTA
Let Us Prove How-

T

HERE'S no rattle, leak, sag, sticking
or jamming when you install MALTA
"SUPREME"
WINDOW
FRAMES .
Malta's exclusive (patented) features
assure longer, ever-efficient service to
satisfied owners-in any season or climate. ld.e al for new or remodeling construction. Made of enduring V/hite Pine
- w ith or w itho ut weatherstripping. In
next Sweet's-or write for complete details.

THE MALTA MFG. CO., Malta , Ohio

Justice

is served by LCN

In one of the world 's largest installations
of Concealed Door Closers
Every one of the hundreds of doors in the new Department of
Justice Building in Washington (Zantzinger, Borie & Medary,
architects ; George A. Fuller Co., builders) is hung on ball-bearing
center pivots and "powered" by a modern LCN concealed door
closer. LCN floor type closers on most of the doors ; on the rest,
LCN closers concealed-in-door. The result : smooth, silent, positive
door control throughout t his immense structure, and no obtrusive
machinery to mar the desired
effect s of doors and cas ings.
For information on all types of
swing door control devi ces
a ddr ess Norton Lasier Co.,
Overhead• Floor• Surface
466 W. Superior St., Chicago,
rn. Representatives in 21 cities.
DOOR CLOSERS
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SWIMMINC POOL
STERILIZATION
Co mplete inform ation on swimmir.g pool sterilization for
eight different classes of p·ools-also a fifty-page report of
the Joint Committee on Bathing Places of the American
Public Health Association and Conferen ce of State Sanitary
En gineers, embodying a summary of State Health Department Regulations. C opies of any or a ll Free on request.
When writing, kindly
wh ich you specialize.

specify

the

type

of

building

construction

A TYPE
and SIZE
For Every Purpose
Every feature that produces more
efficient low-cost ventilation has been
incorporated in the newly designed
Burt Ventilators-Standard, Free-Flow
and Revolving gravity venti lators,
Standard and Free-Flow fan ventilators, and Mon·ovent Continuous
Ridge ventilator. Supplied in all
materials. Burt engineers are g lad
to cooperate in estimating and laying out plans.
WRITE FOR CATALOGS
AND DATA SHEETS

in

" SWIM IN DRINKING WATER"

WALLACE & TIERNAN CO., INC.
Manufacturers

of

Chlorine

Newark, N. J.

and '

Ammonia

Control

177 MAIN STREET • AKRON, OHIO

Apparatus

Branches in Prin cip al Cities
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Apartment Building at 19 E. 7211d
St., New York. Rosario Ca11dela
and i\fott B. Schmidt, Architects

?Wl.r

BRONZE OR ALUMINUM WINDOWS
Beginning in I924, General Bronze has steadily
advanced the design and construction of windows
-introducing improvements which have kept this
company continuously ahead.

stripping affords an exceptionally fine seal against
dirt, air, rain and moisture. These windows save

Today-it's the remarkable, new and patented
Permatite Windows.

Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics indicated- for both casement and double hung
windows - an unprecedented resistance to air
infiltration.

•

Permatite Windows-casement or double hung
- meet the architect's requirements for windows of the finest workmanship and materials.
Permatite Windows are weatherright and rust·

fuel and are ideal for air-conditioned buildings.
Permatite Windows require no painting-minimize maintenance costs. Laboratory Tests at

We invite you to consult Sweet's or to write
us for a fully illustrated catalog giving com-

proof, do not warp or stick, are easy
to operate. Built-in metal weatherARCHITECTURAL METAL WORK

plete construction details and specifications.
WINDOWS

•

REVOLVING

DOORS

•

TABLETS

l~~ GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
~-,, 3 4 - 19 Te n t h St re e t
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WINDOWS

•

REVOLVING DOORS

•

TABLETS

~~GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
1'~0 ·=· ~o'"

3 4 -19
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•

Lo n g I sI an cl Ci t y, N . Y.
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Bolel Saranac saved
per year

Tego plywood house at Greenbelt, Md.
(Resettlement Administration)

TEGO-BONDING
PLYWOOD FOR
DIFFICULT PROBLEMS

Mr. Wm. H. Scopes, President of The Hotel SaranacCorporation,Saranac
·--Lake, N. Y., reports: AverScopes and Feusfmonn, Architects
age annual coal cost
Sa ranac lake, N. Y.
Tenney and Ohmes, Consulting Engineer s
$6,647.00 for four years
New York , N . Y.
preceding installation of
two Detroit Stokers. For two years since Detroit Stokers were
installed, the average fuel cost was $4,276.00 per year.
$2,371.00 per year or 35.7% was saved.

Asheville· Biltmore
Bolel
reduced ils
coal bill

THE general answer to critical
questions about Tego-bonded plywood is "Yes!"

40%

Is it weatherproof, waterproof,
steamproof, boilproof, bakeproof,
mold proof?
Is the joint stronger than the wood
itself?

The annual coal bill of this hotel
was reduced from $1640.00 to
$980.00 . . . saving $660.00
by the installation of one
Detroit LoStoker.

•

Can it readily be curved or bent
after bonding?
Does it permit the use of face veneers that are thin, fragile, endgr aine d and difficultly matched,
without staining, separation or
open joints?

Such questions, and many others
like them, can all be answered in
the affirmative only for plywood
made with Tego Resin Film.
Tego Resin Film is manufactured
by The Resinous Products and
Chemical Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Detroit LoStoker, plunger feed, side cleaning, can be automatically controlled from steam pressure, water temperature or room therm osta t.

Detroit Stokers not only save money, they also eliminate objectionable smoke ... successfully burn all types of coal ...
and are always dependable. A wide variety of types and
sizes are available to suit individual plant requirements for
both heat and power.
Write for Bulletin No. 364

DETROIT STOKER COMPANY
Sales Offices and Engineering Department

Fifth Floor, Gener<:.! Motors Duilding, Detroit, Michigan

PRODUCTS

_J)

~~~~~~~~~~~
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Works al Monroe, Michigan - I::islricl Ol!ices in Principal Cities
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For SAFETY in the home SHOWER

BASE BEADS
SWEET 'S )
( CATALOG

SERIES R
CONCEALED
FOR BUILT-IN
SHOWER

9
8

1 NON-CORROSIVE
2 EASILY APPLIED
3 ANY DESIRED METAL
4 ANY DESIRED GAUGE

SERIES R
CONCEALED
FOR BATH
SHOWER

THERMOSTATICALLY

C 0 N T R 0 L L E D
WATER-MIXING VALVES

LEONARD VALVES

PROJECTING TYPE

FLUSH TYPE

MA.\'UFACTURED JJY

LEONARD-ROOKE COMPANY,

INC.

IHO ELMWOOD AVENUE , CRANSTON, R. I.

MANHATTAN TERRAZZO BRASS STRIP CO., INC.
1915 PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Published in Three Sections ?
THE PRIME PURPOSE of course is to make
your reading time yield the greatest possible
value. As one subscriber phrased it: "Things ·
are happening so fast these days that a man
could spend all his time reading and then not
keep up with the parade."
What, actually, is happening in the field of
building and building design? Working with
broad strokes, we'd say it was this: In laboratories, in factories, in economics, in social
spheres, and in countless other places there are
events occurring daily which, at first blush,
promise to influence future building design or
the building designer's future . Some are significant; some seem to be; and too many-without benefit of perspective-are reported to be.
This is the confusing parade you must keep up
with.
But how does the sectionalization of RECORD'S
contents help to bring order out of chaos?
In the first place, these sections are designed
to provide the necessary perspective. They
enable you to find information on a given topic
NEWS. •
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not where the accidents of magazine make-up
leave room for it, but where, chronologically
speaking, it unquestionably belongs.
For example, you will find a wide variety of
current events in the Building News section, all
tersely presented, all viewed with an eye on
building.
If, over a period of time, there is a recurring
number of events of similar character-enough
to suggest a trend-you'll find these analytically
treated under one head in the Design Trends
section.
And if, as time goes on, a trend develops into
a standard, you'll find its relation to a specific
type of building pointed out in the Building
Types section.
Thus, in orderly sequence, you can go from
section to section, keeping abreast of events,
analyzing trends, and noting standards. Thus,
because everything is in perspective, your reading time is decreased, while your supply of significant information is increased.

TRENDS
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DEGREE OF AIR CONDITIONING CONTROLLED (WITHIN COMFORT LIMITS)
BY CONDITION OF OUTSIDE AIR

CONO/T/ONEO

HE.A7E,e

OUT·
000/i!.

All?

ROO/VJ

COIL

·~f

.STAT

OEHVMIOIF!ER

I

L.-.
I

L.-----·---· -· "1'!==:::~

HIS System (*) of control is ideal for both
summer and winter operation. Within preT
determined limits the condition of the air supplied to the room rises and falls with the condition of the outside air . After fixed maximum
or minimum points are reached the condition of
air remains static under further rise or fall of
outdoor air. Maximum conditions of comfort
are possible due to the quick and discriminating
control. Marked economy due to discrimination
between outside and indoor air for conditioning
is a feature .
This air conditioning control system, while
somewhat more costly than an ordinary system,
pays big dividends in comfort.
Special car~ and engineering skill are necessary in the 'installation of this system and we
suggest you consult a competent engineer or
our licensees.• ,:
Our licensees may install this or any other
Auditorium (o):lditioning Corporation System
or grant perrri'ission ·to you, your engineer or
architect, or contractor, to do so.

.L I C E N S E E S
American Blower Corp.
Detroit, Mich.

] . 0. Ross Engineering Corp.
New York, N . Y.

Buffalo, N. Y .

The Cooling & Air
Conditioning Corp.

Carrier Corp.

Division of B. F. Sturtev011t Co.
Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.

Buffalo Forge Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Frick Co.

Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company

General Electric Co.

York Ice Machinery Corp.

Waynesboro, Pa.
Schenectady, N . Y.
(*)

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
York, Pa.

Aicditorium Air Conditioning Systems are covered by
issued patents and pending applications.

111a11y

The time and expense of making ink tracings
are not in keeping with the present day demand
for speed.
Improvements in tracing cloth and paper, the
grains of which take a pencil stroke perfectly,
allows for clear, sharp blueprints to be made
from original pencil tracings. This, of course,
provided the proper pencil is used.
Important factors which decide what properties a pencil should possess to "cover," are the
regular distribution and close stratification of
graphite particles. These depend first of all upon
the size to which the graphite particles are
groun9 and also upon the shape of these particles . The resulting fine layer of graphite provides
an opaque , light impervious pencil line through
which arc light rays cannot penetrate and from
which a clear, sharp print may be made .
The problem of correct size and shape of the
graphite particles for this particular purpose was
solved in a practical way by L. & C. Hardtmuth.
Koh-I - Noor Drawing Pencils, for years the
choice of discriminating draftsmen, contain no
dye, and produce perfect pencil tracings which
may be "fixed" to prevent rubbing without reducing the reproduction value. Choose a suitable degree for the paper you are using and note
the improved result of your blueprints .
Leaflet P. 135 gives interesting data on this
process together with hints on the choice of
degrees. We shall be glad to mail you a copy
together with our latest illustrated catalog.

AUDITORIUM CONDITIONING
CORPORATION
·
New York Office - 17 East 42nd Street , New York
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* Have business created for you
* Handle low-cost homes profitably
* Save ~ of your drafting time
with the

PRECISION-BU ILT
SYSTEM!

South ern New E ng la nd T elepho ne Building
B ristol, Conn ect icut. Doug la s Orr, Ar chitect

built in 30 days - instead of
90-saving two-thirds of your
supervision time.

T

HESE THREE features
of Homasote's PrecisionBuil t system hold special
value for the architect.
You have business created for
you. With the Precision-Built
method, you secure active
leads from Homasote national
advertising. You benefit
through the localized sales
efforts of the lumber dealer,
contractor and realtor. Our
own field representative
works with you.

You give your clients homes of
superior construction at less cost.
Precision-Built construction
is adaptable to every size and
type of wood frame building.
It utilizes only the finest materials and workmanship-and
there are no differences discernible in the appearance of
the finished job. Yet the complete cost averages 10% less.
Precision-Built homes are
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You save % of your drafting
time. You use your own designs .. . for homes of any type
or size- give the dealer more
detailed drawings than ever
before-and save drafting
time. How? With the "Simplified Method of Planning" the first method of its kind
ever offered to architects. It is
based on the one thoroughly
workable module yet devised.
It imposes no limitations; allows complete flexibility of design.You will never be asked
to modify any over-all dimension by more than two inches.
This "Simplified Method of
Planning" comes to you at
your request, without charge
-in a set of compact, convenient charts and reference
tables.
We invite you to participate
in the Precision-Built method.
It's a real opportunity to enter
the low-cost home field and
make it profitable. Please write
us for full details.

HOMASOTE

COMPANY

TRENTON

NEW
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BEAUTIFUL
LASTING
ECONOMICAL
Random Ashlar in marble from our quarries
insures a beautiful execution of your design.
Vermont Marble is justly famed for its remarkable resistance to deterioration from
temperature or climate.
Random Ashlar of Vermont Marble shows
surprising economies in material, erection and
maintenance costs.
VERMONT MARBLE CO., PROCTOR, VT.
Bra11ch Of f ices: New York, Boston, *Philadelphia, Albany,
'"Chicago, Cleveland, Washington, D. C ., *San Francisco,
Los Angeles, *Tacoma, *Dallas, ·:•Houston, Toronto, Ont.,
*Peterborough Ont.
*Branch Plants in these cities.

VE™OHr ·
-

....

LE

If/aft~ II'~-~~~ #appe,t-

BUT SILENTITE IS ~ P4bt>{/

Typical Silentite installation, showing pre-fit
storm sash in place. Note the ventilating

sash which provides draftless ventilation.
This may be opened down to sill, if i:leslred.
Many architects specify Silentite pre-fit storm
"Y.s-there is a troublesash and screens with Silentite windows.
proof window. Hundreds
of architects have cured
"window pains" permanently with the Curtis Silentite
more weather-tight than ordinary
Insulated Window.
windows. That means fuel saving, as
Silentite is trouble proof, "painmuch as 25%, and a substantial
less," the first major window imaid to air conditioning.
provement in 300 years. Old-fashSilentite fits every architectural
ioned weights and cords that jammed
style- frame, brick or stone exteriand broke, and their rattling, stickors. Its slim casing, trim and mullions allow great flexibility of design,
ing, jerking action, are replaced by a
new principle in window design. Now
assure distinctive beauty wherever
sashes glide smoothly over metal-toit is used. And nothing is left to
metal contacts. And Silentite is
guesswork, for the fitting of frames,
weather-stripped , is many times
windows, trim, storm sash and

screens is controlled by the Curtis
"pre-fit" idea which also lowers costs.
Mr. and Mrs. America don't want
"window pains." That is why
Silentite has been so popular.You will
find Silentite easy to specify, easy to
get, and permanently satisfactory.
Send the coupon for full information on Silentite, and the
new Silentite Casement, introduced
by Curtis last June, and on other
Curtis products.

ll/IOOOUJ
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CONSERVATIVE MODERNISM
'[hi s house is an example of conservati ve mod ernism by the wellknown architect, Frank J. Forst er.
I n it he uti li zes the latest in building materials and structural efficienc ies- alum inum beams, co mplete insulation, large areas of
glass-without losing the warmth
and charm of th e colonial tradition. The interior is of exquisite
simplicity, relieved by narrow
moldings of special design.
')'

Today, as for half a century,
art ists, architec ts and designers
plan in H iggins American Drawing Inks. True color, uniformity,
even flow-have made H iggins
t he world's leading Drawing Inks
since 1880. These are to Higgins
as good taste an d good craftsmanship are to all real art-fund amental , basic character isti cs.

Hou se in Sp e ncer Park • Larchmont, N. Y.

PH o TOBYHAROLDHALrDAYcosTA1N

I HIGGIDS

Frank

J . Forster, A r e h it e cf

19 East 47th S t . •

WHEN

N . Y. Cit y

ARCHITECTS OFFER

CONSTRUCTIVE ADVICE

~~~····

COM/NO JND 60/NB

EVANS
"Vanishing

e CLASSROOM

i} High in Quality-Low in Cost~
Made to set in a recess flush with the wall.
Plaster back, ends and ceiling, No partitions,
but with mullions between pairs of doors.
Blackboards ii required. Five-shell bookcase
instead of clothing equipment at no extra
charge when desired.

Door"

WARDROBE

•

The "Vanishing Door" hinges on which the
doors are bung are made with double pivoted
arms and swing the doors back into the wardrobe entirely out of the way. Simpl e-troubleprool-11nd last as long as the building.

Style X
equipped with
either 11 Floor" type
(as illustrated)
or 11 Jam b" type
hinges. Thia i1
Style P wardrobe
ii made with flush
doors.

WARDROBES@

Wardrobes are furnished complete in the
knockdown, with all woodwork cut to size, and
only need to be nailed in place. The hinges
are easier to put on than common butt hinges.
The entire cost of installation is small.

@ We mak• ma11y oth<r sty/,. of school wardf:{_ robes, fully illustrated and ducribed in Cata~

s-

log "O." S•nd for your e<1py.

W. L. EVANS CO.
WASHINGTON, INDIANA, U.S. A.
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HESTA.URA.NT-Nu -W ood makes this r estaurant a quie t
place in whi ch to eat-becau se of its r emarkabl e so unda bsorbing qualities. Noti ce, too, th e simple digni ty of th e
Nu-Wood Tile on th e wa ll s . .. th e s trai ghtfo r ward trea tm ent of the ceiling with Nu-Wood Board.

STORE-Modern effects like this a re easil y creat ed wit h
Nu-W ood. No ti ce th e h o ri zo nta l treatm ent of the wa ll s
with Nu -Wood P lank
th e interes tin g ceiling pa ttern
achi ev ed b y the use o f Nu -W ood Tile be t ween bea m s a nd
Nu-Wood Board over the beams.

OFFICE-The usual bleakness of office walls va nish es wh en
N u-W ood is used t o introdu ce th e ch a rm o f t ex ture a nd
so ft, ha rm o ni o u s color into room s s u ch a s th e on e a bo v e,
w h ere Nu-\Vo od , Tile, Plank a nd W a insco t a re co mbin ed .

YOU CAN DO MORE WITH NU-WOOD
Nu-Wood-the modern interior finish- gives you
many advantages to work with in planning modern interiors. Its colors are more subtle . . . its
texture more interesting ... than other materials
of its class. Its variety of forms enables y ou to

~
~

choose the right decorative treatment fo r practically any style of interior. The insulating and
noise-quieting qualities of Nu-Wood add no extra
cost. Application is always quick and simple. Let
us sh ow you how Nu-Wood is being used today
to create interiors of distinction.

NU·WOOD-t!'u,~ ~~
. -

.

.

Wii!!'WW"'.li!§!rl!ml!I

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
R oo m 11 5- 11. F irst N a tional Bank Building, St. Pa ul. Min neso ta
G en t lem en: I wa nt to k now mo re a bo ut Nu -W oo d fo r
~

N amc _ ___ __________ ____

0

N ew co ns tru ctio n

D Re modeling
_____ _____________________ _ ________ .. __ _ ___ __ __ _

Liddreu ---- -- -- - - ---- - ______ ______________ _
1!miP!!!3~'1li'.ii' ~

"""'f'fefS'i!!lJl

SUF'riii.5%'~
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For convenient handling, the new
1938 SWEET'S will be issued in

FIVE BOUND FILE UNITS INSTEAD OF FOUR
Over a thousand building product manufacturers have
completed arrangements for filing their new catalogs
and catalog data in Sweet's for 1938.
Since the issuance of the current 1937 file, much
progress has been made in the development of
Sweet's. The total number of catalog pages has increased twenty per cent. This growth is attributable
not only to a greater number of manufacturers'
catalogs, hut also to the improvement in design of
scores of individual catalogs.
Many companies whose presentations in previous
years had been hardly niore than listings, have
taken pains to design their catalogs in Sweet's so
that they shall he adequate to meet your information requirements.
In order to keep the file units within convenient
proportions, the forthcoming file will he issued in
five, instead of four, hound volumes of approximately
twelve hundred pages each.

SWEET'S CATALOG

Jiii

COfl.POUTIOli
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One Pane Windows Glazed With Clearlite are
Easy On The Eyes!
Z
One pone windows permit an unobstructed view and lessen
eye strain. With this better vision there is also a greater
percentage of light transmitted than through multiple
pone windows. With the trend to larger areas of gloss
in homes and buildings of all types, consider the use of
one pone windows and specify Cleorlite Quality Gloss.

EASY ON THE EYES
FOURCO GLASS GO., CLARKSBURG, W. VA.
Branch Sales Offices: NEW YORK• CHICAGO• FORT SMITH, ARK.

There's No Need for the A WNINC

to
"Clutter
Up"

that
Modern Store Front of Yours
Note the neat attractive appearance of the awning
on the modern store front pictured above-see
how perfectly this awning blends with the designwhen completely rolled entire awning and all
mechanisms are concealed. It's the up-to-theminute Recess Box type of awning installation with
Astrup Awning Hardware used throughout.
How to accomplish these desirable results is clearly
told and shown in Astrup's new
book on Awning Construction for
the Modern Store Front.

Send for This Book TODAY

THE ASTRU'P COMPANY
2937 W. 25th St.

Cleveland, Ohio
NOVEMBER

1937
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Jhe BIAUIY and IJJl[IENCT

OFTHE·MODERN HOME·
e

There never has been a year when so many ultra-modern and
unusually efficient fixtures for the modern home have appeared
upon the market-an array of handsome kitchen, bathroom and
laundry units; and the surprising thing about it is that far more
thought has been given by the public to their outward appearance
than to protecting their beauty or maintaining their efficiency after
they were installed.
Of course, the home should be modern in design - its kitchen, bathroom and laundry fixtures handsome and conveniently located,
but unfortunately, good looks do not assure good service.
The efficiency of these modern fixtures and the very livability of
the home itself depend upon a permanently reliable piping system
for the plumbing and heating - in a word-A STREAMLINE COPPER
PIPE AND FITTINGS SYSTEM.
To use out-moded, rustable pipe with its old-fashioned threaded
fittings to supply modern fixtures and radiators, is as impracticable
as it is inconsistent.
A STREAMLINE Copper Piping System cannot rust, clog nor leak. It
is practically indestructible under ordinary conditions of soil or
water, or wear and tear of everyday use. It is a trouble-free system. It will always provide efficient service, day after day, year
after year, without costly and annoying interruptions or replacements.
The first cost of STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and Fittings is but slightly
higher than one of rustable material, and over the years, it costs a
great deal less because its first cost is its last one.
PROTECT THE BEAUTY OF A MODERN HOME AND ITS
HANDSOME FIXTURES, PLAN FOR EFFICIENCY, INVESTIGATE
THE STREAMLINE COPPER SYSTEM BEFORE YOU DECIDE.

STREAMLINE
PIPE AND F.ITTINGS DIVIS"ION

MU ELLER BRASS CO.
PORT HURON, Ml CH IGA N

Send for our Home
Owners' Catalog. It
will give you the facts.

STREAMLINE

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

l:DPPER PIPE ADD FITTIDliS
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HOUSES

-

$20,000

AND

OVER

$20~000

Houses Costing

which was at its lowest in 1932.
From its low point the Pittsburgh district (Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, West ·Virginia)
more than trebled in 1936 its 1933
total of houses erected costing $20,000
and more ; for this area the total for
the first nine months of 1937 exceeds
the full year's total for 1936. Much
of this striking gain is traceable to
improved industrial conditions in the
area. In Southern Michigan the gain
between 1933 and 1936 was even
more striking with the total for the
latter year more than 6 times that
of the former and the nine-month
volume for 1937 at the level for all
of last year.
For New England, on the other
hand, far less important percentage
gains were recorded . From the 1934
low to 1936 the volume little more
than doubled with indications that the
current year's total may almost triple
the 1934 figure. For the Middle 1\tlantic States (Eastern Pennsylvama.
Southern New Jersey, Delaware.
Maryland, the District of Columbia,
and Virginia) fairly similar gains occurred both for 1936 and 1937.
In the Chicago area ( Northern
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Southeast
Wisconsin) the 1936 total was almost
four times the volume reported for
1933, while indications p~int to a
1937 figure of about five times that
for the depression year. In the
Southeastern area of the country (the
Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
and Eastern Tennessee) the 1936
total was more than four times the
1932 figure with 1937.

BACK in 1928 some 7,000 houses
costing $20,000 or more were constructed in the area east of the Rocky
Mountains. The depression cut this
total by more than 90 percent with
the result that from 1933 fewer than
650 such houses were constructed.
Since then there has been a consistent recovery ; for 1936 the total
was almost three times as great as
for 1933. And current figures warrant the conclusion that for 1937 an
increase over 1936 of no less than
30 percent will be recorded.
But with all of this recovery, 1937
must end with a total approximating
only the volume for 1931; very probably the 1937 figure will be less than
40 percent of the 1928 figure. In
total dollars of expenditure something
of the same story is told-a figure
for 1928 approximating $235,000,000
for houses in the high-cost bracket
of $20,000 and more ; a low figure
for 1933 of less than $25,000,000 ;
and a total for 1937 which will probably not exceed $80,000,000.
Since the depression low points
each of the 13 major geographic areas
east of the Rocky Mountains participated in the recovery movement,
but in varying degrees. For the New
England; Upstate New York ; Central Northwest (the Dakotas, Northern Michigan, Minnesota, and Northwest Wisconsin) ; and the New Orleans (Louisiana and Mississippi)
territories, the year 1934 marked the
nadir of depression so far as this class
of housing is concerned. The remaining nine districts hit the lows in 1933,
with the exception of the Southeast,
Number of Houses
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Analysis
of the more expensive
residences ordinarily directs attention to many elements either unimportant or entirely lacking in homes
of smaller investment. Two examples here are the service facilities and
the site development. Whereas the
more modest home is operated efficiently and satisfactorily with two or
one, or no servants at all, the. larger
residence cannot be; the habits and
desires of the owners, the greater
number and larger dimensions of
rooms, the division of labor and responsibility, all conspire to make the
housing of service facilities a major
concern of the designer. The space
necessary for the fulfilment of these
functions , for the housing of equipment, and for employee mai~tenance
probably averages between thirty and
forty percent of the entire space devoted to the project, and in cost represents at least one-third of the total.
This study presents a detailed analysis of these elements which comprise
so important a part of larger and
more expensive residences.
By the same token, homes costing
more than $20,000 invariably include
a site planning factor rarely encountered in work of lesser value. Few
problems, or for that matter possibilities, are to be discovered where
the lot or site represents something in
the neighborhood of a quarter-acre
or less, but in the case of greater expanse many and varied treatments
may be evolved. Because of the increasing importance of this site development, we present a suggestive
approach to the subject. Too much
attention cannot be given to locating
the house with its out-buildings
where fullest advantage can be taken
of existing; conditions. Not only will
this result in a saving in planting,
grading, etc., but it should result also
in lessening the artificiality so often
unwittingly introduced, such a hallmark of yesterday, for instance, as
cast-iron stags on the lawns .
Many other elements of residences
become increasingly important as the
consideration of costs becomes secondary. Interiors, decoration, fur-

TI-IE PLANNING
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nishings require infinite deliberation
and detailed study. Installation of
mechanical equipment and labor-sav-

ing devices suggest many solutions.
Since treatment of all these items is
impossible within the limits of this

study a reference list is appended,
which will serve to round out the
entire subject.

REFERENCE LIST

for sunshine and fresh air ; types ; materials; roofs; furnishings ; planting.
Illus.
ORIENTATION CHART, Pencil
Points, Jan. 1932, p. 56.
PLANNING THE HOUSE, A Checklist of Requirements, by Frederick Arden Rawley. Arts and D ecoration, May
1937, pp. 18-20.
SERVICE BUILDINGS FOR THE
COUNTRY ESTATE by C. Theodore
Larson. Architectural Record, Nov.
1931 , pp. 373-385. Includes : design of
cattle barns; horse stables ; incineration ; dog kennels ; greenhouses and
conservatories.
STEEL FOR THE PRIVATE LIFE
OF A BUSINESS MAN. Home desig ned by Raymond Hood. Office building structure in a country house. Arts
and Decoration, Nov. 1935, pp. 18-20.
TRANSFORMATION SCENE; following the architect from stable to
manor, by C. Carroll. Arts and Decoration, May 1937, pp. 8-12.
PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT OF
HOMES IN RELATION TO THEIR
RESIDENTIAL HOLDING POWER
by J . L. Hypes. Journal of Home Economics, June 1937, pp. 397-404. With
bibliography and tables. Includes : living
spaces ; sleeping, dressing, bathrooms ;
kitchens; laundries; miscellaneous;
plumbing and sanitation ; heating and
air conditioning. Illustrations and diagrams .

Modernizing Bureau, New York. 71
pages.
Paper.
75 cents . Includes :
materials and equipment ; lighting ; wiring ; plans.
TRENDS IN LIGHTING AND
EQUIPMENT. Architectural Forum,
March 1933, pp. 241-244.

GENERAL-HISTORICAL

ARCHITECT'S CLIENT by W. C.
Behrendt. Trans. by M. C. Cowden .
American Magazine of Art, A pril 1936,
pp. 220-7.
ECONOMIC FACTORS RELATING
TO RESIDENTIAL BUILDING by
L. J . Chawner.
Annals American
Academy, March 1937, pp . 24-36. Includes bibliography.
ESTATE GARDEN OF TOMORROW by E. Hans. Country Life, Jul y
1935, pp. 22-4, ill us.
HISTORY OF THE COUNTRY ESTATE by Antoinette Perrett. Country
Life, Sept. 1935, pp. 27-9+ , Egypt; Oct.
1935, pp. 34-6+, Babylonia; Nov. 1935,
pp. 37-9+, Roman Farm; Dec. 1935, pp.
45-7+, Roman Pleasure Villa; Feb . 1936,
pp. 35-7+, Persia; Mar. 1936, pp. 4950+ , Moorish Empire; May 1936, pp . 723+, Middle Ages in Europe ; June 1936,
pp . 61 -2+, Italian Renaissance ; July
1936, pp. 47-9+, Spanish Country Estates in Mexico; Aug. 1936, pp. 62-3+ ,
Versailles : 17th Century France; Sept.
1936, pp. 71-2+, 18th Century Continental Estates ; Nov. 1936, pp. 74-5+ , Elizabethan Estates; Dec. 1936, pp . 45-6+ ,
Southern Estat.es .
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
OF LANDSCAPE DESIGN by Henry
Vincent Hubbard and Theodora Kimball. The Macmillan Co., N . Y. 1917,
406 pp., illus.
LANDSCAPE REFERENCE LIST.
Architectural Record, Sept. 1937, p. 121+.
MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN by Howard Robinson. Architectural Press, London. 1932.
THE MODERN HOUSE by F . R. S.
Yorke . The Architectural Press, London. Third Edition, 1937. Architectural
Record, New York. $6.
DESIGN

A DESCRIPTION OF THE ENGINEERING STUDIES REQUIRED
IN THE PROPER DEVELOPMENT
OF A COUNTRY ESTATE, Pencil
Points, Sept. 1932, pp. 627-629. Includes: gas lines ; water lines ; sanitary
sewers ; storm sewers and drains ; electric conduit. Plans.
ESTATE SQUASH COURTS, Architectural Record, Nov. 1929, p. 500 ; Aug.
1931, pp. 127-140.
ESTATE TENNIS COURTS, Architectural Record, Nov. 1929, pp. 496-500.
THE HOUSE OF HEALTH, How to
Build It, by Odd Albert. 80 pages .
O pla Company, East Orange, New
Jersey. 1935. Includes : costs, construction details ; plans; perspectives.
PLANNING FOR SUNSHINE AND
FRESH AIR by Alfred Hopkins .
Architectural Book Publishing Company, New York. 1936, 236 pages. $5 .
I ncludes : sites and exposures ; planning

UNIT PLANNING

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC
STANDARDS by Charles George Ramsey and Harold Reeve Sleeper. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1932.
233 pages. Graphic and diagrammaiic
assembly of data, standards, and information. Very complete.
BATHROOM PLANNING by Harold
R. Sleeper and Ernest Born. American
Architect, Jan. 1934, p. 69. Location and
extent of toilet facilities ; dimensions ; arrangement problem s. With elevations,
plans, reference plates, photographs.
THE BOOK OF FURNITURE AND
DECORATION; PERIOD AND
MODERN by Joseph Aronson. Crown
Publishers, New York, 1936. 347 pages.
Illus., plates, diagrams. Bibliography
pp. 335-338.
COUNTRY HOUSE KITCHEN. A rchitectural Forum, February 1933, pp.
245-248. Illus. and plans.
CLOSETS : Comparative Details. P encil
Points, April 1934, pp . 197-204.
CLOSETS. American Architect and
Architecture, January 1937, pp. 87-99.
DESIGN IN THE HOME edited by
Noel Carrington. Country Life, Ltd.,
1933. 191 pages. Illus. Includes : furn iture; house furnishing; interior decoration .
PLANNING MANUAL FOR ELECTRIC KITCHENS. N ational Kitchen

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

AIR CONDITIONING BLUE BOOK.
Domestic Engineering Company. Chicago, 1937. Includes : manufacturers'
catalogs ; technical reference data section; classified directory; trade names
and addresses ; societies and associations.
With charts, diagrams, photographs,
and tables .
AIR CONDITIONING FOR RESIDENCES AND LIMITED SPACES,
Architectural Record, May 1933, pp. 8994.
ALT'S HOUSE HEATING PLANS
by Harold Lynn Alt. Domestic Engineering Company. Chicago, 1933. 208
pages. Includes : Heating Systems; Estimating ; Garage Heating.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INFORMATION ON AIR CONDITIONING.
United States. Foreign and Domestic
Commerce Bureau. Washington, 1934.
46 pages. Third Edition.
HOUSE HEATING FOR COMFORT
by P. E. Fansler. Architectural Forum,
March 1931, pp. 389-392.
Includes :
Relation of temperature to humidity and
air movement ; equipment. With charts
and illustrations.
HOW TO FIGURE AIR CONDITIONING by Harold M. Hendrickson.
The American Society of Refrigerating
Engineers. 58 pages.
MODERN HEATING METHODS by
Harold L . Alt. Pencil Points, December 1932, pp . 81 9-828. Includes : direct
radiation ; radiator cabinets; convectors ;
unit heaters, ventilators ; pipe coils ; heating systems ; temperature control ; pipe
materials, etc.
PLUMBING SYSTEM FOR THE
HOUSE by Arthus Bates Lincoln.
P enc.il Points, Sept. 1932, pp. 621-623.
PRACTICAL AIR CONDITIONING;
a treatise for th e designer, the contractor, and the practical man, by Harold
Lynn Alt. Domestic Engineering Company, 1936. 256 pages .
PRINCIPLES OF HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING by Arthur Maurice Greene. J .
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1936.
446 pages. $4.50. Illus. and diagrams.
RESIDENTIAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS by Brewster S. Beach.
Architectural Record, Sept. 1937, pp.
112-115.
SANITATION OF THE COUNTRY
HOUSE, Architectural Forum, March
1933, pp. 249-252. Includes : water supply ; fix tures ; piping; swimming pool;
wast e and drainage.
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A Study of Residential Service Facilities
and Accommodations
By

0 S C A R MU LL E R ,

B.Arch.

DESPITE a long-time general trend
toward smaller servant staffs, and an
increasingly mechanical performance
of activities hitherto discharged by
servants, owners of large residences
and estates, and even of homes costing only slightly more than $20,000,
still require assistance in their living
routine from various inclinations as
well as from necessity. In any event,
life in a more expensive home demands certain fundamental servant
operations which must be accommodated. These are broadly as follows :
cooking, serving, cleaning, nursing,
chauffeuring, and gardening.
The units here illustrated are, for
the most part, presented in terms of
their constituent parts, functions, and
locations in the service unit. In practice, these units may vary according
to the size and variety of equipment
they are to contain and according to
the shape, size, or location of space
available in each project.

Kitchen
FOR EFFICIENCY,

planning of the kit-

chen (Fig. 1) must preclude all unnecessary traffic through the work
areas ; service entrance, access to
the basement, etc. , should be so
arranged that traffic not required
for storage, preparation, or service,
does not go through the kitchen or
pantry. Obstruction of work areas
by general storage closets and breakfast nooks should be avoided.
The. kitchen ought to be organized
into an orderly circuit of work centers as follows :
( 1) Food storage, including refrigeration facilities for perishables.
(2) Food preparation, including sink
and mixing equipment.
( 3) Cooking, including range, dish
warmer, and storage space for
cooking utensils, platters, plates,
etc. A vented hood should be
provided over range.
( 4) Serving may be separated into
two parts : one for hot foods
near range, and another for cold
salads, beverages, pastries, etc. ,
all of which may be prepared in

COOKING S.
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THE PANTRY (Fig. 2) is an important area in a kitchen unit and
should be included, if it is at all possible; not only does it serve as a
preparation center for cold foo ds,
desserts, and beverages, and as a
cleaning center for tableware, but it
also provides noise insulation between kitchen and dining room.
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the pantry, if the latter contains
a sink and refrigerator.
( 5) Cleaning of tableware and uten sils may be separated or combined. The pantry sink may be
used for tableware; otherwise,
the food preparation sink serves
as a cleaning center fo r both.
Tableware such as silver, glass ,
china, and linens should be stored
as near the dining space as possible,
usually in the pantry.
Many designers prefer a U-shaped
plan for both kitchen and pant ry ,
since it helps to keep traffic at the
serving end, thus avoiding unnecessary steps.
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Doors. The number of doors
should be kept at a minimum since
kitchen and pantry wall space is of
great value for cabinets and equipment. If possible, doors should be
concentrated toward one end of the
room, swinging away from work
centers.
Equip1111,ent. Equipment of the cabinet type resting on a raised base
with toe recess should be used whereever possible. This equipment is compact and makes the best use of available space. When it is combined with
continuous work tops, a neat, efficient, and easily cleaned kitchen unit
is the result.
Lighting. Lighting of kitchen and
pantry should be given careful consideration. Care should be taken to
light work centers in such a way
that the worker is never in his or her
own shadow. There should be a light
source such as a luminaire for general lighting at the center of the ceiling in each case. This lighting should
be controlled by switches at doors to
kitchen and pantry.
Over the sink there should be a
soffit or wall bracket light with switch
or pull-chain control. This also applies at the range, planning center (if
one exists), and dark or other work
surfaces not centrally lighted .
Convenience Outlets. Single convenience outlets should be provided
for electric refrigerator, electric dishwasher, exhaust fan, electric clock,
and garbage grinder; for two or
more of these machines on one outlet may overload the circuit. Double
convenience outlets may be provided
for percolators, mixers, toasters, and
vacuum cleaners.
Heavy service heating devices such
as electric range, plate warmer, and
water heater should have special ,
heavy-duty outlets. Telephone annunciator and perhaps a radio connection may be provided.
If radiators are used,

Heating.
'

'·

......._--.i
,.

KITCHEN

they may be placed under the sink or
in cabinets. If warm-air grilles arc
used the air should not be recirculated.
Kitchen and Pantry Equipment.
When equipment like ranges and
refrigerators is being located, care
should be taken to provide sufficient
space for ventilation around the
units. Wall clearance for ranges
varies from O" to 6". In some cases
wall insulation may be necessary.
When selecting refrigerators, the
swing of doors should be noted and
should be appropriate to the location. Information on clearances,
capacities, and door swings of the
above-mentioned equipment should
be obtained from manufacturer's
catalog before final selection is made.
Ventilation. Removal of fumes
and heat is an absolute requirement.
This may be accomplished through
exhaust fans direct to the outside or
in conjunction with a duct system.
The fans should be room-controlled
for flexibility of operation.

Wine Room
WINE ROOM (Fig. 3) should
be placed in the basement below
grade and completely enclosed with
concrete masonry walls so that a
near ground temperature is maintained. The room should provide
space for bottle racks on at least two
of the walls. There should be a space
of at least 4' -0" between the faces of
the racks to provide easy access to
them. One of the walls may, if desired, be provided with a rack for
small casks. In this case, the rack
THE

Basement
IN THE BASEMENT, space may be provided for the heavier household service functions . Among these are heating and ventilating, fuel storage,
kitchen and miscellaneous storage,
wine storage, trunk storage, ancl
laundering (sometimes provided for
on ground floor).

Heating and Ventilating. The
space and arrangement required for
heating and ventilating plants :rary
considerably and are best decided
by a competent heating engineer,
whose advice will also determine
minimum ceiling heights for headroom after pipes or ducts have been
placed.
Fuel Storage . . Fuel storage space
should be provided for wood and coal,
if these are to be used in furnaces
or fireplaces. If gas or oil heat is
used there need be, of course, no
basement space allotted for major
fuel storage. Fuel storage spaces
should be easily accessible to the service drive and to service stairs, particularly if fireplaces are used. Dumbwaiters for servicing fireplaces directly from basement storage are desirable.
Kitchen Storage. An ample closet
with shelves and bins should be
provided for kitchen supplies-preserves, canned goods, and certain
vegetables. This closet should, of
course, be located conveniently to
the kitchen.
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should be at least 2' -0" in depth and
provided with cleats or blocks to keep
the casks in position. There should
be but one tight-fitting door leading
from wine room to basement. This
door should be not less than 2'-8" in
width. Windows should definitely be
omitted but the room should be provided with adequate vents at ceiling
and at floor level. These should be
carried to a point above grade and
outside the building.
No heating
pipes or ducts should pass through
this room.
A centrally-located ceiling outlet
•
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doors to the laundry. There should
be ceiling or wall lights above the
trays and washer, and above the ironing center if the plan arrangement
requires it.

DR YING
FIGURE 5

controlled at the door by a switch
should be adequate for lighting purposes.
Trunk Room

(Fig. 4) should
be placed in the basement, close to
service stairs or other point of easy
access to service drive. If no windows are provided, this room should
be well ventilated by means of vents
at floor and ceiling which lead to
some point above grade outside the
building. Trunks may be stored on
double racks, built one above the
other, the top one being not more
than 3'-0" above finished floor, the
lower rack to have air space between
it and the floor. To facilitate handling of large and sometimes heavy
trunks, there should be a clear space
between faces of racks of not less
than S' -0''.
THE TRUNK ROOM

Laundry
IN THE LAUNDRY (Fig. 5), as in
any other unit where work goes
on, orderly planning is essential for

efficient operation. The laundry work
centers should be placed in their
natural order as follows :
(1) A large work table for receiving and sorting of articles.
laundry trays, and washing machine. At this center, if the
laundry requirements are large
enough, a hot-water heater may
be installed to avoid overtaxing
the house water supply at times
when the laundry is in use.
(2) A drying center to consist of
a drying yard and, possibly, a
mechanical dryer.
(3) An ironing board, a large worktable for sorting and piling finished pieces, and possibly an
electric or gas ironer for large
pieces.
A closet, large enough to contain
a clothes basket, soaps and soap powders, irons and other laundry equipment , should be built in the laundry.
This closet may well be placed at or
near the sorting and washing center.
It is very important that the laundry be well lighted and ventilated,
with windows placed preferably over
laundry trays, at ironing board, and
between the electric ironer and the
table where final sorting is done .
There should be access to the laundry from main basement, preferably
from some point close to the service
stairs. There should be, also, direct
access to a drying yard.

Lighting. Lighting should consist of one or more ceiling lights for
general lighting: These should be
controlled by switches at the entrance

LAUNDRY

Convenience Outlets. Convenience
outlets should be provided for the
washer and ironing equipment.
Servants' Laundry
IN SOME CASES, the service staff is
of sufficient size to require a separate laundry (Fig. 6) for its own
use. The servants' laundry should
then be adjacent to the house laundry and may draw its hot-water supply from there. Its plan should be
the same in general principle as
that of the house laundry, containing two ')r more laundry trays, a
washer, an ironing board, a worktable, and a closet for storage of supplies and equipment.

Carage

(Fig. 7) has become a
very essential part of the residence.
It may be detached or attached to
the house proper as conditions of
the local code or requirements of the
owner may indicate. If detached .
access to the main house may be
provided by a covered walk or
arcade. If attached, access may be
had by means of a single fireproof
door of self-closing type. The house
entrance from the garage may be
best provided by a porch or service
hall which leads into the house
proper and acts as a buffer. Since
there may be considerable activity,
such as servicing and moving about
of the cars with attendant noise
and objectionable gasoline and exhaust fumes , it is usually better practice to face the garage entrances away
from the more desirable living portions of the house.

THE GARAGE
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GARAGE ENTRANCE FACED
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Linen and Sewing Room
TH E LINEN ROOM (Fig. 10) is best
located on service hall at a point close
to main house sleeping quarters. It
provides storage space for bedroom
linens, blankets, etc. It may also be
used as a sewing and mending room.
This room should be equipped with a
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places by closets in the service halls;
these closets may be approximately
2'-0" deep by 3'-0" in width. They
are sometimes metal lined. A ceiling
light with pull chain should be installed.
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FIGURE 7

The width of the garage should be
such as to permit the opening of car
doors without difficulty. The depth
should allow the storage of the largest available car without cramping.
Space may be required for work
benches, the storage of servicing supplies, tools, etc. A clear space of 2' -0"
to 3' -0" should be allowed between
cars and work benches, etc.

Garage Entrance. Doors may
vary in width from about 7' -4" to
9' -0" ; 8' -0" is generally a good practical width. The heights may vary
upward from 7'-0''. Doors may be
selected from several types, among
which are side-hinged doors of two or
more leaves; single and multiple sliding doors; and overhead manually or
mechanically operated doors which
may be controlled electrically by
means of a hand switch, a switch
plate, the driveway surface photoelectric cells, and even by radio .
Garage Drainage . This may be
facilitated by pitching the floor Ys" per
foot toward the doors in garages of
not more than two-car capacity where
a minimum amount of washing and
servicing will be done. In garages
of three or more car capacity, one or
more floor drains are advisable. If
the garage is to contain four or more
cars, one drain to every two cars may
be found good practice. Where considerable car washing is contemplated
in a multiple-car garage a space may
be set aside for this particular purpose. It may be separated from the
rest of the garage by a heavy, sliding,
waterproof curtain which can be
drawn to prevent splashing of other
cars during washing operations.
When not in use, this space may be
used for car storage. The floor drains
from this and other spaces should be
provided with easily accessible cleanouts and might well be provided with

special drains, since an accumulation
of waste oil and gasoline may prove
dangerous if allowed to enter a sewer,
cesspool, or other disposal system.

Lighting. For general lighting,
one or more ceiling outlets, depending upon the size of the garage,
should be installed, with a minimum
of 60-watts for each 150 square feet
of floor space. These should be controlled by switches at entrance doors .
Convenience Outlets. There should
be a convenience outlet for electric
tools at the work bench, and one or
more wall outlets, depending upon
the size of garage, for extension
lights.
Service Closets
IN ADDITION to the basement storage
spaces such as trunk room and wine
room, there should be provided on
the upper floors storage spaces for
such articles as vacuum cleaners,
cleaning fluids , brooms, mops, dust
cloths, and wood for fireplaces.
SHELVES

WOOD BIN WITH
SHELVES OVER

~INK

t

SERVICE HALL

FIGURE 8

•

SERVICE HALL

FIGURE 9

Housemaid's Closets. The housemaid's closets (Fig. 8) are used for
cleaning tools such as mops and vacuum cleaners. These units should
contain a slop sink with hot and cold
water, shelves and hooks, and arc
usually located on the service corridors near main halls. Each closet
should have a ceiling outlet with pull
chain or switch.
Wood Storage. Wood storage ( Fig.
9) is provided on floors with fire-

a
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counter and cabinets for storage, and
a small sink. Space should be provided for a sewing machine and fo r
a small ironing board.

Lighting. Central lighting with
switch at the door, and possibly a
wall bracket for use in sewing or
ironing may be provided.
Convenience Outlets. Convenience
outlets should be installed for sewing
machines and iron. A house 'phone,
annunciator, or both, may be required.
Servants' Bedrooms
SERVANTS' general sleeping accommodations (Fig. 11) may be provided
by a series of typical bedroom units.
Each unit should be approximately
8'-0" x 14'-0'' with a door opening
from the service hall, and should be
designed to contain a single bed, a
closet with shelf and hanging rod, a
bureau or chest of drawers, a chai r

.. TO HALL
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0
FIGURE 11
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and a small night table. A small
washbasin should be installed, preferably near a window, and piped with
hot and cold water. This arrangement is compact, convenient, and
economical, especially since it demands fewer servants' bathroom
units.

Lighting. Lighting of this unit
should be very simple, consisting
of a central fixture controlled by a
switch at the door.
Convenience Outlets. A base receptacle convenient to the bed may be
used for a bed lamp or small radio.

Servants' Baths and Toilets
FOR GENERAL sleeping quarters a compact toilet unit (Fig. 12) is composed
of a 5' -0" tub and a water closet, the
entire floor space required being approximately S'-10" x 6'-0" . One of
4

SERVICE HALL

FIGURE 12

these units should be sufficient to take
care of four bedroom units. It should,
of course, be easily accessible from
service hall or corridor.

Toilets. A water closet and washbasin should be placed at a point
easily accessible from service hall.
There should be a similar unit placed
in the basement in the neighborhood
of the laundry.
Lighting. For lighting, both in
baths and toilets, a single centrallylocated ceiling fixture, controlled by
a switch at the door, is sufficient.

Dining and
Recreation Room
A GROUP of people such as the service
personnel of a large residence must
have, in addition to a place to eat, a
room in which to spend leisure time,
meet friends, and possibly entertain
on a small scale (Fig. 13). All of these
functions may well be housed in a
single room. This combination dining
and recreation room should be placed
adjacent to the kitchen and should
have access to it and to the service
porch or yard. It should be provided
with a sink and built-in dressers
adjacent or close to the entrance from
the kitchen. These will provide a
place for storing and washing the
servants' tableware. There should also
be space for a dining table large

enough to accommodate comfortably
the house personnel and ·an expected
number of visiting servants. A minimum space of 3'-0" should be allowed
at all points around the table to permit seating and passage.
The recreation or living area
should be designed to contain several
pieces of large furniture such as a
sofa, easy chairs, with side tables , a
radio, a writing desk, and possibly
some bookcases. A closet built into
the room will be convenient for hanging coats or for storage of small
articles. Sufficient floor space should
be left for indoor games and dancing.
An ample screened service porch
accessible from the servants' dining
room, rear hall, service hall, or
kitchen should also be provided.

Lighting. Lighting for dining
space may consist of a hung fixture
over the table, controlled by a switch
at the entrance door, and a soffit light
or wall bracket over sink.
Convenience Outlets. The living
part of the room may be provided
with base receptacles spaced to provide power for a radio and a few
table or floor lamps. An extension
bell from the annunciator should be
installed in the pantry or kitchen. If
required, an outside telephone may
also be provided.

Choice of
Living Area Locations
FUNCTIONS of servants naturally influence the choice of their location in
the living area. The duties of chauffe ur, gardner, and governess are outstanding in this respect. The chauffeur who, when not on call, must tend
to the needs of his cars, should have
hi s quarters close to them, usually on
the second floor of the garage, particularly if the garage is detached. In

addition to his regular duties, he is
very often called upon to act as
gardener. Where size of the estate
demands, one or more gardeners may
be employed, and these men are
usually quartered in the same area as
the chauffeur.
The nursemaid or governess, whose
responsibility is the care of the
smaller children of the family, must
have her bedroom near the nursery.
It may be adjacent to the nursery or
connected with it by a small vestibule
or bath.
The duties of the cook, housemaid,
waitress, laundress, and chambermaid
are such that these servants may be
grouped in the general service bedrooms.
These service units may be grouped
in separate buildings, on separate
floors, or in servants' wings. Separate buildings for household servants
are not considered good practice. Employers want their servants quickly
available at all times.
Top-floor quarters for servants
are looked upon with favor and used
by some designers. This arrangement, while it is economical and
keeps the size of the house to a
minimum, is objected to by some
owners who are disturbed by noises
from movements above their own
bedrooms.
The servants' wing provides the
best locations for grouping of units
with bedrooms over kitchen, servants'
dining room and other service
quarters; or, if preferred, these may
be placed on the same floor as the
kitchen units.
Servants should be provided with
their own stairs and halls, to avoid
the necessity of their using house
passages for anything but the discharge of their duties. Doors, preferably self-closing, should separate all
service and main house passages.
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Dressing Rooms Become Maior Units
tBy R. STANLEY SWEELEY

FROM THE ST AND POINT of
use, it is apparent that relatively little
space provision is required for that
element of a residence set apart especially for sleeping. On the other
hand, it may be seen, considerable
space in open area and subdivision is
necessary for the fullest accommodation of functions both before and after
sleeping. These operations: dressing,
exercising, resting, toileting, bathing,
etc.-are in time, sequence, and logical placement adjacent to the bedroom, but not within it. They fit
more properly into what has become
identified as the dressing room.
In an effort to establish more closely the relative accommodation value
of the bedroom and dressing elements, this study offers examples of
dressing room solutions. Although
bedrooms are not discussed, it is suggested that these elements might readily be made smaller than is common in many of the more expensive
residences ; that they in fact might be
planned to allow for a minimum of
furniture-the beds, a night-table or
two, sufficient clearance for easy
movement and nothing more. All
space so gained can be added to the
dressing chamber. Where two bedrooms share a dressing room unit, a
net saving will result.

Dressing Rooms
DEPENDING somewhat on the personal
habits of the occupants as well as
the size of the project, the precise
space, mechanical, and decorative objectives of the dressing chamber may
vary between wide limits. In location, however, it must adjoin the bedroom, either directly or through a
short passage established by the loca-

tion of bath, toilet, or closet units.
In order to afford the greatest privacy
to the bedroom, it is here recommended that access be provided only from
the dressing chamber, which room
should therefore open directly to the
principal hall or gallery. Where terraces or decks become a part of the
plan, they also may be connected with
the dressing room. Typical arrangements are shown in Figure 1.
The size of the dressing room and
its supplementary elements can only
be determined by the routine, habits,
and personal effects of the occupant.
An investigation into the scope and
extent of the functions previously
mentioned should establish the space
provision required. These requirements, modified by economic considerations, wi ll dictate the planning. For
example, where exercising with or
without equipment of one sort or another is a fixed habit, the necessary
free area should be made available;
storage space for the equipment when
it is not in use should be provided.
Even where exercising or other habits
which require ample free space are
not contemplated, it should be remembered that the prime purpose of
the dressing chamber is to facilitate
the act of dressing. This action, both
for pleasure and convenience, requires
sufficient free area to permit moving
about for testing of effects and choice
of dress or accessories. With this
in mind, it is suggested that the chamber proper offer a minimum of 150
square feet; an even larger area is
desirable. Here may be placed chairs,
a lounge, dressing tables, perhaps
even a small desk.
Mirrors are essential in a dressing
room and should be installed in abun-

dance. Unquestionably, some portion
of the wall area should be available
for mirrors from floor to 7 feet above.
The sliding doors or panels of the
closets may be mirrored on the room
side. Conceivably, this entire room
might be mirrored, although this is
likely to result in a condition of considerable confusion unless it is adroitly handled.
A variety of finishes may be considered in the completion and decoration of the dressing room. Tone and
character should be warm and unobtrusive; the activities for which this
room provides, are for the most part
carried on in a state of incomplete
dress. The trying-on of clothes, determination of ensemble, etc., indicate
the need for elimination of distracting
influences in the surroundings. For
the floor , carpeting, linoleum, rubber,
and composition tile offer an inhnite
selection. For the walls, fabric or
paper wall-coverings are always available in appropriate colors and patterns. Or again new plastic materials,
cork, wood veneers, or painted Stfffaces may ultimately be the choice. All
should be harmoniously assembled to
express the character and function of
the room as well as that of its occupants.

Closets
THE STORAGE of clothes and articles
of dress should be the primary adjunct of the dressing rooms. Hanging closets, shelves, batteries of sliding drawers, cubicles, and racks
should be not only adequate but easily
accessible, logically arranged for use.
Since provision, in most cases, is to
be made for male and female attire,
these sections should be separated so
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PLANS (left) show dressing room unit and single bedroom.
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Com·tesy Pittsburgh Glass Institute

as not to impede simultaneous use.
The units should be buil t in , preferably beh in d sli din g panels, sin ce these
perm it ready access ·without the loss
of room space caused by swinging
doors. Folding or swinging doors
may, of course, be installed where
these types are preferred or where
the greater hardware expense entailed
in the selection of the sliding door
must be considered. Although the
choice of materials for the storage
furniture (drawers, shelving, etc.) is
largely dictated by cost considerations,
it is recommended that only the best
cabin et work and hardware be employee! to insure rugged and smooth
operation for a long period of time.
Every effort should be made, in detailing the sto rage space, to achi eve
an enclosure as nearly dustproof as
possible. Typical closet and storage
spaces are shown in Figure 2.
Lighting of thi s room should be
both direct and indirect: the latter
by cove light sources reflected from
the cei ling or wall troughs which reflect light from the wall surfaces; the
direct lighting from portable lamps
augmented by bracket fixtures over
the dressing tables. All closets should
have individually controlled direct
light. Convenience outlets should be
in stall ed on all walls for electri cal

Photo by Hedrich-Blessing, Cuu rt esy Crane Co.

FIGURE

2

Closet depth: 2' -0" recommended; may be
lf'ss whe re hanging section is emitted.

Storage s helves: 12"-15" wide·1 may be of metal,
wood , mes h; latter preferable fo r a ir circulation.

Hanging rod: wood,
of
1"
diameter·
metal, of %" diame~
ter; average height
5'10";
3'0" maxim um
unsupported
length ; capacity 3
g·lrments per Jin. ft.

Shoe storage:
12" long 20°
s lope; capacity
1 pair shoes per
8" -10"; where
in tiers 8" sep:i.1-a tion needed.

Sliding drawers: 4" -14" deep; maximum length or width 2" -0" ; may
have open, flush , or cutout fronts;
for female use provide smaller
s izes with separate compa1-tments
for shoes , hose, and accessories;
provide sliding inspection board.

Sliding, folding, swinging,
or rolling - up
doors : 6' -8" to 7' -0"
high with a maximum
width of 4' -0" except
for
swinging doors
maximum width 3'0".
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exerc1s111g apparatus as well as for
lamps.
Bathroom

THE BATHROOM-since it is a supplementary part of the dressing roornshould be closely arranged to it. At
the same time it should afford convenient approach from either the bedroom or the hallway especially when
th is room also contains the water
closet. Recommended standards include a dressing and bathroom combination for each master bedroom.
Less conducive to complete privacy
but still appropriate, especially to less
frequently occupied suites, would be
a pair of bedrooms fo r each unit combination.
Lavoratories, either singly or in
pair s, may be installed in the bathroom or in the dressing room proper.
Many advantages indicate that the
dressing room location of these fixtures is preferable. A mong these are
the frequency of use, the more or less
constant resort to this fixture in the
dressing process, and the possibility
of including storage space for towels
and other accessories close at hand.
This is an impractical arrangement jn
the bathroom because of the difficulty of moistureproofing the storage
spaces. One disadvantage of having
the lavoratories in the dressing room ,
however, is that here water may
splash on surfaces not designed for it.
Separate shower compartments, as
well as tubs, should be provided in

Phot~

Photo courtesy Crane Co.

the bathrooms. Tubs may be either
built in a recess or freestanding, depending upon the space allotted to
these rooms. Complete waterproofing of the fl oor and walls is necessary
and may be best accomplished by in stall ing material impervious to water
penetration. Tile continues to be the
foremost material offering this protection although various new products in glass, metals, and composition

materials are equally effective.
Water closets hou ld be installed in
separate compartments which, preferably, should be directly accessible
from the dressing room. This arrangement wi ll permi t complete isolation . Sound absorptive materials can
also be incorporated in a separate
room, whereas this presents difficulti es when attempted in the bathroom because of the hi gh moisture
factor. Then, too, the private compartment can be ventilated readily
without undue expense or effect upon
oth er functions.
Consideration shou ld be given to
the installation of sufficient storage
receptacles in the bathroom, toilet
compartment, shower , etc. Towel
racks, for instance, should be placed
conveniently to the lavoratories , tubs.
and showers and may be made of
glass, metal , or other waterproofed
materials; they should be available in
such numbers as th e requirements of
the users indicate and may be in the
form of bars or shelves. Wherever
possible. a rustproof laundry chute
should be installed in the bathroom,
conn ecting with the laundry. When
thi s is not possible, a ventilated
clothes hamper for the storage of
soiled linen may be built into the
wall. Cabinets for the storage of
toilet articl es and medicines should
also be bui lt in over the lavoratories.
J\!Iirrors should be so mounted that
access to the cabinet is possible while
the mirrors are in use.

by Edgar L/03'd. Co11rtesy Pittsb11rgh Plate Class
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MASSACHUSETTS

RESIDENCE

CEORCE W. W . BREWSTER, JR.
ARCHITECT

RESIDENCE OF MR. AND MRS. L. H. H. JOHNSON, JR.
MARBLEHEAD, MASSAC HUSETTS

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

BEO~M

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

PLOT PLAN
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12 ROOMS

5 BATHS

COST 50¢ PER CU. FT.

D

ELEVATION AT ENTRANCE DRIVEWAY

INTENDED primarily for summer occupancy, although designed for
comfort the year 'round, this residence commands an ocean view from
every window (see cover illustration). It is also situated to exclude
views of roads or other houses from the master section, except on
the northwest side-thus heightening the sense of privacy and isolation.
Planned with a forthright directness, no attempt has been made to
follow any style; but the structure merges properly into the character
of its location. This is partly accomplished by the color scheme of the
exterior: walls light gray, black slate roof, white chimneys and fence
pickets, and dark gray windows, repeating the coloring of the sur·
rounding rock.

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
EXTERIOR
Walls

Roof
Windows
Metalwork
INTERIOR
Floors

OF

ECj)UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS
Door

Concrete
Wood frame, 6" studs

HARDWARE
Clapboard
Slate, l/4 11 Munson quarry ru n (black), laid
61/2" to the wea ther, random 8" and IO" wi dths
Steel casement, bronze screens , all by Hope,
Inc.
Flashings and gutters are lead -coated copper
W'Ood joists; finishes,
linoleum

wood

and

Armstrong

PAINTING
PLUMBING
HEATING

ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION
INSULATION

Flush birch veneer in master's wing, by HallGregg , "Overhead Doors" in garage
Special level handles; all hardware in master's
wing, satin-finish chrome-W. C . Vaughan Co.
Flat oil
Crane Co. fixtures
Hot-air, gas-fired furnace with thermostatic
controls-Janitrol, Surface Combustion Corporation
B. X. wiring ; all main rooms have switch control of base plugs
2"-rock wool on inside of rough boarding; lfi"
Spray-o-Flake on inside of rock wool
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MASSACHUSETTS

RESIDENCE

r

I
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LIVING ROOM

The living room walls are painted a dark ivory, except for
the north wall, which extends through into the dining room .
This wall is painted white. The remaining three walls of the
dining room a r e light blue-gray. The floor is of alternate
squares of light and darker ash.

The stair r isers and treads are of wood, the rail of polished
steel.. Walls a r e white.

STAIR DETAIL

BUILD I NG
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12 ROOMS

5 BATHS

COST 50¢ PER CU.

FT.D

In the library the walls are sand-colored,
with the ceiling blue-gray. The ftoor is
of random width, dark oak pegged.
Natural birch and satin chrome fittings
were used for the built-in book shelves
and cupboards. This motif is repeated
in the fireplace detail where trim is of
polished steel and birch. The 'fireplace
brick is painted black.

The master's bedroom (not shown) has
three walls white and one battleship
gray; its ceiling is canary yellow. The
doors are ftush panels of natural birch.
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CAROLINA

RESIDENCE

....
WILL W. CRIFFIN
ARCHITECT, A.I.A.

RES IDENCE OF D. D. ROSS
BILTMORE, NORTH CAROLINA

SECOND FLOOR

\

...
0

5

k)

15

20
I

FIRST FLOOR
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10 ROOMS

5 BATHS

COST 701 PER CU. FT.

Photos by Robert W. Tebbs

REAR ELEVATION

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE

OF

E9UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Brick wal ls on concrete footing
Exterior walls-i' x 4" and 2" x 611 studs
Interior partitions-2" x 411 studs
All framing lumber-long leaf ye llow pine

Doors

Northern white pine

Trim

Best grade yellow pine

CHIMNEY

Common brick: terra cotta lining; dampers-

INSULATION

All exterior wa lls and inte rior bath walls and
exposed flat ce iling s : Johns-Manville rock wool

ORNAMENTAL
IRON

Circular stair railing, bronze and wrought iron
anchored to steel stringer-Stewart Iron Work
Co.; Loggia work by Smy se r-Royer Co.

covert; incinerator in service chimney

EXTERIOR

Walls

Roof
Metalwork
Windows

11

common brick anchored to wood sheathing;
15-l b. felt building paper
Penn. black slate on 30-lb. felt and wood
sheathing and 5-ply tar and gravel roof for
flat surfaces
Termite shields, galvanized iron ; all other wo rk,
copper
Wood, double-hung; triple-hun g in livi ng room
and dining room-Western Ponderoso Pine

4

INTERIOR

Floors

Circular stair hall and passage to living room,
Belgian black marble on concrete slab; pantry
and kitchen, Armstrong battleship linoleum;
loggia, rubber tile ; baths, 4" x 4" matt-fin ish
flo')r tile; all other rooms, first grade white
oak, 21/4 11 x 13/ 16"

PAINTING

Walls

Exterior : 2 coats Bonde x
Interior : 4 coats flat finish

Floors

Minawax Co., In c., finish

Trim

5 coats of egg shell enamel finish

PLUMBING

Steel pipe; Crane Co. fixtures

AIR CONDITIONING

Baths and kitchen heated by convection heaters;
otherwise grilles in the baseboard-Trane Co.

HARDWARE

All Colonial type solid brass
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CAROLINA

RESIDENCE

DETAIL of cast-iron work in arcade
Photos by Robert W. Tebbs

LIBRARY
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10 ROOMS -

5 BATHS

COST 70¢ PER CU. FT.

6

DINING ROOM with living room beyond
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PENNSYLVANIA

E S T A T

E

Photos by Selina/I

GEORGE HOWE
ARCHITECT

RESIDENCE OF ISAAC D. LEVY
GERMANTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

PLOT PL.AN

BASEMENT PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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28 ROOMS

7 BATHS- COST 60¢ PER CU. FT.

IJ

£LEYATION AT DRIVEWAY ENTRANCE

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
.EXTERIOR

OF

E(j)UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Concrete, Wasco flashing fabric No. 2, waterproofing
Steel and concrete

Til e

Robertson Art Tile Co.

GLASS

Struc+ural glass walls in kitchen and pantry,
plote glass in all sash and mirrors-Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co.

IN SU LATION

Rock wool 6" in roof, 7" in all exterior walls;
Chamberl<iin weather stripping

PLU M BING

Koh ler and Crane Co. fixtures

HEATING

Split system, steam and warm air, humid ity
control; 2 Bryant gas heaters

ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION

Switches and receptacles, P. & S. Despard,
J. F. Garde and Wendel fixtures; RCA remote
control radio installation

KITCHEN
EQ U IPMENT

Excel Metal Cab inet Co., Inc. cabinets; "Quality" range; Frigidaire refrigerator; "Chicago"
laundry dryer

H AR DWARE

Schlage

4" brick painted with Bond ex, 8" terra cotta

Walls
Roof
Metalwork
Ironwork
Sash
Doors

back-up
Gypsum plank on Bethlehem bar joists, Emack
bl'ack Penn. slate surface
Lead-coated copper
Smyser-Royer Iron Works
Lundell- Eckburg steel windows
Dahlstrom and Kalman steel bucks; wood door~.
W. D. Crooks & Sons

INTERIOR
Moster section, first floor, walnu t in black and
herringbone pattern; game room fir-end wood
blocks; service section, Armstrong linoleum;
children's room maple in block pattern; master
section, second floor, oak laid in block pattern;
all wood floors laid in mastic over concrete
slabs

Flo ors

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

VENETIAN BLINDS Watson Manufacturing Co.

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
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A PENNSYLVANIA ESTATE-COST 601 PER CU . FT.

BASEMENT GAME ROOM showing bar detail
Photos bv S rhl'nll
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RESIDENCE

$20 , 750

C 0 ST

El

RESIDENCE OF MR . AND MRS . JOSEPH R. MAHAN

MYRON T. HILL
ARCH I TECT

OTTA WA HILLS, OHIO
10

15

DECK
GA RAGE

FIRST FLOOR
PLAN

SCHEDULE
FOUND AT ION
STRUCTU RE

I

MATE RI ALS
OF
EQUIPMENT
AND
Cinder concrete block
Wood frame, brick veneer ; wood siding over
serv ice wing

EXT ERIO R
Roof

Stairs
HARDWA RE
PAINTING

Shte, Black Ban gor; built-up gravel surface roof
ovgr garage

Sash
Gl ass
Screens
INTER IO R
Floo rs

SECOND FLOOR
PLAN

Wood, double-hung, Curtis Sile ntite
Double strength
Aluminum mesh with steel frame

Tile in bathrooms and vestibule; linoleum in
kitchen, breakfast room and service hall; elsewhere, oak by D. M. Rose & Co .
W all Covering s Imperial Glencraft wal lpaper
Library, No. I common butte rnut; recreation
W oodwor k
room and basement sta irhall, knotty pine; all
other tr im, clear stock poplar

BATHROOM
EQUIP MENT

Oak treads; remainder of birch
Solid bronze, Sager; chro me 1n kitchens and
baths
Exterior brick paint, Du Pont; exterior and interior wood trim, Sherw in-Williams
Fi xtures, Standard Sanitary Co.; medicine cabinets, Miami Cabinet Co.

HEATING

Hot air circ ulation, humidification type, Fo x
Furnace C o.
W ATER PR OO FI NG Asphaltic, Truscon Laboratories
BUILT-IN
"Kitchen Maid" cabinets; towel cabinets, book
FEATU RES
cases, shoe racks, card table, storage
INSULAT ION

Rockwool, Johns-Manville, applied to side
walls, second floor ceiling, over unexcavated
areas and in deck over livi ng room and on
floor under servant's bedroom

BUILDING
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KARL BUCKIMCHAM
ARCHITECT, A.I.A.

RESID ENCE OF MR. HENRY R. BLOCH
OTTAWA HILLS VILLAGE, OHIO

Insert Ph oto by Harold E. Waltz , Inc.

LAUNDRY

UN EXCAVATED

D

El

BOILER

PARTY

ROOM

PORCH

0

UNEXCAVATEO

BASEMENT PLAN

1

10

I!

1'l

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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COST 44¢ PER

5 BATHS

18 ROOMS

cu.

FT.

Plioto by Harold E. Walt=. 11'c.

SCHEDULE

OF

FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
EXTERIOR

Roof
Woodwork
Windows

Metalwork
Doors

E9UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Hollow tile, plastered on exteri'Or, then g iven
two coats of waterproofing
Wood frame, brick veneer
Black slate
White pine
Anderson window frames and sash, doublehung and casement; double-standard, "A"
quality glass
Copper
Overhead type in garage

INTERIOR

Walls

Floors

Living room and hall are painted canvas; boy's
room and basement recreation room are knotty
pine, stained; master bathroom wa lls are Vitrolite; other bathrooms are tile; so me walls are
papered; e lsewhere enamelled woo dwork
General'ly carpeted; dining room and break-

INSULATION
PLUMBING

HEATING

fast rcom floors are " X-ite"; some floors are
of oak plank; tile in bathrooms
Exterior side wal ls and second floor ceiling are
in sulated with glass wool 4" bats
Standard Sanitary Co. fixtures; all copper piping; black vitrolite combination lavatory and
dressing table in powder rooms
Split system: the service area by direct radiation (concea led) and main portion air conditioned; General Electric oil-burning boiler and
condit ioner

ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION

Riqid conduit in basement and B. X. above;
fixtures-mostly direct, some indirect

KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT
PAINTING

Kitchen and pantry cupboards a re Napanee
Kitchen Cabinet Co .
Exterior wood trim 3 coats; brickwork 2 coats
of Cabot's Doublewhite

MASTER

SLE EP1N G ROOM

--BED ROOM NO 2

d

EIED ROOM NO I

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

ROOF PLAN
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CONNECT

C U T

D E N C E

R E S

DAVID S. DOUGLASS
ARCHITECT

RESIDENCE

OF

DR . LESLIE

P.

ABBE

WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
THIS RESIDENCE is uncompromisingly in a trad itional style.
The hand-hewn timbers of native dried white oak have
been adze-tooled by an old ship timberman and finally
stained a very dark brown. The planting, which cost an
additional $1,000, belies its less than two-yea r placement.

TERRACE

DINING~
ROOM

T

p

LI V ING

ROOM

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

KITCHEN
GARAGE

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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12

ROOMS-3

BATHS-TOTAL

COST

$37,000

VIEW OF REAR PORCH AND TERRACE

LIVING ROOM, solarium beyond;
wood panelin9 and open timbers
are of walnut-stained 9umwood

SCHEDULE

FOUNDATION
STR UCTURE
EXTERIOR
Walls
Roof
Sash
Screens
Sheet Metal
INTER IOR
Floors

OF

E(j)UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Poured mo noli t.hi c concrete
Brick and stone
Brick, sto ne, stu cco, and hand-hewn timber
Variegated semi-g lazed tile - Ludowici - Celadon Co.
Wood, double-hung
Copper
Copper
Wood joists
Oak floo r finish except for tile in b athrooms
a nd sunrooms, slate on terraces, and rubber tile
in kitchen

HARDWARE

Corbin

INSULATION

Rock WOQI, Johns-Manville; applied to roof
and wa lls

WATERPROOFING Asphaltic
HEATING

Re.::irculating hot water, gas-fired Bryant boile r

PLUMBING

Standcrd Sanitary Co.

PAINTING

Pratt & Lambert, Inc .

GLASS

Penn vernon , standard

KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT

Domestic Science cab inets; dish was hers, sinks,
electric ranges, electric refrige rator
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Photos by Robert W. Tebbs

SINCLA I R

YORK

ROOF

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

P OR CH

LIV ING

ROOM
GARA GE

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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12 ROOMS

COST 52.¢' PER

4 BATHS

cu.

FT.

fJ

PORCH

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
EXTERIOR

Walls
Roof
Terrace
Metalwork

OF

E9UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Poured concrete footings and walls
Wood frame
4" common b rick painted 2 coats of Ba y State
Coating
Rough-quarried antique texture Vermonr slate
in random widths
Flagstone
Copper

INTERIOR

Walls

Floors
Sash

H ard white plaster on metal lath, palm-finished
at beam cei ling in lib rary; painted general ly,
except that dining room, liv ing room, bedrooms, and hall are papered ; library is stained
White oak strip, except t ile in bathrooms ,
Armstrong linoleum in kitchen
Wood, double-hung, casement

PLUMBING

Bra ss pipe and fittings; Standard Sanitary Com·
pany fixtures

HEATING

Dun ham differential vapor sys t em with orifice
control; Fitzgibbons steel bo iler; American
R,diator Co. humidifier to ma ster's portion of
first floor

INSULATION

Rock wool in walls and second floor ceil in g

LIBRARY

BUILDING
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C A L

FORNIA

RESIDENCE

WILLIAM WILSON WURSTER
ARCHITECT, A.I.A .

RESIDENCE OF GEORGE POPE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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PLOT PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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16

ROOMS-7

BATHS-TOTAL

COST

$30,000

Photos by Gabriel M oulin

ENTRANCES

PLANNED to stress the outdoor life, each bedroom of this
residence has access to the southerly-exposed sun deck.
The house is located so that the limited site yields the
longest possible vistas. The door detail !left, above) represents a modern adaptation of the traditional Dutch door.

SCHEDUL E

OF

E9U I PMENT

AND

MATERIALS

FOUNDATION

Re inforced concrete, waterproofed

STRUCTURE

Wood frame

EXTERIOR
Walls

\Nood studs , wood sheathed and cement plaste re d , b rus hcoate d for co lo r

Roof

"Perfect" clear cedar shingles

Trim

Wood

Sash

" Awning" Type

Doors

Sugar pine, flush veneer, Chamberl ir. weatherstri p pi ng

Floors
Doors

Do ug las fir ve neered, flush slab

Woodwork

Trim an d cabi nets, ve rt ica l gra in Doug las fir

HARDWARE

Woo d studs, with plaster over wi re mes h a nd
wood lath

"Wate rtite" on awning type sash

PLUMBING

"St a nda rd- Pac ific", Sta nd a rd Sa ni ta ry Co.

HEATING

Warm-a ir system , gas-fired -Aladd in H eating
Co rporation

PAINTING

In terior woodwo rk: 2 coats of lead a nd oil.
I co at of e nam e l
Exte ri or: 3 coa t s of lead and oil

GLASS

Libby-Owen s- Fo rd: p la te g la ss in Dutch doors;
"A" q ualit y single stre ng t h e lsewhere

INTERIOR
Pa rtition s

Oak in liv ing room; Dougl a s fir, linoleum covere d e lsewhere
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KANSAS RESIDENCE

COST 48¢ PER CU. FT.

OTHO McCRACKIN
ARCHITECT
RESIDENCE OF W.

D . P. CAREY

HUTCHINSON, KANSAS

OWNERS

B.R.

..

•

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SCHEDULE
FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
EXTERIOR

Walls
Roof
Metalwork

Sash

OF

E(j)UIPMENT

AND

MATERIALS

Concrete, stone-faced
Wood frame and masonry

INTERIOR
Floors

Stucco, half timber siding, and fieldstone rang ing from cream to brown
Red and black range tile
Copper

PLUMBING
HEATING

Anderson wood casement sash with aluminum
mesh screens

HARDWARE
INSULATION

Walls

Wood, except tile in bathrooms, lindeum in
kitchen
Stained oak in lounge, library, and dining room
Copper tubing, Standard Sanitary Co. fixtures
Carrier hot-air circulati ng system designed for
future cooling equipment
Sargent Co.
4" rock wo·ol, wa ll s and roof

BUILDING
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Planning the Development of
Land for Human Use and Enioyment
By ALFRED GEIFFERT, JR.

ALFRED GUFFERT, JR., is a member of the firm of
Vitale & Geiffert, Gilmore D. Clarke, Landscape
Architects. In his practice of over 25 years, he has
been active in many phases of landscape developments. He has been consultant landscape architect
to the University of Illinois, Rutgers University,
New Jersey College for Women, and at present is
consultant to Rockefeller Center and a member of
the Board of Architectural Consultants of the
U. S. Treasury. He was a member of the Board of
Design of the Chicago World's Fair of 1933 and is
now serving on the Board of Design of the
New York World's Fair of 1939. A number of private
estates for which he is responsible are t hose of
R. B. Mellon, Myron C. Taylor, Percy Rockefeller,
and Governor Lehman. In the field of city planning, his activities have centered on the Town Plans
of Scarsdale and Pleasantville, New York.

DESIGNING for the use of land
falls into two phases :
1. Designing by mental process on
the land in question, painting a mental
picture of a complete composition,
embodying all units involved.
2. Designing on paper as a means
of proving the adaptability of the
mental picture, and further to make
it graphically readable to others.
Invariably the designers-architect
and landscape architect-are called in
to advise on the development of land
already in possession of the owner.
Boundaries have been fixed and usually present a highway frontage on one
side, and on the other three sides
properties variously developed. Access to the property is, therefore, already fixed by an entrance on the
highway. Definite location of this
entrance depends upon topography,
convenience of access from the surrounding countryside, ease of approach to the house and its dependencies, not forgetting the preservation of trees and other existing plant
life.
The entrance to the property Ioca-
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ted, the general direction of the road
to the house site has thereby been
determined. Topography and other
surface features, such as trees, water
and rock, now play an important
part in planning the location of the
house as well as the approach to it.
Usually at this stage the style of
house and the interior requirements
of the owner have been drawn in
sketch form, so that a preliminary
arrangement of the house area is before us. This should disclose a fairly
clear demarcation between the living
and the service portions of the house.
With this plan before us our minds
turn toward orientation and location
of the house as part of a larger general scheme to take the fullest advantage of the property in meeting all
requirements of the client for pleasure
both in and out of doors .
For the study of location and orientation the house is pictured as a
block and the floors of the house as
planes within it.
The land upon which the house is
to be located is seldom level, and it
is now we must consider topography,

the undulations of the earth's surface.
A trained eye sees these undulations
as contours, forming imaginary horizontal planes at various vertical intervals. These contours plotted on
the plan constitute the topographical
survey, which, with the additional location of trees and other surface features at a reduced scale, makes possible study of the entire property
simultaneously.
In locating the house, orientation
should take full advantage of sunlight and breezes together with interesting topography. Since the sun's
position throughout the year is a
known factor in any locality, careful
planning will afford a maximum of
sunlight. Bedrooms, breakfast room,
and porch ought to have first consideration. Dining room and living
room should have their share, too.
Breezes may vary, though in each
locality there is a fairly definite direction from which they may be expected
during the summer months when they
are most needed and welcome ; they
are usually from the southwest to
south-southeast.
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A PLAN of a relatively small place in which
the design achieves the maximum in related
use and pleasure within a planting composition giving seclusion and pictorial interest,
the backbone of which is the elm allee making a long view possible. CThe numerals on
the plan above indicate the position from
which the photographs were taken.)

1

Topography, trees, and views add
their influence in the choice of a location. It is at this point that the landscape architect's mental painting contributes most to achieving a complete
setting for house and grounds which
will insure the maximum in human
use and pleasure.
It is evident now that we have, in
a fairly definite way, oriented the
house so that the living portion faces
the south, varying to the east or west
of south because of certain other considerations, dictated by topography,
interesting views, or the existence of
large trees. This orientation places
the entrance to the north, the kitchen
and other utilities usually to the
northwest, leaving the eastern portion of the house as part of the living
side to take advantage of the morn-
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Photos by Gottscho

ing sunlight from that direction.
The house is now ready for placement on the site; with the roofed area
for living defined, it must now be
definitely placed as part of and related
to the property as a whole. The first
consideration is easy access to and
from the house ; views from within
the house are next in impor~ance ;
then, treatment of the area immediately adjacent to the house, sufficiently open to allow for light and

air , and yet sufficiently shaded by
trees to insure comfort in the open.
For the south or living side of the
house this area may readily take the
form of a terrace as an intermediate
living room to the landscape beyond.
a first contact or platform from which
views, gardens or walks radiate. Success in the planning of this area will
rlepend in large measure on adequate
scale in area, form and placement of
trees for shade. and framing of views

either from or to the house. Structural elements such as walks, balustrades, and steps, must also be in
scale and in sympathy with the house
architecture.
The approach side or main entrance
has its specific requirements: ease of
grade, ample " turn-around ". and
parking facilities are of prime importance; proper grading and drainage are not to be neglected. Service,
too. makes its demands for proper
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approach and ample area for deliveries.
With full appreciation of all requirements and benefits that our immediate problem demands and that
the land affords, we have now located
our house, planned the approach to
it from the highway, treated the immediate setting of the house, and

TOPOGRAPHY as
shown here is the
basis
for
judging
the use of the land
in the general plan.
Note the recogni·
tion and the preservation of existing
tree masses in the
design and the accompanying
photographs. Location of
driveway approach
was also determined
by adaptability of
the ground.

.......

__

recognized its relation to the property as a whole.
Gardens now take their placesome formal , others informal, some
designed by fancy, others by dictation of existing natural conditions.
Play areas, tennis courts, swimming
pools, and the like fit into the picture

1
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to perfect the play and recreational
phases of country living. For the
horsemen there must be stables and
barns, located aside the prevailing
breez~s . Open areas for pasture, and
growmg of fodder must be considered in this connection.
The motor car must have proper
housing ; hence the garage for two to 3
five cars becomes a fair-sized block
in space. It must be located to afford
ready and easy approach to and from
the house, with an ample area or
court for parking, yet not so close
to the house that noise will disturb.
I have now pretty well outlined the
fundamentals that a designer must
recognize in his study and approach
to the preparation of a general plan
for the development of a property for
private use. Be the property large
or small, the basic considerations are
the same; only in scale or magnitude
do they differ.
A word as to planning: I consider
the preservation and use of existing planting in the general composition as of prime importance; then,
the addition and location of major
trees adjacent to the house; and finally a careful study of all planting arrangements with full recognition of
the forms and colors suitable to the
land in question as well as to their
purpose of giving comfort and pleasure.

THE LARGE POOL (above) here serves a dual purpose: for swimmin9,
and as a mirror of reflection. THE SMALLER POOL !below) adds ani·
mation as a central point in the composition on axis with the livin9
porch of the house. The residence shewn en these pa9es and the in·
door tennis house shown on the following page were designed by
James O'Connor. !The numerals on the 9eneral plan on the opposite
page indicate the position from which the photo9raphs were taken.)
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CONTINUITY OF INTEREST and
directian by the use of a water
feature is here further empha·
sized as related to the cedar
allee (above) leading to the in·
door tennis house (right). The
use of trees and shrubs in
pleasing composition controls
the views and gives scale.
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